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I. Overview

"Microcomputers in Special Education: Beyond Drill and Practice" is a project of Technical

Education Research Centers (TERC) in cooperation with Lesley College. The project was funded

from October 1984 through December 1986 by a grant from Special Education Programs of the U.

S. Department of Education. Its primary purpose was to create a consortium, consisting of a

teacher training institution, the Massachusetts State Department of Education, local educational

agencies, and the research community that would serve as a mechanism for promoting research,

training, and dissemination in the area of innovative microcomputer use in the education of learning

disabled and emotionally disturbed students in elementary and middle schools.

Background and Purpose

In 1984, when the project began, computers were being used in special education settings largely
1114 ....

for drill and practice activities or for motivation and reward (see, for example, -Maroc & Russell,

1986). Non-drill uses of the computerword processing, Logo, problem-solving software, non-

drill instructional software in mathematics and language artswere being developed and tested

primarily at the grass-roots level. Much of the knowledge about the usefpiness of non-drill

software was being developed by individual practitioners in isolated settings, but no body of

knowledge about how this software could be used effectively with handicapped students had been

brought together in one place. Most teachers who wanted to move "beyond drill and practice" with

their students had little access to practical information, to research, or to colleagues who might

help. The project endeavored to develop a model for professional information-sharing in the

eastern Massachusetts area, to gather and synthesiie information from practice nationally, and to

create research partnerships. Both the eastern Massachusetts collaborative and the research

partnerships would be established as permanent entities which would continue beyond the intial

two-year funding period, while the gathering of information from practice across the country

would result in a book for practitioners about non-drill computeruse. In addition, the gathering of

information, the collaboration of teachers in the region, and the cooperation of Lesley College
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would together make possible the establishment of a graduate practicum in the use of non-drill

software with special needs students whic would provide another institutionalized mechanism for

continued training and dissemination.

The project's intended focus was on mildly handicapped students with learning or emotional

problems in grades K-8. However, although this population remained at the center of

our work, we found that teacher participation could not be artificially limited in this way. In many

states, for example, resource room teachers see a wide range of students witha variety of Labels

and problems. In our own regional collaborative, while most participants were, in fact, resource

room teachers in grades K-8, there were exceptions to all of our stated limits. Teachers of older

students, of students with physical handicaps, of students with more severe learning and emotional

problems, participated in the project. We were told often that the project's workwas applicable

beyond the limits we had set for it: the wide variability among special needs students defies

adequate classification by age, grade, or diagnosis. The flexibility of much non-chill software

allows its application in different ways with different students, so that, for example, the teacher of

emotionally disturbed adolescents might use the same piece of softwarealbeit in different ways

and for different reasonsas a teacher of learning disabled third graders.

Learner-Centered Software

One of the first tasks of the project was to define more clearly the genre of computer use we were

studying. Defining it negatively as "non-drill-and-practice" seemed unsatisfactory. We were

certainly looking at "instructional software", but this appellation is overly inclusive. We

also were not concerned with software used solely as motivation and reward, which the student

could turn to after his/her "real work" was completed. As we talked to teachers who were

developing effective uses of non-drill software with their students, we found that there was a

consistent theme in their reasons for use of this software. These teachers were all looking for

ways in which their students---many of whom had poor slf-images of themselves as
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learnerscould gradually become more independent in learning tasks, could take more

responsibility for weir own learning, and could view themselves as able to cope with the learning

process, including its inevitable times of confusion, frustration, and difficulty. While teachers

were looking to the computer for specific instructional purposes, their search for materials which

would teach content was inextricably tied to their desire for contexts in which their students would

learn to improve their learning strategies as well. After all, most of these teachers had been

teaching for many years and already had many materials and techniques for teachingcontent. What

appealed to them about the interactive nature of the computer was the possibility for their students

to become more independent learners.

Given the strength and consistency of this theme in what we heard from teachersthe concern that

students become learnerswe designated the type of software which these teachers were choosing

for their students learner-centered software (LCS). LCS can include interactive games and

tutorials, simulations, problem-solving software (including use of programming languages), and

tool programs such as word processors, spreadsheets, and data bases. The characteristics of

learner-centered software have been discussed and refined over the course of the project. Four

defining characteristics of LCS have been identified:

In using the software, the student has significant control over choosing the goal of the
activity, the strategies used to reach the goal, or both.

The feedback from the computer is informational, not judgmental. This kind of feedback
may include a clear presentation of the student's work-in-progress, a comparison of the
student's solution to the desired goal, an additional piece of information, a graphic model, a
restatement of information which the student needs, an example or hint. This feedback isnot
simply an indication that a student response is right or wrong but is designed to help the
student expand his or her understanding of the problem or content.

The software allows, emphasizes, or encourages prediction and successive approximation.
Using the informational feedback they receive from the computer, students gradually alter
their responses to more closely approach the desired result.

The software provides a meaningful context which emphasizes intrinsic motivation.
Rewards and penalties are natural rather than artifice consequences, related directly to the
student's work. Rewards are clearly related to mastery and ccmpletion. These can include:
records of student progress available to the student; promotion to a new level (e.g., from
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"rookie" to "detective"); the permanent recordingof a student's solution or product;
completing or solving a problem or puzzle; producing a finished product.

Prgiect Objectives

The project, then, has focused on designing mechanisms for research, dissemination, and training

in the use of learner-centered software with special needs students. The specific tasks of the

project were as follows:

To conduct a national survey of the use of LCS with special needs students which would
result in a report on the state-of-the-art and the identification of promising practices.

To establish a Special Interest Group of educators in eastern Massachusetts who are using
LCS in special education.

To develop a practicum course and practicum sites in local educational agencies as a vehicle
for training teachers and prospective teachers in the uses and impact of LCS with special
needs students.

To establish research collaborations which would further explore the impact of LCS on the
education e f special needs students.

To write a handbook for special educators on the uses of LCS, to be distributed nationally,
which would draw on and synthesize the information collected from participants in all other
phases of the project.

To disseminate through a series of publications and presentations the information collected uy
the project.

In the following sections of this report, the project's work is divided into efforts in training,

research, and dissemination, although all facets of the project overlapped and informed the others.

II. Teacher Growth, Development, and Training
This section summarizes the aspects of the project which have focused on teacher growth and

development in the use of learner-centered software with special needs students. We use the terms

"growth" and "development", in Eddition to "training", because of the collaborative nature of this

work. The project did not simply devise training which was delivered to teachers; rather, the

teachers themselves were primary sources of information and development. It is this sharing

7
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among colleagues which has resulted in a growing community of professionals whose collective

experience and practice ultimately benefit the students for whose education they are responsible

The Special Interest Group

The Special Needs and Computers Special Interest Group (SIG), made possible by funding from

this grant, is now an ongoing collaborative of teachers, administrators, researchers, graduate

students, university professors, and teacher trainers in the eastern Massachusetts region. The SIG

has met monthly since November 1984. Meetings usually have an attendance of about 30 people

who discuss and try out promising computer applications, preview and evaluate software, share

their concerns, questions, and recommendations, and host invited speakers. A lending library of

learner-centered software gives teachers an opportunity to determine the appropriateness of

software for their particular students and provides an ongoing mechanism for sharing information

about what works, what doesn't work, and what instructional interventions are needed. Although

microcomputers are gradually becoming more common, the need for this kind of inter-school

organization still seems critical for the special education teacher. As one member put it,

For me, the best part [of the SIG] is the networking, getting to know the ins and outs of
what's going on and being able to connect with pilot projects, new programs, etc. I can't
get that in my school because everybody is isolated and doesn't knowa lot about what's
happening. I feel like I'm on the cutting edge, and it's been good for my morale. It's
helped me be a resource to other special ed staff at my school.

In addition to monthly meetings, members keep in touch with the SIG through a monthly

newsletter sent to approximately 100 area educators. Group members find this newsletter to be a

critical component of the SIG's work since they cannot always attend meetings; we often receive

notes and phone calls from members who have to miss a meeting, asking us "to make sure I get the

newsletter."

During the two and a half years that the SIG has been in operation, highlights of the SIG meetings

have included:

A report by two teachers on classroom uses of a simple data base
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A talk by a SIG member on his use of an electronic spreadsheet for instruction in
mathematics applications with WI learning disabled students

Demonstration of new software, such as Gapper (HRM) which uses the doze technique for
instruction in reading comprehension and Explore-a-Story (Collamore) which allows
students to create their own stories with text, graphics, and animation

A presentation on keyboarding skills and keyboarding software

A presentation by Catherine Cobb Morocco of her SEP-funded research on word processing
with learning disabled students

Small group investigations of the use of Logo and of data bases with special needs students

A demonstration of Lego-Logo by its inventors, Steve Ocko and Mitch Resnick

A demonstration of the new Apple-GS hardware

Sharing of experiences in using word processing with special needs students

A SIG member's report on her work with teaching fraction concepts by using Logo with her
learning disabled students

A panel of administrators discussing the issues of implementing the use of computers in
special education in their districts

Lots of informal Wiring, sharing, and software previewing

The newsletters provide complete documentation of the activities of the SIG and are included in

Appendix A.

The existence of the SIG has effects beyond a monthly information-sharing session among its

members. In addition, the establishment of this collaborative has resulted in:

the identification of practicum sites for a practicum course in the use of microcomputers in
special education (see below)

information-sharing between practicing special education teachers and teachers-in-training
who attend the SIG meetings

a forum for researchers who have information to share with practitioners

a forum for practitioners to report on successful practices

support for practitioners to become leaders in their own settings

the formation of research collaborations between teachers and researchers (see below)

9
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Participation in the SIG is entirely voluntary and is no related to any in-service or college credit.

While a friendly atmosphere (and an afternoon snack!) are essential components of the meetings,

teachers come to the tr.c.ctingb, at 4:00 p.m., after a school day, because they find support,

collegiality, ana useable information that benefits them and, ultimately, their students. Attached

(Appendix B) are three letters from active SIG members about the importance of the SIG to their

growth and development a.% professionals. An excerpt from one of these letters follows:

I consider my experience with the SIG to be truly rare and extremely valuable. Educators
are seldom given the opportunity to meet, talk, and exchange this type of information in
an open fcrum. My experience with this group helped me to acquire the knowledge and
develop the leadership abilities necessary to disseminate information in a meaningful
way. In my opinion, the continuation of this SIG is critical to special educators across
the state.

Lesley College Graduate Program

A second training component of Lhe project was the establishment of a practicum course as part of

the Microcomputers in Special Education program of the Lesley College Graduate School. This

course, designed by the Lesley College coordinator, Rebecca Corwin, and the Project Dirtctor,

Susan Jo Russell, is a one-semester experience which combines a weekly seminar with work at a

field site, giving participants direct experience in using )earner-certered software with special needs

students and time for guided reflection and analysis. Ms. Corwin and Dr. Russell jointly taught

the first section of the practicum in the fall of 1985. Since then, the practicum has been offered

every semester and has become a required course for students in the Master's degree specialization

in computers and special education. Two additional instructors have been trained to give the

course, and during the current semester it is being given both on-campus at Lesley College and at

two off-campus sites for the Boston Public Schools. Approximately 30 students have taken the

practicum to date. It will continue to be given both on campus and, as instructors are trained, it will

gradually be given at further off -campus sites as well. A catalog course description and syllabus

are included in Appendix C.
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Lesley College Summer Training

An unexpected offshoot of the project has been the creation of E. week-long summer institute,

Microcomputers in Special Education, at Lesley College Graduate School. While this institute was

self-supporting and not funded directly by the grant, the gathering of practitioners, teacher trainers,

and researchers through the SIG brought together the people and resources necessary to build a

substantive curriculum for this in-service training. The summer institute format, which has

traditionally been used by Lesley, allows practitioners who cannot commit time to a semester

course during the year to study a topic intensively during the summer. Some elect only to

participate in the week of speakers, discussion, and hands-on work with computers, while others

also plan and carry out projects in their own classrooms during the following year for an additional

graduate credit.

During the summers of 1985 and 1986, project staff and SIG participants contributed substantially

to the summer institute programs. Project staff member Rebecca Corwin organized these institutes

with other Lesley faculty. Topics and presenters included:

Using the Bank Street Writer, Donna Simone [SIG member].

Us...ng tool software (data bases and spreadsheets). Tom Plati [SIG member].

Relating software to IEP's. Susan Jo Russell [project staff].

Curriculum integration K-8, Madaleine Pugliese [SIG member].

Integrating software into the curriculum for emotionally handicapped students, Joe
Cambone [SIG member].

Continuation and Expansionof the Regional Collaborative

Since the end of our funding period in December 1986, the regional SIG has continued to meet

monthly at TERC. TERC donates space, computers, and some personnel time. Recently, TERC

received a $15,000 grant from the Lotus Foundation to continue and expand this growing regional

network of special educators. This expansion will not only include continued monthly meetings

and an improved newsletter but will also offer a new service: outreach to school systems and
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individuals through individual consultati,- workshops, or group gatherings (e.g., open houses)

offered by SIG members.

Many of the teachers who have been members of the SIG during the past two years have become

1-ziers in their own schools or districts. Beginning by sharing their work within the SIG itself,

they have gained the confidence, experience, aid suppor from SIG members and project staff to

give presentations, write articles, and offer workshops for their colleagues. A few have moved

beyond their own schools to work at the regional, state, or national levels (e.g., one active SIG

member is on the Advisory Board for the Council for Exceptional Children's Center for Special

Education Technology; two others had articles published in The Computing Teacher and Closing

the Gap, respectively). These teachers are now well eo.,ipped to take on leadership of the SIG and

to ovr;:see this expansion of SIG services.

III. RESEARCH

Survey of the Use of LCS with Special Education Students

The survey was planned to include two parts: I) an assessment of why and how special education

departments are or are not using LCS with their learning disabled or emotionally disturbed students

through telephone interviews of personnel in a random sample of school districts nationwide; 2)

the identification and description of a sampling of promising practices. These two parts of the

survey were completed during the first year of the project.

A full report of the national state-of-the-art survey has been compiled in a separate document,

which is appended in Appendix D. The results were summarized and published in the. Journal of

Learning Disabilities (Mokros & Russell, 1986). This article is the best source for the key findings

of the survey and the implications of these findings for research and practice. Rather than

repeating these ideas here, we refer you to the article itself (Appendix E).
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As described in the Continuation Application for Year 2 of this project (Russell, 1985), promising

practices were gathered through the placement of announcements in approximately 60 professional

journals. Telephone interviews were used to follow up initial responses, and written information

was solicited from teachers who were interested in contributing more substantively to the

handbook. Budget for this aspect of the project unfortunately limited the amount of follow-up

which could be done. However, a great deal of information aboutctivities and implementation,

goals and outcomes, and teacher-to-teacher advice was gathered which has bc....n incorporated into

the Handbook (see below).

Research Collaborations Emerging from the Project

Several interesting research activities have emerged from the project. For themost part, these

projects are based in the classrooms of teachers who have participated in the Special Interest

Group. While teachers serve as facilitators for these studies, TERC researchers are conducting the

actual investigations. We found that teachers did not have the time to take primary responsibility

for research, but were quite interested in participating. As can be seen in the following research

descriptions, teachers are participating in the studies in a number of different ways.

The Effects of Using Word Processors on the Instructional Context for Teaching
Writing to Special Needs Students

As a result of the SIG's numerous discussions of word processing, Susan Jo Russell became

interested in how the presence of the word processor in the classroom and the ways special

education students interact with it lead to changes in teachers approaches to the teaching of writing.

What are these changes? If they exist, what characteristics of the student-computer interaction are

most salient in teachers' reevaluations of their clacsroom practice? Semi-structured interviews with

resource MOM teachers, members of the Special Interest Group who had been using word

processing in their classrooms, probed their goals in using word processing, how t'..ese goals had

changed over time, and what, if any, changes in their teaching or thinking about teaching had come

about during this period. The results of this study, which were reported at the 1986 annual

13
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meeting of the American Educational Research Association (Russell, 1986), indicated that the use

of the word processor had led to little change in th... definition of student tasks, but to strong

changes, which were consistent across teachers with d:fferent styles and philosophies, in learning

organization. All teachers reported: higher teacher involvement in the writing process itself (as

opposed to correcting or reading finished products), lower time spent on management, greater

student independence, and use of peer collaboration. These changes in learning organization were

accompanied for most of the teachers by attitudinal changes, especially with regard to =dent

independence, expansion and overlap of student and teacher roles, and higher differentiation of

goals in the teaching of writing.

. Microcomputer-Based Laboratories for Special Needs Students

A second research project, involving the use of computers as tools in science, is being conducted at

a private elementary school for learning disabled children. One of the teachers from this school,

an active member of our Special Interest Group, suggested that the science teachers at her school

would be interested in this project. Researchers at TERC met with the science teachers to set up a

project that would test the potential of Microcomputer-Based Laboratories (MBL) in actively

involving learning disabled students in scientific investigations. TERC researchers are working

with 3 teachers (5th through 8th grades), all of whom take a "hands on" approach to teaching

science.

Interestingly, this MBL investigation is one of the ti:st to study the effects of computer tools in

science with a population of learning disabled students. Earlier work conductedby TERC

researchers suggested a discouraging tendency for teachers to transform MBL investigations into

drill and practice routines when working with special needs students. Students were not given

access to the power of the tools, because teachers felt that students needed to master a series of

procedural steps before they could go on to explore phenomena such as motion, heat and

temperature, or sound.
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We reasoned that, in the hands of special education teachers who were experienced in using

computers to go beyond drill and practice, the classroom would become a place where special

needs students could build on strengths they may have in hypothesizing, exploring, testing, and

using data. When special needs students are given opportunities to use tools to explore their

immediate surroundings (e.g., by measuring the temperature of different objects and seeing it

graphed on the computer), they will be empowered to do real investigations and real scientific

problem solving. We are assuming that the reasoning and problem-solving behaviors of special

needs students and regular students are quite similar. Furthermore, we assume that these skills can

be developed equally well among both populations when the toolsare used in an exploratory

mode. These hypotheses are important ones, as Shirley Malcolm of AAAS recently pointed out at a

meeting of Ford Foundation project directors: Ifwe want special needs students to have access to

powerful computer tools in sciencetools that will enable them to think and act as scientists

dowe need to demonstrate that important learning takes place when they use these tools.

Classroom observations and interviews with teachers are currently underway. Results will be

available in the summer of1987.

The Special Education Classroom of the Future

In this project, we are collaborating with two teachers who are active in the SIG to document the

development and effectiveness of their "Special Education Classroom of the Future." This project

was initiated by the teachers and funded by their district and by Apple Computer. The teachers

commissioned us to help them evaluate their innovative project.

ED and LD students who are involved in the project use computers intensively in their English,

mathematics, and skills classes in ways that go beyond drill and practice. The teachers and students

make use of data bases, spreadsheets, and word processing tools in a variety of engaging projects

that often cross the boundaries of traditional subject areas. In addition, each student in the program

is given a personal computer for use at home.
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Researchers from 77 RC (Susan Jo Russell and Jan Mokros) are helping the teachers capture the

unique and particularly effective elements of their approach so that the school will be able to

modify and expand upon its program. At the same time, we will help teachers identify the

progression they went through in developing their teaching approaches, so that they will be able to

articulate this process to other teachers. The project is currently underway and will be completed in

January, 1988. A joint research article, authored by the teachers and TERC researchers, will result

from this project.

Mathematics Learning among Special Needs Students

Drs. Russell and Mokros are conducting pilot research on children's learning of mathematical

concepts in data collection and analysis (ordering, graphing, finding central tendencies) in a

mainstream classroom and a class for learning disabled students. The special education teacher

who is collaborating with us was active in the SIG. The aim of the study is to better understand

how children who are functioning below grade level in mathematics understand and apply

mathematical concepts when they are relieved of the burden t i calculation. i he study will help us

understand not only how these students solve mathematical problems, but also how they can more

effectively use software tools such as spreadsheets and data bases to solve real mathematical

problems.

We will observe and conduct clinical interviews with children who have been identified as having

learning problems as well as children who do not have identifed problems. The children will be

interviewed as they wrestle with problems involving the use and application of the concept of

central tendency (mean, median, and mode). Using some of the mathematics activities being

developed for another TERC project, we will then introduce students to the concepts of mean,

median, and mode by having them work with personally relevant problems where they need to

collect and analyze data to solve a problem. Students will use appropriate softwareas a tool for
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solving these problems. Following the intervention, we will again interview students to determine

the effectiveness of the teaching sessions on students' problem-solving skills.

Pilot research is currently underway and will be reported at the June Research Symposium

sponsored by the Center for Special Education Technology.

IV. DISSEMINATION

Dissemination is integral to all the facets of the Beyond Drill and Practice project. The Special

Interest Group is itself a vehicle for dissemination, both through its newsletter and through the

members themselves, who talk with colleagues, give workshops, and often become sources of

information within their schools and districts. The collaboration with Lesley College results in

dissemination of the project's work through the training opportunities which have been established

there (see above, under TEACHER GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND TRAINING).

However, there are two additional specific mechanisms for dissemination which have not been

covered elsewhere in this report. The first is the book which is being produced by project staff; the

second is the presentations and publications which have been made by staff and SIG members

throughout the course of the project. These are discussed below.

Beyond Drill andJractice: The Book

An ongoing task of the project has been to compile experiences of classroom teachers who are

using learner-centered software with their special needs students. Much of the knowledge base in

this area resides with practitioners; it is at the grassroots that new applications of the computer are

being developed and evaluated by experienced and committed professionals who know their

students and are willing to take the risk of trying something new which just might work. While a

slim research base is gradually accruing in the use of, for example, word processing and problem-

solving software, research will never provide all the answers that practitioners need. The gathering
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and synthesizing of knowledge from practicewhat worked with which students under what

circumstancesis an invaluable resource for educators. Experiences gathered both from our own

regional collaborative in eastern Massachusetts and frcm the nationwide search for promising

practices undertaken by the project in Year 1 provide the basis for our handbook for special

educators.

Guided by what is actually happening in the field, we chose four uses of LCS on which to focus:

supporting skill development, teaching writing, developing problem-solving and critical thinking

skills, and improving "learning to learn" skills (motivation, responsibility, independence).

Chapters on these four areas form the heart of the book with additional chapters which introduce

Jearner-centered software, describe the teacher's role in using LCS, and discuss the practical

aspects of integrating this software into the curriculum.

The outline of the handbook, tentatively titled, Braond Drill and Practice: Using Learner-Centered

Software in Special Education, is attached in Appendix F. Most chapters are in draft form.

Currently the outline and two sample chapters are being considered by publishers. Two of these

publishers have expressed interest, and further discussions are underway. The remaining chapters

will be finished up in cooperation with the publisher when negotiations are completed. The two

sample chapters, Chapters III and IV, are attached in Appendix G.

LelegigUnides and Presentations

Throughout the course of the project, both project staff and some SIG members have made

presentations, conducted workshops, and written articles which have disseminated the work of the

project. These have included:

Articles

Mcicros, J. R., & Russell, S. J. (1986) Learner-centered software: A survey of microcomputer use
with special needs students. Journal af_LearningDisabilities, 19:3, 185-190.
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Russell, S. J. (1986, Spring). But what are they learning? The dilemma of using microcomputers
in special education. Learning Quart d

Russell, S. J. (1986, December). "My kids could never do that": Adapting software for the
learning disabled student. Churchill Forum, IX: 1.

Presentations

Corwin, R. B. (1985). Computers for learning disabled children: Do they promote learning?
Presented at the Boston University School of Medicine conference, Learning disabilities: A new
look at unsettled issues, Boston, MA.

Corwin, R. B., & Russell, S. J. (1986, April). Beyond drill and practice: Matching special
learner needs. software. and IEP objectives, Presented at the annual
meeting of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Washington, D. C.

Corwin, R. B., Russell, S. J., Simone, D., & Ary, T. (1985, May). But what really happens
with special education students? Presented at the seventh annual Lesley College Computer
Conference. [Ms. Simone and Ms. Ary are SIG members.)

Russell, S. J. (1985, June). Report of research in progress: Preliminary results of national
survey. Center for Special Education Technology Research Symposium, Washington, D. C.

Russell, S. J. (1986, April). Creating an environment iobag.c n e jnilsataDxsng,iteaching of writing.'n
Presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research As ociation, San Francisco,
CA.

Russell, S. J. (1986, July) Beyond drill and practice: Do we know what we're doing? Presented
at the Promising Practices Symposium on Computers and Special Education, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA.

Russell, S. J., Corwin, R. B., Kapisovsky, P., & Mokros, J. (1986, May). Special education:
Research into practice. Presented at the eighth annual Lesley College Computer Conference.

Other

1. Staff members Corwin and Russell and SIG member Donna Simone conducted an all-day
workshop for the New Jersey State Department of Special Education covering three of the central
topics from the project handbook: skill development in mathematics and language arts, critical
thinking, and writing.

2. Italian national television filmed at TERC, in the classroom of SIG member Betty Church, a
resource room teacher in the Medford public schools, and in staff member Corwin's graduate class
(Computers in the Resource Room) for a documentary on computers and special education.

Dissemination of information from both resnrch and practice will continue and expand through the
SIG and ongoing research collaborations.
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NEXT MEETING:

AGENDA:

MICRO AND SPECIAL NEEDS
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP

Monday, December 3, 1984
P.M. **We will start

TEFL promptly at 4 p.m.
149 Massacnusetts Ave.
Cambridge. Massachusetts

4:00 4:45 crd Processing

Demonstrations of Sank Street Writer
Milliken
ricwriter

Every piece of sof:wae has different features.
Pot least three pieces of software will be
Presented so that oa can see the special
characteristics of each. This will provide an
easy introduction o tne use of these programs.

We will also have an opportunity to discuss the
uses of word processors with special needs
children. What successes have we had? What
problems have oie esperienced? Why use these
procrEtms-'

5:35 c:oftware Erowsing

In addition to the software listed above,
we will ha.ve a chanc? to look at other
lanouaoe arts progr?mi.: such as Bank Street
Speller, Hieing Linlis and Dapper.

It is also a time to tales: informally with
colleagues in other schools about their
experiences and interests.



5:C5 - 5:4c Teacher 1,,itiated Classroom investioation

Man, varied questions were raised in last
month's meeting. They ranged from concerns
with barriers to acquiring software and integra-
ting it within the classroom, to questions about
tapping kids learnino strengths through the use
of computers(see enc;osed notes from the Novem-
ber meetino).

This will be a time to brai nstrom about these
and other is.iues. We will also discuss a few
teacher-Initiated classroom investigations that
are Just beginning.

5:40 - 5:50 Agenda for Me\t Month

The ordu will decide what area
and which software to investigate
during neat month's meeting.

5:50 6:00 Conclusion

The final 10 minutes nswe been set aside
for individuals to :

Sic,n out sottware

The word processing software will
be available for those of you who

wisn to take it home or to your
schools for a closer look, or to t-y
it out in ',our classrooms.

- Set a meeting time with a TERC staff member -

Anyone Interested in investigating the
Possibilities of beginning a research
Project ma. set a meeting time with a
TERC staff member.

,.ware browsing

The word processing software will be
available fcr viewing until 6:30.

* For those of >ou who would like some additional time to
view software, we've set aside 3:30- 4:00 and 6:00 - 6:30
for this purpose.

"!!!!'"""WE ALL LOOK FnRWARD TO SEEING YOU,''''''''""
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iterest urouN

Susan Jo began the meeting at 4:20 with an introduction to
the project. She vxplain;e0 the reasons for getting the
roup together :end talked about resources that would be
available to the group (software liorarv, TERC teaming ith
teachers for research support',. We next went around the
room to have each person introduce ner or -imself.

(We've decided to include thi. Information so that YOU maY
get a sense of the composition of the group and of
individual's interests and experience. We tried to keep
notes during the introduction, but we may have misse_ or
confused facts. Please excise an'. misinformation
presented).

Vicki-Reading
Doesn't use computers. Interested iR computerized IEPs
to save time. Works with preschool SPED.

Marty-Reading
Resource room-generic instructor. Wants to t";;: able to
use their system's rotating computer for instruc%ing
kids.

Debbie-Lexington
rnn=.111t=. 1.41,tth many teachers threllinhnnt their system re
SPED kids and computers. Is interested in r.search on
computer implementittion with SPED kids in self-contain-
ed classroom.

finny- Cambridge King
Uses computer with SPED kids in regular classroom

harian-Cambridge King
Id teacher--uses some Logo, some problem- solving
sof' tare.

Helen-1
class. has computer in class. Over the summer,

iewed over 100 pieces of software for potentia
6i 0 use <working with Debby)

Marie-Shrewsbury
Teaches SPED clays in high school

Donna-Shrewsbury
SPED coordinator, resource room teacher. Wants to find
interesting, valuable software to use with 15-16 year
olds.

Pat-Andover
.4 teacher-interested in developing ways of using com-
puters with her 'students.

David-Arlington
Works ;n Learning Center with small groups of kids-has
five Apples. Lots of use of computers as motivation,
reward.

Judy-Dept of Ed.
will arrange for group to present its findings at State
Special 7.c1 conference.
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F-.Er.' e ,..Irri i ri i itr :4 1, 1. _ c,:mouters with SPEC kids for
word ornces,:iho, oriii and oractice.

Claire-Canton
resource teacher wno a using L000 for the first time

Kathy-Canton
needs to solve some technical problems before being
able to uEe computer-a resource teacher

JudY-Canton
principal, interested in using computers with SPED kits.

Louise-Readino
resource room teacher

joe-Walker School
have two computers, 54 boys between 7-13 years. Using
Milliken word processor with much enthusiasm.

Susan-Lesley & Cambridge
SPED teacher on assignment. works with administrators
in advocacy role. Works with substantially develop-
mentally delayed kids.

Susan-Cambridge
works in self-contained ld classroom. They have one
computer fulltime.

After the introductions, Becky asked the group about
software that they liked and had success using. We need
recommendations about wnat to buy for the software library.
The group mentioned a few word processors:

Milliken: good because it needs only 7 commands
new Bank St. Writer: has eliminated problems with

two modes.
Kidwriter: doesn't print, but has pictures to go with

words. good for pre-reading.

Other software discussed included Gertrude's Puzz,es & G's
Secrets, Hissing Links. the new Delta Drawing, Sticky Bear,
Memory (a package with a comprehensive system for teaching
problem-solvina, and Odd One Out (for younger children.)
Someone mentioned that Closing the
Gap and the Insider were good sources of software reviews.

People taii4ed about how the effectiveness of any piece
of software was closely related to the instructional strat-
egies used and to the characteristics of the student.

We also talked about typing tutors, and the extent to
which kids needed to have well-developed fine motor skills
in order to use word processors.

Becky said we could get a batch of wordprocessing soft-
ware together for next time ',December 3rd), and have people
describe the ways in which they had used this software
effectively with different types of kids. Anyone who'd like
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Other issues. o+ interest? to tne group included the

- What are other' Echools doing in terms of getting computers
used with SPED kids-' Is this happening primarily in a
"top-down" way (administrator initiative) or in a "bottom-
up" way (teacher initiative.?

How do you convince administrators that
effective in instructing SPED kids'

computers can be

How do you decide wnat proorammino languages to teach?

-Whv are we using computers with special needs kids--or
with any kids? What can we accomplish that we couldn't
otherwise?

- Are there any patterns in children's responses to Logo?
For example, some kids get turned on some "shut down"
to Logo. Can YOU predict what kind of kid is going to
react in a certain way'"

- Are there skills--such as problem-solving skills-that are
developed via computer and then generalize to real life
settings?

- Is the computer useful? Is it useful in terms of. . .

motivating kids'
getting them to feel more like regular kids?
as a theraputic tool threatening than a person?)
promoting communication?

What can we do with the computer to aevelop skills in
science, history, and social stud,es'

How can we use the computer to tap kids' learning
strengths?

How can the computer help kl0E particular kinds
of attentional problems"' .e.g.. oPes it help the kid
who's ea =11 dic.trected?..

- How is the computer being integreted into other cur-
ricular area=?

Fircilly, someone mentioned tne importance of gathering real
data tt., answer some of these questions. "We have to have
some convincing argument= to brino to our schools"

At the next meeting, we'll discuss how we can begin invest-
igating some of these questions.
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Interest Group

Next meeting: Monday, January 14, 1985, 4-6 p.m., at TERC

(Software and computers available: 3:30-4:00, 6:00-6:30)

Word processing. f-; large portion of December's meeting was
used to demonstrate several word processors (see enclosed
notes). By the end of the meeting, people had just begun to
share their thought=_ and experiences about the problems,
advantages, and IEEUeB of using word processors with special
needs students. Some of the questions/issues raised
included:

1. Do students write more using a word processor?

2. Pire students better able to see and correct spelling,
punctuation, and other syntactic errors because what's on
the screen looks like "real print"?

3. Do students use the word processor to move text around
to improve the structure and sense of their writing?

4. What la te tParher's role in the student-word
processor iritArsction:'

5. How much of 9 barrier to using a word processor is lack
of typing skill-,

We will continue this discussion, shifting our focus from
the characteristics of word processors to actual classroom
practice. Special Interest Group members who have used word
processing with their students will share their experiences
and s ident work.
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*Software library. Software be available before and
after the meeting. II: YOU borrowed software this month,
please bring it with'you to the January meeting. We also
need suggestions for software to be purchased (call Susan
Jo).

*Print library. Please give any articles you have found
useful to Susan Jo for inclusion in our library. Remember
to return borrowed articles.

*IEP management systems. Several members of the Special
Interest Group are exploring IEP management systems for
their schools. They are especially interested in contacting
people who are currently using some system in their schools
and can share their experiences. We'll make a list of who's
using what next meeting. 14 rou are using such a system,
please bring an information ,'ou have (the name of the
system, where information about it can be obtained, who in
your school system to contact to find out how it's working).

*Ta pe recording. Although we are taking notes of the
meetings, we feel like we are missing a lot of the richness
of what people have to say. We are wondering how people
would feel about tape recording at least some of the
meetings. We could transcribe the tapes and use portions of
them later for the project handbook. Susan Jo is exploring
rental of a microphone which would be able to record a group
of our siz( (or does an/one have one which could be borrowed
for meetings?). We'll talk about this in January.
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December 19,1984

TO: Beyond Drill and PrE.ctice Group Members

FROM: Jan Mokros (TERC)

RE: Notes from December 3rd Meeting

Susan Jo Russell (TER) began the meeting at 4:20 and
distributed a bibliography of resources on word processing,
along with other materials on using the computer to help
teach writing. We tpent the next hour and fifteen minutes
reviewing word processing software. The following software
was reviewed:

1. Milliken

Joe Cambone (Walker) demonstrated the Milliken word
processor, which has a fairly simple system of commands you
only need to use a few keys). One different feature of this
software is its pictorial metaphors (e.g., a desktop and
filing cabinet.) Joe said that kids found the filing
system very easy to use, because they can easily visualize
what they're doing.

2. Kidwriter

Becky Corwin (Lesley College) demonstrated this piece,
which combines story illustrations with writing. Studentscan select -. _ ,t of standard pictures or symbols,
arrange these pictures on part of the screen, and type their
stories on the other part of the screen. Limitations
include the fact that the text runs only 6 lines and the
screens are somewhat clumsy to handle. Also, the
commentary, It will be very easy to do!" appears frequently
in the instructions.

One of the group members commented that Kidwriter mightbe a very useful tool in helping young children learn toplan and sequence their thoughts.

3. Magic Slate

Becky showed that the unique feature of this piece is alarge type face. The Instructions are straightforward andthe word processor has most of the standard features
(centers, underlines). It is fairly easy to write overthe text- -which some of us saw as a problem and othersthought was an advantage.



4. Bani, Street Writer

Susan Jo demonstrated this word processor, pointing out
that the New Blink Street Writer no longer has two modes, one
for writino and one for editing. There are two new Bank
street writer=, fc'r 64K miichine s. one for 128K machines.

5. Bank Street Speller

This piece is used in conjunction with Bank Street
Writer, and allows the user to check on the spelling of a
particular word, list all,the times this word appears, and
see these words in context to determine whether the
spelling is correct. Italso allows you to add words to
the dictionary. Another important feature is that it
provides suggested spellings of words like the one that
has been misspelled. It allows you to get printouts of all
the words you've used or of the misspellled words with their
correct spelling.

After reviewing the software, we continued with a brief
discussion of research that people are planning and
undertaking. Susan Jo told about the project that Jinny
Chalmers (Cambridge) is working on with Logo and an ld
student. Susan Jo and Jinny are taking turns observing the
student to see what she does with Logo. After each session,
they discuss their observations and tape record their
discussion. This documentation is useful in figuring out
next step thinos to try out with the student.

Arthur Wood (TERC) and Virginia Hutchison (Cambridge) also
described a project that they are doing with a 7th grader
who has problems spelling. Arthur is working with him to
teach him how to use the computer to improve his writing.
Virginia noticed that the student successfully used the
computer to resequence his thoughts and to put his ideas in
the appropriate order.

A general discussion ensued, with many people mentioning
that when students see their writing in print it helps them
recognize the problems in their writing. One teacher
mentioned that a student had said to her, "When I can see it
on the screen, my sentences are better." Another mentioned
that students write "three times as much when they use a
computer", compared with when they are writing by hand. One
teacher said that she had good documentation of a student's
original writing- -and the fact that the student often
refused to write- -and that she could see a clear improvement
once he started to use the computer. The issue about typing
skills, and whether the inability to type made it difficult
to benefit from word processors, was also discussed.
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Interest Group

Next meeting: Tuesday, February 26, 1985, 4-6 p.m., at TERC

(Software and computers available: 3:30-4:00, 6:00-6:30)

Thanks to everyone who returned
questionnaires. They were helpful in planning this
meeting and subsequent meetingE. It's clear that different
people are in the group for different reasons ane, that there
is a variety of needs among us. It seems like we may need
to structure some parts of cur meetings in small groups, so
that people can worl.: with tne leas and content which most
interests them. We'll report to /ou in more detail on the
results of the questionnaires at the next meeting. In the
meantime, her e'= the aoenaa.

,,,,,,.e,,,N&OHNPONNPONKNAOHNISINNNOONN

4:00-4:15 Foca, brol,isino. ta;p;n0

4:15-4:45 Whole oroup meeting--ennouncements, reporting on
questionnaires, new art.:'es of interest, feedback from
people who've borrowed s...1,f ti-vre

4:45-5:45 Three .17.:41 (choose one)

Evaluetinq software -4-cr special needs children--to
discuss a way for LIE to 1;J.2-t s.stematic feedback from people
in the group who tr, out Eoft,ii.,e and to eventually organize
that information in r we. cpuld be helpful to others
:his can beneflt us d;recti; sinci can also later be used in

the handbook)

Word prnrA==inq activities and Issuesto begin work on a
section of the riandboo:- which will deal with word
processing: hoi, to do ft -,t- sc...cial needs kids; what are
the advantage=_, problems:

T re issues to keep in mind
this group meet in

Trying out softwarehands-on time for trying out
software: someone will be to help

5:45-6:00 Demonstr=,tion of the Koala Pad for anyone
interested, informal time, borroi.iing software and articles

March meeting: Monday, March 25, 4 -6 p.m.
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1/30/85

Notes from 1/14 Meeting of Special Inter.?st Group
Recorded by Jan Mokros

Announcements
.

Susan Jo began the meeting by reviewing recent software
acquisitions and encouraging people to check out and.use the
software with their. students. Becky reviewed several
articles that might be of interest to the group--these also
may be checked out. Susan Jo gave information' about the
Lesley Computer Conference (early May) andexplained that
our group would be making two presentations.' Susan Jo also
announced that she knew about four other special interest
groups dealing with special needs individuals and computing,
including, . .

Boston Computer Society's newly formed group
- a group of teachers meeting at the Sp^ingfield

Regional Center in western Mass.
- Mass CUE
- city of Boston special ed teachers

Discussion of Word Processing

Members of the group talked about how they were using word
prucessing with their students, the benefits they had seen,
and questions they had about possible outcomes. Below are
some comments from this discussion.

- One teacher has collected writing samples from her
students over a period of time, and has seen considerable
development of sentence structure. She also noted that when
using the computer. Yids don't seem to mind making
corrections.

Another teacher particularly liked the fact that students
were enthusiastic about writing when using the computer, and
that kids maintained this enthusiasm over the summer--looked
forward to writing.

- When students see the printed text (as opposed to their
own handwriting), errors in punctuation, capitalization seem
to become more apparent. (One teacher wondered'whether this
is because typing is not as automatic as writing. Students
have .to think more about each step. She also wondered
whether a regular typewriter might have the same effect in
this respect as would a woird processor.>
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With the word processor. kid=_ make the same types of
errors and the same number of errors, but it's not Eke.

difficult to fi:( the errors.

- Kids ma, be getting the message that it's allright to make'
mistakes, that what matters is what you do to correct the
mistakes.

Questions:
Are students more wdling to correct their writing when
using the computer than when writing by hand?

Do students catch more of tneir errors when using the
computer?

Does the computer help the student improve his/her
self-image as a writer? to take more responsibility for
his/her writing? Are feelings about self as a 'writer
different?
(One teacher suggested that kids have more confidence that
their final product is going to be excellent)
Another teacher noted that there may be more of a sense of
security. of "I know how to do this myself."

Does writing content improve Fen a word processor is used?

Do the mechanics improoe-,

Is there a tAnsion between helping kids improve the
mechanics VE. the content of their writing? Can a word
processor be used to teach both things simultaneously?
(One teacher noted that .d like working on their own
stories but are far less enthused about working on
mechanics.)

What do students like best anout using word processors? How
do they think I:Jr:I-Inc) iE different when using a word
processor?

Other Comments

One good thino about writinc, on computer is that it can be
easily set up so that students work in pairs, and can talk
about their work. One teacher finds that students do talk
more about the content of their writing.

- Using word processors is labor intensive, from the
teacher's perspective. One person said that she had two
teachers working with three kids. Another mentioned that
perhaps it was the added teacher attention that produced
positive outcomes.
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Perhaps when using comput:, to do writing, teachers begin
setting higher e.:pectation:7 for their students, and there is
a self-fulfilling propreci.

One teacher asked about applications with kids who are
moderately retarded. Can word processing improve their
writing?

- Several people asked, "How do you know when a student's
writing has improved?. What are the criteria for judging?"

Summau

Many of the questions we asked related to kids' attitudes
about writing, and how these were affected by using word
processing software. <See above Questions) Some group
members seem interested in starting to explore' these
questions. Jan, Becky, or Susan Jo will contact these
people during the next month and encouraged other interested
individuals to call them.

Next Meeting: Tues. Jan 26tn. 4:Uu

Meeting after that: Monda/. March 25th, 4:00



MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Interest Group

Next meeting: Monday, March 25, 1985, 4-6 p.m., at TERC

(Software and computers available: 3:30-4:009 6:00-6:30)

Agenda
4:00-4:15 Food, browsing, talking

4:15-5:00 Small group meetings (choose one)

Word processing activities and issues--this group,
which began at the February meeting, will meet again (notes
from the preYious meet,ng are enclosed) to continue its
discussion

Software testingthis group will share information
about software they have tried and think about how we can
deuelop ways of sharing e.gper:ences, both within our own
group and with a larger audience

5:00-5:30 How does "learner-centered" (non-drill-and-
practice) software fit with IEP objectives? This will be
the beginning of a discussion on this issue which we may
want to continue in future meetings.

5:30 Demonstration of Special Net--an electronic bulletin
board for special educators--for those interested. Also,
time for brcosing, borrowing software and articles. Those
interested in participating in panel at Lesley Conference
(Bee next page) will set a time to get together.

April meeting: Tuesday, April 23, 4-6 p.m.

May meeting: perhaps a Joint meeting with several other
special education and microcomputer special interest groups.
A Saturday event7J
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Notes from sofire viewing group, 2/26/85 meeting:

People looked at the new Sank Street Writer and Speller,
Kidwriter, Gapper, Rocky' Boots, and Storymaker. After
viewing Kidwriter, one teacher borrowed it, saying it 'ooked

i.
good for younger kids. Also several positive comments about
Capper. Rocky's Boots "takes a long time to get into,"

,.- according to one teacher. Someone asked if there were any
map skills or animal identification software available.
Arthur Wood told her about forthcoming map skills software
from D. C. Heath. Some people were interested In software
not just for their classroom use but also because parents
often ask about software to use at home with their learning

';. disabled children. Nobody tried Terrapin Logo, Factory,
Snooper Troops, or Gertrude's Puzzles, which were also

1 available.



Ikote,t. from worc P7OCEEE.n0 Group, 2/26/S5 meeting:

The word processing group met for 50 minutes at the
SIG meeting on Feb 28th and produced an incredible number of
good suggestions concerning material we should cover in the
Handbook. Here's what we couered:

Word Processing Topics for the HandbookAnd Content
Suogestions

1. Acduainting Vids with Word Processing
What do kids need so they can get started quickly?
Goc idea to give them a few necessary commands, then let
them work with it themselves. Don't spend a lot of time at
the beginning teacning all of the commands. As you work
with word processors, you'll learn from each other.

A good idea for beginning: Have kids take turns, each
writing one sentence on the machine. They could make a
story this way, then take turns editing the story. Or, you
could give each child a word, and ask her/him to include
this word in the sentence.

2.The Typing Issue
Do kids have to have good typing skills in order to use the
word processor successfully?
Group members didn't agree on the answer to this: One
person said that kids quickl> learned to hunt and peck, and
weren't held back b lack of typing ability.

If typinD is a problem, there are some ways a teacher can
make it easier: 1) Teacher can type for the kid; 2) have a
software typing tutor available; 3) have a typewriter in the
classroom so kids can practice; 4) put a mimeographed copy
of a typewriter keyboard on each child's desk, so kids can
practice when tney 'ave a free moment.

Typino is really a sYstemwide problem: Schools need to deal
with the issues of .,Jhen. ncw, wnere to introduce typing.

S. Logistics
How do YOU 'ianci!e different configurations of kids,
computers, and software-,

14 YOU have only one computer.
. .

What do kids do when it's not their turn on the computer?
How do you encourage turn-taking?

If you have many computers.
.

Word processing--I
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How do ,ou harse oweationsirequests at once?'
what to do .4 .1 problem.

4.The
Thinos that cer, MEqi,o? ;T. EE4SIEr the teacher. .

1) each student snould heve her own disk.
2) disks ...hound be kept in a storage box (kids leave them at
school).
3) should be time at the end of each session for kids to
save what the''ve written.
4) should be eble to print out what You've done.

5.Special Issues with Special Needs Students
1) Students may have problems in quitting they're
supposed to. (olin mentioned that °kids just don't believe
it when you Point to the clock and explain that their l5
minutes is up").
Solution: Put a timer on top of the computer"when, it
rings, it's time for the next psrson.
2) Students may' lack self-contidence, not feel confident
they can explore more word processing applications.
Donna said she encouraged students to use the word processor
for their homework in other courses, but they didn't quite
feel confident enough to do it. She felt her learning
disabled students were more dependent on her, on the
structure of the cle==.
3) Students ma', nave problems collaborating. Colin
suogested the c-.ilot.'copilot" arrangement. The pilot is in
charoe, oets to work on the machine, while the copilot can't
interfere. (Let's oet more detail on this.)

6 .Me n stream i no .Issues
What are the ad%,anteges'disadvantages of teaching
wordprocessino to id kids in a mainstreamed setting?

Teachers in the oroup talked primarily about the
discivantsoes: Peer rejection is a primary concern. One
teacher mentioned that her students do not like to work on
any software that makes sounds (either positive or negative)
in a mainstreamed group, b._.ause they don't want the other
kids to know what they're doing. The privacy issue is
important. One teacher commented that If she had to do word
processing in a mainstreamed setting, she probably wouldn't
do it.

7.0utcomes & Perceptions
What happens to kids writing when the use word processors?

wc,rd processing --2.
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_ices it ai;act tne,r perci,pt....E..1 skills?) What do kids
trim; aoout p-r....=errc:

8.Softw.-4.e (ton big tr., get into at our meeting)

9.How Teachers Learn about Word Processing
We talked about effective/ineffective ways to learn to use
word processors. The group agreed that it is not a-good
idea to go through the manual page by page (too time
consuming and not necessary). An effective way of learning
is to sit down with another person, review and talk to each
other about a few pieces of software. Use it awhile
yourself, but don't be aira:d of making mistakes from the
kids. You can all learn from each other.

10.The word processor and approaches to teaching writing
We talked about two yen/ different approaches used by
teachers: l) nave kids wr'te f;rst copy on computer, do
editing on computer. learn to compose while they're working
on the machine. 2; hai:e :,::ds ),rite out their piece first,
then copy it onto the computer. Copying approach seems to
be problematic in that kids often have perceptual problems,
and the copying results in more errors. But it is an
approach man :' people use.

We want to meet again next time to continue this discussion.

Word processing-3
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Interest Group

Next meeting: Monday, April 23, 1985, 4-6 p.m., at TERC

(Software and computers available: 3:30-4:00, 6:00-6:30)

Agenda

4:00-4:15 Food, browsing, talking

4:15-5:00 Keyboarding Skills

Joan Hamilton, language arts teacher and computer
coordinator at a school in Bolton, Mass., will talk about
keyboarding skills--when, what, for whom. Sht has done a
great deal of thinking about this issue for the students in
her school system and has previewed and evaluated much of
the typing software (some of which she will demonstrate).

5:00-5:40 Small Groups (choose one)

How does "learner-centered" (non-drill-and-practice)
software fit with IEP objectives? This will be the
beginning of a discussion on this issue which we may want to
continue in future meetings. At the last meeting, the
software group noted that it is much more difficult to
articulate goals for problem-solving software, such as
simulations or programming, than for something like word
processing, which more clearly fits with the usual
curriculum goals. Once goals are stated--e.g., "improves
critical thinking"--it is still unclear how to monitor
students' progress in attaining such goals. Is it possible
to use "problem-solving" software in the special needs
student's curriculum? We will look at one or two specific

rr

pieces of software to help us think about this issue.

Lo o use with s ecial needs students. We will begin
cr with sharing experiences, then move to a discussion of the
4 proflems and benefits of using Logo as a learning tool.

This group can serve both as a forum for sharing experiences
and as a nucleus for contributing to a section of the
teacher handbook about Logo.

4
V 5:40 Demonstration of Special Net--an electronic bulletin

board for special educatorsfor. those interested. Also,
time for browsing, borrowing software and articles.

May meet i r_Q
this Year 0)



Notes from March Meeting of Software Group
Recorded by Becky Corwin and Susan Jo Russell

Discussion centered around ways of communicating about
software, both in the group and to a broader audience.
Topics included:

Evaluating software borrowed from the SNC-SIC

Currently we have no way of sharing information when
SNC -SIG members borrow software. Becky's class at Lesley
developed the attached form, which we thought we might use
as a guide for getting feedback. It includes brief
questions on content and use and gives space for some
anecdotal material on how the software actually worked with
a student.

Issues in software use

Time. It appears that one of the hardest things to
assess is the amount of teacher time a piece of software
will demand, both in learning how to use it and in settino
up. While more interesting pieces of software may require
more teacher time, it is important for teachers to have ;

vi .4 of these requ'rements. Another time-relal d
issue is how long a period of time is needed for students to
have an adeqoate experience with a par-:icular piece of
software. Since or...blem-solving or ?.mulation software
often requires extt:Ided periods of time, rP,cisons to use
such software hive real scheduling and educational priority
implications.

Reading and Directions. There was a great deal of
discussion about where in a piece of software the directions
should be and how extensive they should be. Some teachers
found that they wanted students to to able to engage ix th
the substance of the program quickly without going through a
lot of written directions. Others wanted tutorials
available as an option; there was a strong feeling that a
sample run of the program should be available to both
students and teachers to give them a sense of how the
program operates, what it does. Some leople liked the idea
of "help screens" available at any time during the program
and keyed to the kind of help a user would be likely to want
at that point in th.4 program. Reading level axid amount of
reading required are real issues for students with reading
problems; it would be good to be able for the teacher to
vary the reading level and/or the amount of directions
presented at once.

Learning objectives. We talked about the problem that
it's hard to Know what some software is about when no
objectives are given in the accompanying material. An even
more serious issue that was raised was that objectives that
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are stated are often misleading or vague. One teacher
mentioned that for some programs which claim to "teach
problem solving skills," it would be more accurate to say
that they "encourage ucc of problem-solving skills." This
led to a discussion of how we can articulate objectives for
problem-solving software which are meaningful and which
allow us to monitor progress. Sandy volunteered to bring in
a piece of software she has been using with her students
(Moptown) so we could use it as an example to help us think
about this issue of formulating appropriate objectives.
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SOFTWARE EI)ALLIATION
SPECIAL NEEDS

Name of software:
Publisher:
Publisher's address:
Price: Catalog?:

Hardware reouired (Apple? IBM? other?): Memory:
Any peripherals needed (joystick, 2 drives):

Type of software (simulation, game):
Content:

Relation to the curriculum:

Necessary skills:

Visual appearance:
Reliance on reading (approximate reading level?):

Conti-oil flexibility:
Pacing:
Demands on teacher time:

What type of student need does this software address?:

Do you recommend it?:

Do you have reservations?:

Reviewer's name: Addres,2
Phone:

Data on work with a student:
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April 5, 1985

Notes from March Meeting of Word Processing Group
Recorded by Jan MoRros

The word processing group continued its discussion, focusing
on the educational goals we are trying to accomplish with
the aid of word processing and on the outcomes we have
observed. Logistics of implementing word processing were
also discussed. Finally, we talked about how word
processing activ4ties can be justified in '.:erms of overall
learning goe.ls.

Logistics
The major problem here is finding the time for students

to work on the computer. In many cases, it is impossible to
have students use the computer for their firSt draft, so
they may need to write i' out first. Oro' they,codld .4i state'
it to the teacher (aid) while she types it in. This
eliminates the frustration of having to produce a
carefully-written first draft; a task which is sometimes
beyond the capabilities of the students.

Overcomirig Reading Difficulties
Some people felt that it was important for kids to have
fairly good reading skills before they began using the word
processor. Others felt that the word processor could be used
as a tool in teaching reading. Betty suggested that by
having kids type in the story while she dictates, you could
help them improve their perceptual a.-.d letter recognition
skills.

Outcomes
We reiterated the kinds of outcomes we've observed in
students who have been using the w%)rd processor, and got
some first hand examples of stop: es that Betty's students
had written on the word processor. Outcomes we discussed
include:

I) increased interest, motivation.
2) pride of ownership, delight in being a writer.
3) carryover into handwritten work--students often enjoy

writing more, even when they can't use word processor.
4) but, in many cases, an outcome is that students get

hooked on the word processor and want to use it when-
ever they can.

5) greater willingness to make corrections. enJoyment
of making correcticis.

6) becoming better proofreadersbut maybe only if you
print out their work. One person said that her 4th
graders were willing to go through their work sev-
eral times, each time focusing on catching a parti-

4 7 1,1-7-.1



-7;m74.iwor,

r'4

culsv- %fr.nr.

The con=eni.uc tvi.t the word processor is a
to.:.1 which 1: poi vt': into many subject areas,
it is not olificuit fo Fu:t14, its use. The advantages of
word procesaino. compBred to other computer applications are
that 15 YOU have R conoincino Droduct (better writing) to
show some effects: sv-id 2' ,ou sv-e clearly working at
teachino a basic There no need to convince
teachers. and administrators are usually fairly quick to see
the need for this. Typically, word processing fits in with
many existing IEP,goals.for each child.
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Interest Group

Next meeting: Monday, May 20, 1985, 4-6 p.m., at TERC

(Software and computers available: 3:30 -4:00, 6:00 -6:30)

Agenda

4:00-4:15 Food, browsinc,, talking

4:15-4:45 Demonstration of Speciz.iNet, an electronic
bulletin board with information about conferences,
assessment, management systems, sharing ideas about software
and special needs in general. (We tried at the last meeting
at 5:30, but found that the lines are tied up by then, so
were trying earlier this time.)

4:45-5:15 Small groups choose one)

Durionstratio-, _at 1..-IPPEP, an interactive reading
comprehension program wn:cn uses the cloze proreoure,
focuses on main icPas. allo.,q: teachers to enter their own
text, and appears fo ha.. particular utility with special
needs students.

LOCK. use 19itn seecial needs students. The Llgo
group which met at the Hpril meeting hopes to plan some
joint classroom invectigations for next year. Others are
".lcome to join us as tie continue thinking about what we are
doing and hope to do t,,,ith LogD.

5:15-6:00 Summing Up and Planning for Next Year

We'll share the results of the recent TERC national survey
of software use by special educators as a context for this
group's planning for the future. What would you like to
plan for next year 7.' Can oe form a planning group which
would meet a couple of times before next fall? Are there
people who would like to participate in formulating portions
of the handbook during the summe.? (We could consider
starting chapters on word processing, matching IEP
objectives to software, Logo.)

RETURN SOFTWARE

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE FLEASE

(111) us is set fp tts loading liorry for tie staler)



Hotes ircm JoE,n riDrriltoni talk on Keyooarding

vipril 2,2, 1965

Joan Hamilton, from the Bolton Schools, gave a presentation
on her thinking aoout ke',boardinci skills. Joan is a
language arts teacher and coordinates computer education at
her school. Joan f.nels that there are two extreme positions
about keybzlardinn skills: 1) students must learn keyboarding
before they use the computer, and 2) students will just pick
up keyboard skills; don't worry about it. She thinks that
neither extreme IE necessary, but that keyboarding awareness
from the ver,, beoinnIno ct wt..rking with the computer is
helpful. Jo.n described what she doe.; with students at
different ane levels ai,d showed some of the software that is
available to help teach ts.pinn. Sh.z also recommended some
print materials.

The initial oolectt-es of Joan.s approach are tc get
students to:

. keep D--1'.ri nincE on u'.e Ke,00ard

. 1..:=_e tr.,,:, rl...)nt n.-,nd for vet's on the right side of
the keyboard arri the le+t r:and +or ke>s on the left

avo;a 2 ringer t,.Inc,

Joan asks her students to spend part of their computer timz,
on keyboardind. The. ',non a list showing what typing
activ,'Ie= the, h:p.e donc; t!':1: record-keeping has worked
well Tor her.

Some extra cop)cs of Join E nandout, which includes an
annotated list of t.pind soft!.sare and several lesson plans,
will be available at the Hay meet'nb.
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Notes from the LOW Small-group Meeting

April 23, 1985

The teachers in the Logo group shared what they have been
doing with their students and what materials they have found
to be helpful. Thesies which came up during the discussion
included:

. some students' reluctance to explore, preferring
activities with a definite goal that is more immediately
satisfying

. lack of time: finding ways in school to spend
time on a long-term problem: kids aren't used to going back
to a problem and continuing to work on it

. integration of Logo with other curriculum areas,
especially writ:ng which came out of LOW activity; one
teacher has c'eveloped a unit on architecture related to the
Logo drawings of her learning disabled students

. the need to have interesting curriculum for
special needs students

. parent and administrator reactions to the
students' interest (in this case, positive)

. older kids feeling that they've "done enough"
with Logo because they don't think it's as sophisticated as,
for instance. 'BASIC

. the chance to =see students' spatial ability

. do we need to justif, use of Logo? if so. how?

The group is interested in undertaking some joint classroom
investigation next year. Others are welcome to join us.
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Notes from the Software Objectives Small-Group Meeting

One of the groups wanted to look at software objectives and
how they related to IEP objectives. We know that one of the reasons
that problem-solving software isn't more wodely used in special
education may be that the objectives don't match up with those
recommended on the IEP -- at least not obviously. Sandy
from Reading, presented two pieces of software which she uses witn her
special needs students, and which they enjoy using.

Sandy decided which to use by first looking at students' IEP
needs. She then grouped them by the types of needs, and matched
software to those needs. This procedure has been very successful,
since the students really do enjoy working with the ones she selected.
She shared two with us:

-- Moptown Hotel, by Learning Company

In this software children sort animals by four attributes:
height, color, girth, and type. The games involve sorting and
classifying, and a great deal of logical reasoning. These activities
are designed for grades two and up, and there is a simpler disc, for
Younger children, called "Moptown Parade".

After looking at the games, the group determined that thEy
involved five are often mentioned in IEP plans: visual
discrimination, plannino, problem-sol-ing, logical thinking. and
reasoning. This makes them apprcpriate for many student::.

Bumble Games. by Learning C.cmpany

This is the first of a :et of tioo discs (the seconJ is called
"Bumble Plot") which have (lames about coordinate oraphing. They start
very simple, using number line locations, but graduate to plotting
points using sigted numbers. :t has the advantage of using very
little text, so children don't feel overwhelmed when they look at the
screen.

Skills involved included directionality, sequencing, and
planning. There are, of course, also the math skills of signed
numbers and plotting ;:oints. often included in curriculum from the
third grade up,

It seems to us that once a teacher takes the time '.o look hard
at a piece of softwa , and to think about what that software does,
that there's a good deal in the problem-solving software which does
indeed match the IEP objectives. There ought, however, to be more of
those objectives included in the writeups of thq software. Perhaps
that is something our special interest group can begin to do, in the
handbook.



MI CROS AND SPECIAL NE.".iDS

Special In terest Group

Next meeting: Honda: September 30, 1985, 4-6 p.m., at TERC

(Software aric cancers available: 3:30-4:00, 6:00-6:30)

Notes

MAY MEETING SUMMARY

At the May meetinc, one group previewed the HRM program,
Gapper, while another group focused on use of Logo with
their students. Well send out more complete summaries of
these two groups later in the summer.

LOGO RESEARCH

The Logo group is planning to meet once during the summer to
plan some classroom-based research for next year. We are
interested in gathering some case study material as well as
some specific data on what learning is taking place. We
will be having a meeting (supper provided) on Tuesday, July
9 from 4-7 p.m. at TEPC. If you are interested in
participating in this project. ou are welcome to join us
but let Susan Jo know so she can arrange supper).

SNC-SIG PLANNING GROUP

Several people volunteered to become part of a planning
group to plan for ne,:t year. IA( will also try to meet once
during the summer, but no date has yet been set. We'll call
people who volunteered (Betty Church, Kristin Eichleay,
Donna Linn. Joan Thomann, Becky Corwin, Susan Jo Russell)
at the beginning of JU1Y to set up a meeting time. If we
don't have Et number where you can be reached during the
summer. ;_lease c111 TERC anc leave it for Susan Jo. Anyone
else went to join ur.7' PleaEe call.

THINGS PEOPLE LIKED ABOUT THIS YEAR'S ACTIVITIES

--notes from the meetings

--borrowing and previewing software

--hearing how people use things in their classrooms

--learning about new trees
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THINGS PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED IN FOR NEXT YEAR

--using data bases with stuoents

--tying problem-solving software into IEP objectives;
articulating general problem-solvin-4 goals which could be
applied in many areas

wheat skills stre being developed and how
with various kinds of software

--learning about authoring systems

--access to programming expertise (we probably have
this among us--it's a matter of identifying peoplq)

--more systematic feedback from small groups

(If ou have other interests/ideas, get them to Susan Jo so
the planning group can consider them.]

NEXT YEAR'S MEETINGS

The consensus is that ','e keep meeting on each Monday and
that we make it a regular Monday . probably the last Monday
of the month. Our first meeting in the fall will be on
Monday, September 30. You'll get a mailing. with the agenda
early in the fall.



MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

SpeciaLl Interest Group

Next meeting: Honda/. September 30, 1985: 4-6 FM, at TERC
(169c Ha,:sDchusetts Avenue, Cambridge)

(Software and computers available: 3:30-4:00, 6:00-6:30)

Agenda

4:00-4:15 Food, browsing, talking

4:15-4:45 Introductions, brief overview of the project. We
want t,n =pen-1, =C71-: -e orienting everyone to the handbook,

4ritten /ear (in fact, we've begun a samplewhid-
chapter). Tnis is the "product" for the gooup, sharing all
of your e::pertise 1.Jith others, and now it.s coming closer to
a realit/. We. 11 share the outline of the book with the
droop, and discuss ever/ one is involved arid can become
micre so.
Thtire's also a report from the people who worked on the
planning this summer. and some other odds and ends.

4:45-5:15 Database demonstration:

Databases rip's tremendous potential in all areas of
education. The Pan be used fcr children to store their own
information. t: it. and to change it over time.
This i = the Find of ac:lication which truly fits into many
types of classrooms :'rid :an be used at many grade levels for
a wide vstrietY of ,-..UrDt"...2;_,E He 11 have a demonstration of
database use with ch:idren, and tri7 will provide many
stimulating ideas and C.:EEibilities tor using them ;pith ;our
students.

5:15-5:45 There will be two smaller group meeting=_l

The Logo :irgup, i.11..ich has met over the summer, is pursuing
some excit-ing coals and ..harine- sme very interesting worn.
They'll meet for this time to catch up with each other and
to share their recent findings.

A database droi.ip w,11 form after the formal presentat.-Ti.
We'll have sorri.:, database softwitre available for pec,', to
try out/ end the :74rouo will have time to continue the
discussion with the presenters, asking questions, generating
ideas, and developing some ideas worth trying out with
children.

5:45-6:00 We has, some new software and some new procedures
for signirg it out. We-11 announce those at this time.

At this meeting, too, we'll want your ideas about software
we ought to purchase for the group to borrow, and will be
asking .for people who want to be on a planning group to plan
some more of the meeting topics for the year. If you're
interested, be sure to Tet us know!!

Welcome back after your summer time!!!

Feel free to ',ring a colleague....



NOTE; FPOM LC I Ci GPOUP

1. na,: meeting o+ LNC-SIG

This was the Eecond meeting of the Logo suboroup. We had
decided to tAlk about the possibilities of a joint
(cross-school) project for the fall of 1985. Some of the
time was spent in aescribino what students were doing with
L040; Bett. tall,ed about her architecture project and her
plans to use some of the new Microworlds materials in the
fall (one proareM which combines animated "puppets" on the
screen and a voice snthesizer so that children can develop
and enact plans; a secon: ;r:gAffi combines Legos with L040,
allowin4 kids to build and animate constructions made with
Lego- -real 1 f' Scme time was spent mentioning resources;
resources cited ihcluded the DUI book for special education
students! Dan Watt E book, Leerning with Logo (there is also
a new ohs :allea Tea:hing with Logo); Louisa Birch's Low
curriculum for curia children, Publish,d by **; and Glen
Rull' oori. with Li-40 .E,rid sYrit' .(SJ now has
rr.riie= of his m:4teri:t1=). Tl-en ,/!P talked about issues and
topicc sre :ritere=tec in pursuino. We focused largely cn
1Parnina :1111.E.L.ler4 student S; IESues mtntioned included
reacino Dro0;E.mE corprehension and vocabulary),
vi=ual-motr,r intearation. cirectionality. and numerical
relationship= ,tihs.t number= are in-between other numbers").).
In plannino in,.eEt'aations, the oroup thouoht it
was impertant to de- in objectives clearly. to
choose scmi= E.r.? mPasurat:e. :old to use some simple
pre-ist roee=ure?.... t.;ce a1 =: talked about the fact that there
is so much veri:ttion within the learnino disabled
population. so tn.at it will be important to lock at
individual di4+:erenras. not i'.1=: arDup proorPss.

2. Jul . meetir.f:J :,roun .7-9/P9) ,

We met for two he r=_ to plen fol the fall classroom
investigations. We spent time describing the learning and
emotional characteristics of students with whom each of us
will be workina in the what we consider the most
important issues to be for them. how use of L040 might bear
on these issues. and uhat Questions we are most interested
in asking about their use of L040.

The conversation was wide ranging. Here is an attempt to
summarize what we felt were the areas we were most
interested in pursQ.no:

1. Verbal skills: when students work in pairs, what is the
quality of their interactions? what is the quantity and
quality of their ciuetions? how much do they talk about the
content of what f',ty are doing, how much about procedures?
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NOTES FPui LOr-,0 GPnitp

2. Emotional orpi:th: Teachers telt that while kids use Logo
they express thinos the doh t express elsewhere, that
emotions are closer to the surface. Students make comments
about their own abilities. about frustration and success.
In what way is their time with Loo different from other
times during the school da> in terms of what the .:.::

express about themselm!es? How does this appear to s1:7e=t
their learning? Does self-confidence improve?

3. Perceptual skills: DOE._ Lpao help stucer.ts improve
spatial skills like visual-motor iotegration? What kinds of
Logol-based visua; models can br developed to help students
understand concepts in mathematics?

4. vroblem solving a.nd metacoonition ( the process of
thinking about one s own tFirking : Does working with Logo
help students devel op the tbil2tv to stick to a long-term
problem. includina rriz.k:707.4 mistakes and getAing through
frustrating periods' ' Oat strater:ies do students develop to
solve Logo problems': How o st..:dent think and communicate
about their own problem soi,iina? For instance. can they for
do the-, develope the ati;it.. to determine when they're
read/ to go on to tne nesst step. think about what they need
to solve a prob;em. -1St, i'.hFt tr,e. know and what they don't
know. determire whs.' . too h,i-c and what's within their
aasv'

J. School s-.stem _sues: '.'1-1E,t makes the difference in
schools acceptino tne UBC: ci L000 with special education
students? What are the skills that teachers need to help
convince ether peccle": What factors enable
administrathrs, teacher. to tr-, scTiething new?

Obviously. we hso.e man. interesting questions and limited
time and eneroy' At our first meeting in the fall. f will
begin to select from this list according what we're most
interested in and to what seems practical to pursue in a
meaningful way. Before the Septemher meeting, Susan Jo will
talk with Jan about how to best design classroom
investigations around or or more of these questions and
will report to the group at the first SNC-SIG meeting. As
far as we know, Temple, Bett>, Marty, and Louise ha'''.

expressed interest in pursuing this project next year.
Susan Jo and/or a student from the Lesley practicum will be
available to do clatsroom observations. Jan will be helping
us with methodology. Others are welcome to join us at the
first SNCSIG meeting on September 30th. See you there!
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c.r. the CAPPER demonstration, May 20, 1985:

:s an interactive reading comprehensio program developed for
older students (grade 4-6 was the original prime target) by Human
Resources Media (HRM). We looked at the five parts,of the pnogram:
1) You can choose to see the comprehension questions before you read
the selection. This serves to orient the student to the kinds of
in-Formation they should look for. 2) Students reacrthe selection.
Their reading time is scored. 3) Students answer the comprehension
questions. Their score here earns them points, which are entered and
displayed on a scorecard. 4) A cloze procedure drops out words, which
she student is asked to supply. By this time, they've read the
selection twice. 5) The last step drops out all of the letters,
lea.ling asterisks in their places. Students supply the words, and
they build back the seletion. Many kids like like its game -like
characteristics, building scores and trying to outdo themselves;
others like to work without scores being kept. Teachers can get
access to scores ard can adjust all sorts of parameters of the. tasks.

GAPPER's Antholod> comes with four- selections at each of tne middle
grade levels (grades 4-6). Each selection stresses ,a particular
reading skill. You can also enter your own text, so that it can be
used at lo4er grade Jevels and with students whose effective reading
level is less than four years. It has a good deal of potential for
remedial work, Eince it maintains some of the characteristics of a
good reading ero)ironment: words are kept in context, meaning is
always important, and prediction and self-correction are encouraged.
4e heve a copy to loan out. In fact, we are eager to get feedback
from you apout its use.
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Notes from the SNC-SIG Planning Meeting

August 21, 1985

Present: Betty Church, Joan Thormann, Becky Corwin and Peggy Kapisovsky.

We discussed the following agenda items:

Topics/Ideas for Future Meetings

o Databases. This will be the focus of our September meeting. Becky
will arrange the presentation and try to involve staff from the School
of the Future (Cambridge), which is using databases in interesting and
effective ways. We would like to start a databases small group -
members can borrow software from the SIG library and report back to
the group on how they used the database, how well it worked, etc. One
question which arose within our planning group: At what age to start
using databases?

o Problem-solving software (possibly for the October meeting). We'll
have a demonstration of specific software and then discuss objectives
-relating software to IEP objectives. Also, how does the software fit
into the curriculum and what skills can be developed. We'll try to
start a small group on problem-solving.

o Leggo Logo demonstration. Steve Ocko and Mitch Resnick, who have
developed a way to use Logo to creat Leggo constructions, will give us
a demonstration, tentatively scheduled by Betty for November.

o "Bring a frieni" day. We'll ask members to invite their administrator
to a specific meeting and a regular class teacher to another meeting.
At each meeting we'll have a presentation relevant to that particular
group. Possible topics for the administrator meeting: administrative
decision-making, organizational structure around computers, increasing
beyond drill and practice sof,ware in the classroom, Specialnet
demonstration. For regular teacher meeting: mainstreaming models,
regular-sped teacher communication/cooperation around computers.

o Parents as computer volunteers. Betty will ask her parent volunteers
if they would like to speak at a meeting. She's willing to talk about
how she got started, how it's working, training, etc.

o Authoring languages. We decided we needed to do more background
research before planning a presentation.

o Sylvia Weir. Perhaps invite her to talk about the resource center sne
is starting for parents and special needs kids.

o To encourage sharing of information and expertise, at the end of every
meeting give people a chance to ask questions on needed programming
assistance or on any other topic. Hopefully people will be able to

connect with someone wto can help. Also, we will distribute a list of
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members with phone numbers to tacilitate exchanges. Also, we would
like to solicit members' interests, expertise, etc. and circulate an
annotated list.

Membership

We talked about whether to try to increase membership and felt that if
the roup were to become too large, it would be harder to get to know each
other and exchange ideas/assistance. So we won't make a big push to increase
membership at this time, but new members are always welcome.

To try to increase the diversity of the group, we thought of "Bring a
Friend" day. We'll ask members to invite a specific type of person such as
their sped administrator or a regular class teacher with whom they are working
and then nave a pertinent presentation (see discussion above). Hopefully,
some of the guests will want to become members.

Handbook

We'll describe the handbook and distribute outlines at the September
meeting, as well as let members know where we have info gaps. We'll
distribute a list of areas where we need members' input and, if interested in
participating, a member can check off the areas and how they would like to
present the information to us - verbal, written or taped.

The Planning group will meet once or twice again during the year, :f

you're interested in joining us, please tell 3ecky or Peggy.
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Interest Group

Next meeting: Monday, OctobPr 28, 1985, 4-6 P.M., at TERC
1696 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
547-0430

',Software and computers available:
3:30-4:00, 6:00-6:30)

Acienda

4:00-4:15 Food, browsing, talking

4:15-4:45 Software previewing. There will be opportu-
nity to preview the software we've recently bought for' the
SIG library and to get Your ideas fur other software we
should buy. We will set a meeting date for the planning
group, which plans meeting topics for the year; additional
members of the group are needed. Announcements will be made
at this time too.

4:45-6:00 There will be three subgroup meetings:
Trie Loco or oup is an ongoing group which is

beginning classroom investioations on using LOGO with
special needs students.

The Database grout began at the September
meeting after a preaentation on using databases with
students. memt:ers borrowed databases to introduce in
their classrooms during .he month, and they will share their
experiences. The croup will decida how it wants to proceed
- trying out databases, generating ideas, discussing
applications, etc.

The Handbook group Nil] meet for the first time.
it the September meeting Susan Jo Russe;1 presented an
overview of the handbook the Projact is writing for teachers
on the u.e.e of Learner-Centered software with learning
disabled and emotionally handicapped students. We are
seeking members to contribute to the Handbook by using and
reporting on (in written or verbal form) specific pieces of
software. At the present time we are interested in the
following titles: Crossword Magic, Explorer Metros, Power
Drill, Gapper, Puzzler, and Bumble Plot. During the meeting
we will preview the software and discuss how we might want
to use it with a group of students. If you are interested in
contributing and are also interested in one of the other
groups, don't worry - we want you too. Just see Peggy
Kapisovsky at the meeting.
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H,nte= from Special Interest Group meeting, September 30 1985

At this fir,.t. meeting of the year we we several new
members and were pleased to Eee the familiar faces of our
"regulars". Susan Jo Fussell gave an overview of the Micros and
Special feeds Project ,,which the SIG is part of) and briefly
explained the handbook which we will write during this year.
The handbook will assist teachers in using Learner-Centered
software, such as word processing, problem solving, Logo, and
tools, with learning disabled and emotionally handicapped
students, grades K-S. We are seeking SIG members who would like
to contribute by using and reporting on specific software.
(Contact Peggy Kapisovsky at TERC.)

As part of the Project we conducted a nationwide survey of
microcomputer use t.iith special needs students. Copies of the
survey report were distributed and will also be available at the
October meeting.

Evelyn Waldman, former elementary computer coordinator in
the Holiii. ton Public Schools, gave an informative and enthusi-
astic presentation on using_dat7bases in the classroom. This was
a good intr odu ction for members, none of whom had used data-
bases. A database is a system to structure, store, and retrieve
information. There are several terms to be familiar with: file
field, record, and data. All database software should allow
sorting (usual? alphabeticall.,) and searching (by topic, key
word, etc.); other-iEe, it E of little value in the classroom.

On._: an D,ierall subject the file) is selected for stud',
it s important that the stuthnts aenerate the fields (the cate-
gories to research.. Let them brainstorm on what they want to
know about the subject. Then each student will do research on
one particular perEon, Item, etc.tthe record). For example. if
You are Etud/ing states, each child will research one state.
After the rezearch ts done, each ch;ld inputs her/his information
kthe data.) on tree same disk.

Evelyn has used databases successfully with stuaents a
young as first grade ',including some mainstreamed special needs
students) by limiting the number of fields to be researched. With
young children she uses worksheets (in the same form as on the
computer screen), and the students write in their info on the
sheet before inputting into the computer.

After all the data is in the computer, then what? Don't
stop now! This is the exciting part! There are myriad activities
to try. The students can create stories, riddles, puzzles, math
problems. They can use the data as a starting point for writing
reports, biographies, etc. (especially good for students who nave
trouble beginning to write).

Databases can help develop skills in selection of key words
and main ideas; classification; organization; and outlining.

A few extra copies of the handouts - three articles and a
brief overview - will be available at the October meeting.
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Notes from the two suborups Logo and databases are
presented below.

Notes from the Database group meeting, September 30, 1985

Evelyn Woldman continued 'o discuss databases with the
group. She demonstrated Bank bt. Flier, which particularly
interested several people because of their familiarity with Bank
St. Writer. We discussed how teachers, especially resource room
teachers, might use databases and the logistics of getting all
the data on one disk ein settings with limited computer time). It
was suggested that this might provide an opportunity for the
resource room teacher and the regular classroom teacher to work
cooperatively in planning and implementing a database activity.
If there's a computer in the resource room, all students could
come from the regular class to input their data. We also wondered
what, if any, problems LD students might encounter in using
databases (e.g., organizing the data?) but decided that members
should try out the activity first.

Because so little is known about using databases with
special needs students, we're hopinq that man/ of you will con-
tribute to the knowledge base. We now own 5 database programs
and are collecting information/articles on their use. Please try
out the programs, think about the skills your students are
developing, and snare the information with your colleagues at
forthcoming meetings.

Notes from the LOW group meeting, September 310 1985

We are beginning a classroom investigation focused on students'
verbal skills while engaged in using Logo. We are interested in
observing, recording, and analYzing the conversations of students
working in pairs to solve LOCIO problems. Eventually we may also
compare the verbal interactions of students in this setting with
their interactions in other settings. Some issues we may
consider include:

--How much of the time are students talking about the task's How
much conversation is off-task?

-What kinds of questions are being verbalized?

--What reasoning skills are being used?

- -How do students with different learning styles and problems
contribute to the interaction?

This month t&i: are doing preliminary observations of several pairs
of students to help us more clearly formulate the questions we
wi'l pursue. Bring your observations to the October meeting.

New participants interested in this project are welcome, too.
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS

Special Interest Group

Ne.O. meeting: Honda!, November 25, 1c85, 4-6 P.M., at TEPC
1696 MasEacJusetts Avenue, Cambridge
'47-047:6

Agenda

4:00-4:15 Food, brg!sing, talking

**************************** *****************************

4:15-5:30 ** Lego/Logo Demonstration ** Steve Ocko and
Mitch Pesnick from M'orcii.grlda Learning, Inc. will give us a
special o4 Ltigc'Logo stem which'allows
children to t-Jd Leo: onatruc..ions (toaste, windmill,
truck , and the,- ,r,te :_cog prggrams to move their
machine::. T4.e EpeE'..; 11 she . a sideotape of students
using Leo. L.:co and :...s7:hs.'rate samples of machines made by
4th graders at the .-en-,:ar S::"igol in Boston. SIG member
Bett , Church :a :ielt tes.:mng Logo with her LD students
in Ctnnen:7 i.r1J :`=ervation=. al=o
talk stout 'rigs 1.."1:,t may be taking place.
- d--there will , .:%J to try out Lego Iggo'

**********************************************************

5:30-6:00 Th.i7e te a",7.rt 7.?%at rigs of the t1-xee
subgroup See group minutes
for details. ;.ai -al come at these group
meitings.
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Notes from Special Interest Group meeting, October 28, 1°85

This month's meet:TY; ':7 1.1:nneO SO that we would spend
most of the t:ms : our three group s. allowing for
lengthier discussion then us.:si. E.: there's not much to
report.

We have added a number of new titles to the SIG soft-
ware libror), including: Crossolord Magic, Jenny's Journey,
Number Ou,_st, Power tletios, Power Drill, Print Shop,
Duations, and Puzzler. We encurage evcryone to borrow the
software and try it out with their students. But please
return em-Ftwae at the next meeting in case someone else
would like to tr- it out. If not. you're certainly welcome
tO OOrrOW it again.

Donna Simone r,,corted Cr: ? recent Louncil for Excep-
tior-$.1 Children meet :rig syle attended ac a representative tc
a LEC project on special edLcsticn and technology. The CEC
project is currentl, cstheri.lo 1-,formation on promising
computer proof:cos. Among the 1:sues of concern to the
project ars Iess access o4 to special needs
students eng state le ,1 pl?-: to implementing computers
and Other tacr,dlogle= speci?1 educatior.

Congratul?'.:cna tc High Schor and SIG
members Donn: E-en.:]tmeyer for the awsrd
bX Apple Pour-dst,:n i'r special needs
students'

Note= -fr:m October 28, 1°25

The L000 nrou; nemters sh?reli their preliminary otiser-
.)at:ons students -e-L:DI ,rter?ctions whits or;.'ing with
'ogn. We 5,7e in the pr:J:e c ce,ieloping a categor, struc-
ture u= more ?:ruratel, describe the re interactions.
and olf till be conti--,:hg stud/ during the neKt few
month=. lie are still interested in adding one or two more
classroom sites to the =tug,. Let Susan Jo Rusi..ell at TERC
knc.. if 1,ou ?re inter=sted.

Notes from the Har.dbook meating

Members of this group will contribute to the handbook
by using and reporting on specific pieces of software. We
previewed the following software: Crossword Magic, Bumble
Games/Plot, Fractions, Power Drill, and Jenny's Journey.
Members will try out the software with their students.
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Notes frc'i t!".S crouc

The group met to .4enerte ideas. and questions about
using databases. Sue 111,er used them last year and she
shared many of her e.,:er.7:nces, describing off-computer as
well as on-computer acti-ities she used. Many of the
group's questions revol.,ed around how to approach databases
initially making th:n more concrete at first, teaching
for transfer to other databases, what conceptual development
databases foster or require. The group SAW using databases
as a promising flay of integrating special needs students
into the mainstream c'assroom. Ht the next meeting people
will have tried some databases and will address the question
of how and what students are learning, looking at skills and
relating them to ed plans.

+ + + 4 + + + + 4 + +
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MICROS AND SPECIAL. NEEDS
Special Interest Group

Next meeting: WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19,1986, 4-6 P.M.
at
Technical Education Research Centers
1696 Massachusetts Avenue. Cambridge, MA 02139
547-0430

AGENDA

4:00-5:3c: EXPLORE-A-STORY AND EXPLORE-A-SCIENCE. An
opportunity preview brand new language-based software.
HENRY OLDS of Learnino ii;eyt: in Cambridge (and Senior Adviscr
to Classroom Computer Learning hz:g,,A=ine) will demonstrate
end discuss his voon-'zo-bri,-relea5ed Interactive orograms.
Each EXPLORE--STORY 2rz.des l'-4) comes complete
with a storyboot that children reed with their teacher
before venturing to the coirputer, where the story is
depicted graphically. Here children can create new
characters, endings -- or an entirely new story. As for
EXPLORE-A-SCIENCE, one of the pro:3rams is the Dino
Construction Kit, a simulated di for a
tyrannosaurus re" steleton. Neec i say more')

Note: We'll be in right at 4 o'cloc , since Henry Olds has
to leave at 5:3').

5:30-6:00 Now we'll do the eating and meeting that we
usually do at the beginning. Also a chance to borrow
software and share your experiences with the software you've
recently used. Have you found a terrific program for your
3rd grade readers? Let others in the group Pnow about it.

************************************************************
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Notes on the Talking Textwriter session, October23

Talking Text Writer (Scltolostir, is (A sophisticated word processor
will en ,:llows ptudc.rti:, to irrite with ,ua2tcry _nput lrom the i_che
apeecn synthesizer. It comve .Jith three divs: a disc for writing,
one for reading, aria one for te.i.eher/utility use. Students boot the
machine wi'h the write disc and are given a number of choices: Type
can be set for 20-, 40-, or 80-column print, and the Fe(r) can be set
to read every letter as the student types, every word, c... only upon
request.

This has been the exciting feature of the program: students can
control the kind and amount of auditory input from the Echo. Many o
the young learning disabled studerts who used it have shown tremendous
variation in their preferences for input styles, and they have also
shown significant gains in thei.- reading scores.

However, because the Echo will pronounce phonetically, it is liable to
mispronounce words as well. In order- to alleviate this problem, the
Text Writer can be programmed to allow a phonetic pronunciation to be
inserted under the word. Tnus, although a student will see "really",
rather than to hear 're-all-y", si'le will hear "reely". This is a
wonder I source of learning about the deviations fr"om our phonetic
rules, and an excellent way for students to take comfortable control
of their on writing. Instead of their invented spellings having to
be erased and corrected, they can get appropriate results in many
cases by imbedding the invented spelling as the phonetic spelling, and
finding the formal one:; 4rcm other sources when it's appropriate.

Another wonderful option is -:.c. ddfinition optiu The teacher or the
student can imbed definit:ons it the text so that unfamiliar words can
be explained as thev are encctmtcred. this can mean a great deal to a
student who is struggling to recta en assignment which uses difficult
words. Those can be noted by the teacher, and the definition sought
when needed without itterrupting the worg at hand. This definition
function works well for the writer, too--students who are writing
fantasy stories can define ibade-up word,: in the context of the spacefantasy. a

Perhaps the theme of this softwar is control. The learner is in
central of the way the Text Writer works, can control the content of
her work, and is in cont,-ol of many extra features such as
pronunciation and definitions. The possibilities are exciting, and
4.he grr+de level range 's enormous because of the added flexibility of
the speech synthesizer.

The consensus of the group seemed to be that the writing feature wos
important but that the reading capability of the program was limited.
One could not imagine turning to the Echo to read one a story--unless
you or someone you knew t-ad written it and you wilted to decode it
right then ane there. On the whole, that aspect of the program was of
more limited ,.uility. The writer seemed to be considered potaltially
very useful and e4fective.

We'll be purchasing both the Echo and the Talking Text Writer frnm
Scholastic for the SIG software collection, so members will be able to
try it out on their own.
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MI GROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS
Special Interest Group

Next meeting: TUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1986, 5-7 P.M. at
Technical Education Research Centers
1696 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139
647-0430

AGENDA

This will be a special end-of-the-year supper meeting tc
celebrate two years of the Special Needs and Micros Sp-:ial
Interest Group! There will not be a format agenda -
talk informally about the year and about ideas for next
year. Bring your ideas, including ones about securing funds
for continuing the SIG. Bring your appetites too, because
we're planning supper. That's why the meeting will begin a,
5 o'clock.

We'll provide a deli-style supper and drinks. Please bring
dessert or salad to share with a few people. (Incidentally,
in case you're in a rush, there are a few stores near TERC
All You Knead and The Black Forest where you'll be able to
find something ta4'.)

See you on the 17th!

************************************************************

SOFTWARE. Please remember to return software on June 17th.
If you're unable to come then, you can drop it by at TERC or
mail it. If you do either, direct it to the attention of
Peggy kapisovsky. Thanks.
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Minutes 04 tne Ha: 27

We asked administrators to bring the administrative
point of view into the meetinos, and the participants in the
panel discussion were:

Alex Alexanian, Director of Special Needs, Reading
Frank Gagliardi, Director of Special Needs, Stoneham
Thomas Latus, Principal, Walker School, Needham
Donna Simone, Coordinator of Special Needs, Shrewsbury

Each of the participants presented information about
what his or her school or system was doing and talked for a
bit about whzst they planned to do to support teachers,
facilitate their growth in knowledge about computer use with
students, and the possibilities of using computers in
developing curriculum.

In Reading, Alex Alexanian reported that the principal is
trhe key to the curriculum in each school, and that the
computers have entared the school through the principals.
There was a common learning e:zperience (an orientation
workshop) for all, and the principals were those, who fielded
the requests and made recommendations for priorities
(including special needs). He recommended that people 1)
Define their local situation (who makes recommendations?
What is the procedure7-'): 2) Develop and support those
important cases which will bolster and demonstrate the need
for computers. and 3) es.plore many possibilitie:; on the
grassroots level.

In Stoneham, Frank Gagliardi reported that the special needs
director is directly in charge of all special needs budgets.
Through extra funding (state, national, some other sources)
he has been able to get a computer for each resource room
and self-contained cl ssroom. Town-wide committees made
decisions. and all administrators were sent to a MEC
workshop before computers were introduced to the staff. The
administrators in this s,,stem are gener-lly computer users
who dissemirate information. The challenges facing Stoneham
nol include upgrading computers, ge.ting enough software,
and time.

At the Walker. School, Tom Latus sees the overall goal of
fostering research and study of kids' uses of the computers.
Recently Walker has gone from sharing computers among
classrooms to having a computer in each classroom, and this
has 1.it more pressure on the teachers to look at a number of
options for their uses. Walker has used he word processor
as part of- a highly developed writing program and Tom is
interested in the fact that some problems (expressive
language, spelling, others) seem to show up less often on
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the computer than in "regular" paper and pencil writing. He
ctressed issues o rontrol, and is interested in locus of
control issues with these students and their interaction
with the computer.

In Shrewsbury, Donna Simone works in a computer-saturated
environment, because Apple has donated computers to the
school. She has seen the computer coordinator advocating
the uses of the computer with special needs students, and
sees developing ongoing support systems as one of the most
important elements in successful computer integration.
Ideally a team meets on a day -to -day basis to include
previewing software, looking at both regular and special
education teaching techniques, and Canning ways to help
train some of the regular teachers with computers. Donna
described Shrewsbury's generic model, in which each of the
special needs teachers also teaches in a muinstreamed
setting some of the time. She reminded everyone that the
key issue is finding the time to plan ahead/organize
instructional delivery.

Theres emerging from the discussion included: 1) trusting
the grassroots is a good place to start; 2) supporting
teachers is viewed somewhat differently in each system or
sciool; 3) teachers must be willing to learn al.ong with the
students and not feel compelled to be experts in all fields;
4) teachers need to see gains for themselves in using the
computer, not only for their students.

The meeting was extremely thought-provoking and helpful,
particularly for those who are planning further work in
their own systems. The processes and the plans for the
future were different in each of the schools or systems, and
the work which has been done is very exciting.



MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS
Special Interest Group

Next meeting: TUESDAY MAY 27, 1986, 4-6 P.M. at
Technical Education Research Centers
1696 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139
547-0430

AGENDA

4:00-4:15 Meeting, eating/ greeting

4:15-4:30 Announcements of new software and other items of
interest

4:30-6:00 "BRING YCLIR ADMINISTRATOR" MEETING. This month's
meeting will feature several local administrators who will
discuss their system's pproach to integrating computers into
special education, key, issues and proolems that have arisen,
the relationship between special education and regular
education with regard to technolog/, and the administrator's
role in computer implementation in special education. Our
penel will be:

DR. ALEX ALEWANIAN
Director o7 Special Education
Reacitrid F,P-lic Schools

DR. FRANK GAGLIARDI
Director of Special Education
Stoneham Public Schools

THOMAS LATUS
Principal and Education Director
The Walker School
Needham

DONNA SIMONE
Special Education Coordinator
Shrewsbury High School

Please 'invite your administrators to the meeting!

**** please return software **** return software **** software



ANNOUNCEMENTS

We would like to have a pot luck supper or similar celebratory
event at our last meeting of the ceason, tentatively set for
Monday, June 16 from 5 to 7 P.M.
We will poll members at the May meeting to see if that's a
gocd date.

Help us continue SIG meetings next year -- join the Planning
Committee. As many of you know, the grant which supports the
SIG ends in September. We very much want to continue the
group and will be working on ways to do so this summer. If
You're able to help or have ideas on funding possibilities,
please let Peggy Kapisovsky at TERC) know. .

Remember Temple Ary's presentation? Now you can read about her
work : "Expl sing fractior.s with Logo" in the June tssue of
The Computing Teacher (pages 47-50).

Did you cet your copy. of apecial 'limes, a catalog of software
selected specifically for LD students? If riot, call CDL at
491-0037. (Several TERC staff members were involved in the
catalog's production.)

**** please ,,eturn software **** return software o*** software



Rotes from the f-tpri, mpetiwil

In a report to the members of the Special Interest Group, Susan
Jo Russell and Rebecca Cc oin looked at uses of problem solving
software with pecial needs lt-arners. First Susan Jo described
the "Beyond Drill and Practice" project to put the current work
in context. She then went on to dis:uss special needs learne ,l'
needs:

1. Schoolwork is often seen as an arbitrary system that
doesn't relate to the real world. E.g., students who
subtract 25 from 100 may riot be able to make chanoe from
$1.00.

2. Not all students learn best through words and symbols,
but that is usually the wav subjects are taught. Memory,
however, is not a simple re;.rieval process, but instead
we remember chunks and networks of information. If you
forget a familiar phone number, you may not tie able to
retri ve it because you had memorized it and had not
relaced it to other familiar things. On the other hand,
You know what time you must leave the house in the
morning because that information is part of a netv.ork
(not alwa/s brought to consciousness).

S. Students may lack conf;dence in themselves as
learners, and a person' attitude about him/herself as a
learner affects learning. (Pseach is emerging that
shows that once a child develops a poor attitude about
him/herself as a learner, it is difficult to change this
perception even if the child experiences many successes.
Might this be related to a feeling of lack of control
over one's learritng'' If you fail, it's not your fault;
if you succeed, it not because of you, it has to do
with something else.) The computer may be able to give
regular feedback about a tiJclent's degree or sces

Problem solving software may help meet thee oeeds, because of
some of its unique c-laracteristics (creation of a context,
appeal to many methods of solution, open-endedness, among
others) .

Teachers noted that their students often are much more patient
and willing to stick with it to fic, out how to use a
particular piece of software - often more so than the teacher!
Why is it that these stucants who won't stay on task with
workbooks wifl do so with the computer? Why will they
persevere during the learning process to figure out how to
play a game (although once they learn the game, they may
becaome frustrated by their low scores and inability to play
better)? nne sleculation was that the computer is seen as an
appropriate styli, of learni.ig for these children of the
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technolot4ica1 they are 1,e i,rCE.dec,

compact disks, -.rid r...",er electronic deince. The,. 1.now the,
haye problems and are "c,ifferent", but at 'east with the
computer they .re the same as other=.

Some teachers observed that enhanced self imacles from computer
LISP affected some students' everyday lives. The mother of an
LD boy commented to one teacher about her son's willingness
now to stick with batting practice. He still wasn't very good
but kept trying to improYe. The mother attributed this to his
computer e.tperience. Another boy initiated a "save the pond"
campaign in his town, even Q0 Q so far as to talk with town
officials - a very unlikely behavior for this boy. Again, the
perseverance was attributed to skills learned in using the
computer.

Another teacher rioted that students often do riot wait for
introductions about software. They take it upon themselves to
-figure out how it works. There was agreement that students
dor't read directions, but disagreement as to whether reading
directions was a necessary skill.

Rebecca Corwin then described a list of "non-trivial skills"
which she and a colleague have been developing. They underlie
the content-specific skills of most subjects, but usually
don t appear on any Ed Plans. Instead, we tend to focus on
more surface, content-specific skills, yet these deeper skills
underlie most learning.

The meeting then broke into small groups which each previewed
a piece of software and thought about the underlying skills
addressed n the software. Then we returned to our large
group for discussion. Unfortu 'ely, not much time remained
for discYssion, but the software previewed and examples of
underlying skills are presented hare:

The Pond thinking flexibly
Gertrude's Secrets -- using inaccuracies as feedback,
seeing patterns
Word Quest Seeing patterns, ordering
Quations -- putting things in order, following directions
Enchanted forest -- seeing relationships

A flood deal of interest was generated in using the skills list
as a checklist with prek,iewing software -- and there is new
software in the collection for burrowing at this time...

Handouts distributed at the meeting are enclosed.

*****please return software **** return software **** software
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Notes -ft-com the March meet ing:

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP:
Catherine Cobb Morocco, who has been co-directing a research
grant at Educ tion Development Center in Newton, came to
give us some preview of her work to date and to share some
of their findings about effective ways of working with
writiing disabled students (grades 4-6) and computers.

The first topic was keyboarding skills. Cathy reported that
some keyboard training does make a difference; children seem
to respond to brief and frequent practice sessions which are
monitored. The software needs to provide directions on
screen and should note (but not show) the child's errors.
Cathy noted that the Ctickybear series has a practice
program which seems adequate.

Second, the project looked at the chara:teristics of good
writing instruction. Writing encompasses three areas:
cognitive, motoric, and social-emotional; and the attributes
of good writing are abundance <of ideas), strategies fo
writing, meaningfulness of the writing to the writer,
ownership of the task and, most of all, Cathy emphasized
that in good writing instruction, content precedes form.
She added a number of other points, including the fact that
modelling is important: the teacher should also be a
writer.

Lastly, the project considered how word processing can
support good writing. Certain features of word processing
seemed particularly salient is advantages: it is
interactive, makes print accessible, and is neutral and
public in nature. Its disadvantages seem to focus on the
fact that the chid is potentially more vulnerable, open to
ridicule and manipulation beca'ise of the nature of the
medium.

Cathy gave an example of an activity from the project's
forthcoming teachers' manual of effective writinc activities
on the word processor: the one she illustrated was an
activity initially focussing on describing an object
carefully enough so that another student could guess it.
This leads into full description writing, and in the case
shown, drew a child into an extremely well-written, moving
piece of work which easily illustrated the principles of
abundance, ownership, and meaningfulness.

This presentation was full of helpful suggestions and
interesting ideas -- we encourage the membership to look for
the teachers' guide which Cathy and Susan Neumann are
writing. We'll try to keep you apprised of its status.
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS
Special In terest Grcup

Next meeting: TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 1986, 4-6 P.M. at
Technical Education Research Centers
1696 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139
547-0430

AGENDA

4:00-4:15 Meeting, eating, greeting

4:15-5:15 SUSAN JO RUSSELL, project director of
"Microcomputers in Special Education: Beyond Drill and
Practice", will share her thinking about INCORPORATING
PROBLEM-SOLVING SOFTWARE INTO THE CURRICULUM. Her
presentation will include a discussion of the
characteristics of problem-solving software, how it fits
into the curriculum for students with special needs, and how
to develop and document student goals. We will preview some
of the most recent examples of problem- solving software.

5:15-6:00 Announcements, small groups. The ongoing groups
focusing on Logo, databases, and the software section of the
handbook-in-progress -- which did not meet in March --
will meet.

*******4r****************************************************

UPCOMING MEETINGS

The upcoming MEETING ON MAY 27 will feature a group of
administrators addressing questions about how they have
dealt with supporting the use of technology in special
education; how teachers deal with technology; and how
administrators' roles can be used to support teactrrs' work.

MORE INFORMATION WILL BE FORTHCOMING!'.

The June meeting wi;1 be a celebratory one. We've been
batting around ideas -- a pot luck dinner, an organized
event of one kind or another, time to talk and share ideas
and plan ways to continue with this work in the coming yrar.
Let us know if you have any ideas: call Peggy Kapisovsky at
TERC at 547-0430.

[And, of course, don't forget to return software!!3
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CROS F-,ND SPECIAL. I4EEDS

Special In+eres-t GrDup
Next meet inc : TUESDAi" , MARCH 4,
1 'EP :3 -6 9 4 6 P . a. t

Technical Education Pssearch Centers
1696 Na.ssachusetts Avenue, Cambr idge, 02139
547-0430

AGENDA

4:00-4:15 Meeting, eating, greet,ho

4:15-f:15 Catherine Cc",b -lorocco cf the EduLation
Developmeht Center , -;i EL:eak on USING WORD
PROCESSING TO I', POPE CHILDREN'S %,PITING SKILLS. Her
presentat.on the I:int:nos of EDC's stud/ that
e.splored tesrhenc can me rate computers into their
ioriting lh rescurce rc..Ims arid substantiall.
separate classrrom=. _rye will di _.suss the{ teachers rJle in
the 1,ritihg teacn,no models wich are commonly
used, anm a number o ?cti .tt,e= tc help students write.
The arti-itiez oil' include pre-oritino activities done
c. the computer and on'c: m:uter -,r,ting activities. The
study W.E.F. conaL,:ted in NassachusettE school districts. and
several SIG menite,-s Piers in-ol.ied. We know there's a big
intersEt in fiord processing, and -e're looking fori,ard to
discussing this timel, topic. Ering you questions and your
friends too!

1-innouncement, srr.1,11 :,r.:ups. The ong(Jing groups
focusing on Loci' da'tabases, and the software section of the
handbook-in-progress w.11 meet.

By the W.Fe.,, if /ou recsi-s this announcement when you return
to schcl after winter i:scation rather than at home
that c because we dcivt have your home address. It's for
time:s like this that we would lie to know where you
when you're not at school. So ,lease jot down your home
address on the sign-in sheet at the next meeting. Thanks!
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Note -fr cArt-1 the Ja.nuar..." 21 s. t Spec- i a.

Interest Group Meet ing
Temple Ary, a math teacher at the Carroll School in Lincoln
ana a SIG member, gave a presentation on her innovative
approach to teaching basic math concepts such as fractions
through the use of L000. Temple's concern and sens,tivitx
towards her students were apparent as she set a context for
her presentation by describing her students and the
principles she -follows in teaching. Her students are
intellectuall>-able LD children who learn best with
opportunities fc- manipulating objects, finding patterns.
and logically analyzing math concepts, and who are not
successful in memorizing math facts. 't is important to
Temple that the children use manipulatives to develop models
so that they can prpgress from concrete representations to
abstract ones and e4peienc success manipulating the
algorithms. In ner teaching Temple finds to appl: the
math concepts under stud> and tr, teach according to the wax
the child lernE.

In order to follow tnese principles. Temple needs good
teaching tools, and she has found that Logo is an excellent
tool to teach math concepts tecause it encourages the
development of thinkind and prr_blem solving skills: pro-!des
an enk.ironment where math conce:2ta are discovered and
explored; and pro-ides functional models to help the
students understand math.

Temple described how she uses Logo to teach ftactions. She
beci:ns with the idea of a larcie rectangla - a "Giant Inch"
and students, orkinc, in pairs, 19rite a procedure for a

rectangle cf their choice. t=is the: are working, there's
discussion ell along on ter711 nology and definitions
whole /Farts. numerator:denominator, etc. Once everyone has
a Giant Inch, they divide it into two equal parts by using a
"1;love" procedure. Then they divide it into four equal parts
b >' using a different color on the same rectangle and "move"
procedures again. At this point they begin working on
equivalents - "oh, 2/4 is the same as 1/2.' They continve
dividing the rectangle using different colors - into 6,
etc. equal parts. Judging from several samples, students
get quite involved in their Giant Inch! They experiment and
come up with their own theories on methods of finding
fraction equivalents, adding fractions, or other fraction--
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operations, which the disc.iss and try out. This way of
learning fraction,: is particularl, 000d for visual learner.,
and logical thinkers.

We're intrigued k,ith Temple's approach and hope she will
give another pres Antz.tion sometime on teaching other basic
math concepts using Logo.

Notes from the Handbook group meeting

previetied Right Turn, Number Quest,and The Puzzler, all
from Sunburst, and Fractions from Control Data. In Right
Turn students create patterns, which they rot%te or flip,
and then the computer chois what the transformation does to
their patter. The program helps students to predict and
learn about tne math c:Jricer.ts cri rotation and
transformation. Number Quest l7.1CUBell on ..t'inar.), search
strategies, and The Puzzler 7..i-Eents stories in which
students must sc:,e orob:erre t. predicting and confirming
solutions. Fractions a eim;le dart game that gives
students pra:tice in e=timatino the pl:.ement of balloon
targets on a number 1 I r,e . reEe procirans all available
for loan from our acftware litrar.. Why not try them oul

Notes from the Logo group meeting

part of the group's orc,o.ho :bservIt:ons children's
verbel interactioris toith Logo, members decided
they would each tape a conve-sation between two children
during R LOO. se==ion. 1-in'ter trsnscribing the tapes, the
group will aria; :e the children s interactions.

Notes from the Database group meeting

We previewed Ev/e Woldman and PhYllis Kalowski's "Database
Junior", and found a Giant Euc:. Luckil>, Evye's programmer
huthand has fi.:ed it immedietel., so we can spend time this
meeting seeing it "really" wore' Plans are to spend the
time first looking for good opportunities for using
databases with children, and potentia offccmputer
activities; then we'll have three databases for people to
try: Database Junior, Informeste, pnd Friendly Filer.
Let's get some classroom feedback, too -- have yhu used



them? If you'd like to, please borrow them ne,:t time and
let us know that happens.

***********************************************************

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Remember our Lego/Logo demonstration and Betty Church's
description of the work she has been doloci in her resource
room? Well, Betty and her LD students will be demonstrating
their use of Lego/Logo at the upcoming Kid's Computer Fair
at the Computer Museum on Friday, February 21, from noon
until 2 P.M. The Fair itself will run from Febrary 21-23.
and the Computer Museum is on Museum Wharf in Boston krie :t
to the Childrn' Museum) .

*****************

Mike Feer has written an article on usino a science fiction
software game, Sundog, with brain-damaoed students at the
Cottina School in Boston. We have a cop, in cur library.
"Sundog and cognitive therapy." M. Feer. Closing the Gap,
December-January 1936, 4,1.

Have you written an article lately that maY b? of interest
to our members? We would like to share information. so if
You have written an article. report, or book related to
special needs learners and technolocie. send s copy to PeQ7, ,
Kapisovsky at TERC. We will list it here and have the cop>
available in our library.
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MICROS AND SPECIAL NEEDS
Speciz-1 Interest Grau--)

Next meeti,19: TUESDAY. JANUARY.21.
1986, 4-6 P.M.
Meeting will be held at Technical Education Research Centers
1696 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambr Age 02138
547-0430

AGENDA FOR THE MEETING
(NOTE: This is a TUESDAY meeting)

4:00-4:15 Mceting, eating, greeting

4:15-5:15 Temple Ary, who teaches at the Carroll School in
Lincoln, will present the work she has done using Logo to
teach math concepts. She will present her work on fractions
as an example of a way of approaching math instruction using
Logo as a tool. This will be an investigation of children's
learning in one topic area, and she will expand the general
principles in...olved to include other areas as well. Be sure
to bring other people from your school if this strikes an
interest for them.

5:15-6:00 Anno...rcements, small groups. The ongoing groups
focusing on Loc.!" on databases, and on the software section
of the )andbook we're all writing wit! meet during this
time. There's new information for the database group, and
if we're lucky we'll have the opportunity to see the
database developed by Evye Woldman and Phyllis Kalowski
(which is now camercially available at a very reasonable
cost). The Logo group will report in on its ongoing
research, and the handbook group will be giving input a'nut
software for the handbook writeups as well as trying out
some new pieces.

See you there, and Happy New Year
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Notes from the November- 25 meeting:
SPECIAL. INTEREST GROUP:
COMPUTERS AND SPECIAL NEEDS
Tf..a meeting was truly exciting. First, Betty Church
described the work she has been doing with her resource room
students, '.:sing Lego/Lono (being developed by Microworlds
Learning, Inc., in Cambridge). Basically, this involves
hooking up devices made with Lego building blocks (a very
sophisticated set of mechanical devices, if you haven't seen
a Lego set for a few years) to a computer interface which
allows you to program the motors in Logo. Betty set up
materials and showed some of the ways se got her students
started, including off-computer activities and some design
planning projects.

Next, Steve Ocko and Mitch Resnick, the developers of
Lego/Logo, showed a videotape of elementary/middle school
students using the blocks and the computer to develop
terrific machines. Then they demonstrated more
possibilities using the computer/blocks interface, including
programs they're developing to play with programming ideas
on-screen. There's a particularly engaging ferris wheei
with people who can be programmed to get on and off after a
specified number of revolutions, for instance.

'he remainder of the time, after questions, was spent in
working with the Legos, building machines and devices,
exploring their possibilities, and looking at the learning
possibilities for special populations. We had a terrific

Because Logo hits so many responsive chords, and because
there's been such interest in using it as an integrated part
of subject areas, we're planning to spend the January
meeting developing this aspect of its use. The agenda is
attached. (NOTE: In an attempt to be flexible to the needs
of folks who can't come to Mcnday meetings, this is a
TUEDAY meeting, scheduled for the 21st.)

The February meeting, which returns to the Monday time, we
hope to schedule around administrators' ideas about using
computers with special needs students. We'd like to have a
panel of admiristrators who will present some of their
views. If you know an admilistrator who's especially
interested in computers and special needs, please contact
Peggy Kapis vsky at TERC (547-0430).

NOTE: Piease complete an evaluation form for each piece of
software you borrow from the Micro/Sped library. We would
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like to develop an evaluations database that could help our
members select appropriate software f their students. \le

would also like to use '-ore of the evaluations in the
teacher's handbook we're writing. If your software lacks an
evaluation form, there will be copies on the library's
"shelf."

Don't forget: When you borrow software, please bring it
with you to the next meeting. If you can't come to the
meeting, please make arrangements to return the software
before the meeting so that others may use it too.

THANKS!!!

*********************************************************

ANNOUNC81ENTS

The Massachusetts Vocational Curriculum Resource Center,
located at 785 Marrett Road, Lexington, welcomes SIG members
to use its facilit. The Resource Center has a library of
software in varied subject areas vocational, computer
literacy, language arts, math, etc. All softwar'e is
available for preview, and some titles circulate for
two-week periods. SIG member Janet Smizer of the Resource
Center has extended this invitation. Call the librarian,
Virginia Day, at 863-1863 or 1800) 362-4371 for further
information.
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"'NEtrrl lAlr.r. M. I, ftIll

o10il 0(101)11 IVWSI HWY

AS OAK STREET

SHREWSBURY. MASS. 01545

CHAILES H FERRIS _IR HcAokIASTER

Tr....PHONE 045 4641

August 20, 1986

Ms. Peggy Kap.kovsky
Technical Education Research Center
1696 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Peggy:

I am writing to express my support and special interest in the continuation
of TERC's Special Interest Group (SIG), Computers and Special Education.

Through my association with the group I have greatly enhanced my teaching
and copulting abilities. I attended sessions as a true novice, anxious
to learn and experiment with education and technology. With the help,
education, and on-goinc supp')rt of the SIG, I am now using technology on
a regular basis with my students as well as providing in-service training
and workshops on the local, state, and national levels.

I consider my experience with the SIG to be truly rare and extremely valuable.
Educators are seldom given the opportunity to meet, talk, and exchange this
type of information in an open forum. My experience with this group helped
me to acquire the knowledge and develop the leadership abilities necessa:y
to disseminate information in a meaningful way.

In my opinion, the continuation of this SIG is critical to special educators
across the state. While we lave made a good start in informing and involving
teachers, we need to continue working to develop refine our skills. It

is through the efforts and dedication of the SIG members that we are able to
use technology effectively with special learners.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if I may be of assistance in supporting
this most worthwhile organization.

Sincerely,

naz
Donna E. Simone
Special Education Coordinator

A00111111111TSD SISMOIDI OP TINE NEW IP r AND ASSOCIATION OP CI100141 AND COLLIKI it Ike.



Lascaster Street
Ce,abridge, MA 02138
August 20, 1986

Peggy Kapisovsky
Technical Education Research

Centers, Inc.
1696 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138

Dear Peyo,

As a member of the Special Interest Group for the past year and a
half, I realize how much my participation has affected my teaching. I'm a
special education teacher in a resource room for learning disabled
children. The general thrust of the curriculum is traditional with much
emphasis on textbooks and worksheets, an approach that is often not suc-
cessful with children who have learning problems. I saw possibilities in
the computer b,It knew very little about it. Since there was no one in my
school at that time who felt the same, I joined the SIG. It hac been gr ,at
to learn f-om other teachers and share our experiences -- I feel much less
alone.

As a result of the support I've received from the teachers in the SIG
and my administrators, I.find that I'm much more willing to experiment with
new ideas and activiti,:s. Sometimes I myself wonder how things will turn
out, but I'm willing to take the risks because I see the potential for my
kids. Very often I'm pleasantly surprised with the results. For example,
my learning disabled third graders wrote poem on the computer, and with
the hel: of the music teacher, they created music end dance to accompany
the poems, which were presented tc parents in a special program. A number
of parents have talked with me about changes they have seen in their
child's behavior or attitude.

It is the children I teach selho have benefited the most from my par-
ticipation in the SIG. I am presently using written language as the major
focus of my curriculum. The children are writing about topics that inter-
est them, such as families, feelings, pets, and dinosaurs. Th.ly often
illustrate their stories and poems and always type them using the Magic
Slate word processing program.

Thcl level of interest in reading and writing has increased signi-
ficantly. Last year thc children spent a great deal of time studying
HAllayic comet, Pari, and AinnsAnrs. They approached their research vith
enthusiasm and often struggled with difficult library books, newspaper
articles, maps, and interviews. Rarely did the children say they didn't
want to write. This level of interest is very unvnual for children who
have significant learning problems. One first grader said "I like writing
stories on my computer. I just want to write stories all summer. I'll
make copies of my stories for all of my Muds."
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Peggy Kapisov:ky
August 20, 1986
Page Two

I have found that the cW,dren are eager to share their stories with
each other and are learning to give and accept constrvctive criticism.
They are concerned about the quality and clarity of tneir writing and often
make additions or corrections using the Magic Slate program. This is the
first year of my teaching 4n which I felt that children with learning dis-
abilities perceived themselws as writers and were able to reflect on their
writing experience, it fac , I'm beginning to fo 'et that these children
were referred to me bemsE they were having severe learning difficulties
in their own classroums!

The children and I have also begun to realize that we can establish
relationships with peorie outside our school by responding to newspaper
articles we have read. A group of learning disabled fourth graders used
the word processor to write to Agnes James after reading about her in the
Globe. Agnes is an 88 year old woman who traveled to So.th America to see
Halley's Comet for the second time. Agnes came to our school as a result
of the litter and cave a wonderful two-hour presentation tier travels,
Halley's Comet, Fnd her philosophy of life. Agnes has enriched' ,ur lives
as well as provic20 us with a better understanding of Halley's Limet.

As you can see, I'm excited about the changes that have occurred in my
classroom. Mali)/ of these. changes would not have happened if hadn't been
part of the SIG,

Sincerely,

.NatZtit

Betty Church
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Technical '::duc:Ition 'ef;e:1-h 1:0:1!ers
1696 Mes2achuset!-2 venue
Cambridiw, Ma.

Dear Per
As the summer dra-s to a close I am writing a note of

encouragement for the continuance and possible expansion
of our network of Special Education educators. Over the
Past two years our ,athering of Special Eftucation folk from
public and private school settings has been a source of
stinuation and enrichment for me as a Resource Room teacher.
I doubt that I wol.id have gained such exposure to creative
uses of computers and soft :are as presented by fellow teachers,
administrators and T.;3RO staff ;:,embers without the format
n-novided by 7ERC. It has broadened my teaching skills and
has Provided Le with comparative expertise to share with
teachers in my buildin7 as well as my collertues in the
Special ileeds derartment in Reading, OA.

Of course, the most in7ortant outcome and benefit has
been for the children I teach. (here is no question chat
learning is enh-ancect by the multisensory attributes of
comnuter use and the fresh anproach to learning it nrovidez..
Learning, becomes less tea3her-,:lirected, giving the children
more sense of 07-^.ierent in their learning. The fear of
makin7 mistakes and failure arrears lessened when the children
interact the cem-uter on their own. Their self-esteem
has been bolstere1 even further on their return to their
mainstream classroom where they can demonstrate knowledge
of nros.rams that their h:Ive had the benef7:t of extra
exposure to in the 'Resource :bon.

In closir;, may I :lr.o 1-ecorr'end that more software
cor ,anies be eneoura7ed to send sofa wa,,e samples for our
use and evalurttion. It was extremeiy helpful to be ab] e
to borrow software from :ERC and ascertain its suitability
before committing; school budget funds to the purchase of
software.

I looh forw:Ird to scaring you in the Fall.

Sincerely, -,

Flippin
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please gm please pout -- please peat -- please post -- please pest

LESLEY COLLEGE GRADUATE SCHOOL

in conjunction with T.E.R.C. (Technical Education Research Centt.rs)

announces
a p c:tcticuss course in

Microcomputers and Special Education
(COMP. 71.840)

This course is designed for special needs teachers as well as graduate
students who are seeking field experience in observing and working with
special needs learners using computers. Participants will meet weekly in a
three-hour class which will provide input about new programs and
practices as well as time for discussion and reflection. Assignments will
focus on using the con- -muter with special needs children in a variety of
ways. Those participants who are currently teachers will be encouraged to
use their own classrooms as their field sites if they wish to do so. Graduate
students wi!liout field site will be helped to find appropriate placements.
Work with learners in the field will constitute approximately a half day per
week.

The practicum course will be co-taught by Susan Jo Russell, director of the
federally-funded computers and special needs project at T.E.R.C., and
Rebecca B. Corwin, coordinator of the computers and special needs focus of
the Lesley degree program. Course content will include specific software
applications, curriculum development, children's learning needs, and
implementation of programs with special needs learners. Input about new
programs and practices in the field of microcomputers and special
education will be an ongoing part of each meeting. Classes will meet on
Mondays from 4-7 PM.

Experience either with computers or with special needs learners will be
necessary, but extensive experience is not needed. Regular classroom
teachers are encouraged to participate in order to learn more about using
computers with all their students, particularly those with special needs.
';%;e are excited about this new venture, and look forward to an outstanding
first semester group. The course vy'ill be offered again in the spring
semester. If you or others are interested in taking the course or in being
one of the field sites, please call:

Rebecca B. Corwin
Lesley College
29 Everett Street
Cambridge, MA 02238
368-,600,1mt. 371

1
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Lesley College

The Graduate School

COURSE APPROVAL REQUEST

(All items must be completed.)

PLEASE TYPE:

Date Received

Approv by Division D

Approved by raduate School

Title: Practicum in Computers and Special Education

COURSE NUMBER: (Leave Blank)

DIVISION: EDUC/SPED (779)6 >li (S>

RELATIONSHIP TO OIHER DIVISION: (when appropriate)

SPONSORING FACULTY MEMBER: R.B. Corwin

NUMBER OF CREDITS: 3i NUMBER OF SESSIONS 15 LENGTH OF SESSION* 3 hours

GRADE DESIGNATION: (Refer to Graduate School Guidelines,) Letter Grade

Pass/Fail

OFFERED: Fall X January Spring X Summer X

X

On-Campus x_ Off-Campus' Where:

Needs a demovqtration monitor in classroom:
2C3, 2C4 ()J. 'her (video accessible)COURSE FORMAT:

Workshop

Lecture

Seminar (10-15) X

CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION: (20 words or less):

Students will work in a field site using computers with a special needs population.

flection on the field

work. Pxevioui computer ::ork is required.

*Each credit earned requires 15 hours of classroom instruction.
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RESTRICTIONS ON REGISTRATION: (e.g. degree candidates only, students in specific

programs, pre-requisites, etc.)

Prerequisites: Computer literacy or permission of instructor.

FACULTY:.

Qualifications (specific to the course).__pcerxeriencaande)ntes

with special needs with emphasis on work be-ond drill and practIce: Qualitative

research trainiag;

Name(s) of faculty (adjunct or contract) who are qualified to teach:

R.B. Corwin, S.JO. Russell. (Arthur Wood. DiTla Wischkin)
. .

CRITERIA USED FOR STUDENT EVALUATION:

Attendance and participation: quality of observations and analysis on two

written observation papers: faithful journal-keeping.



EXPANDED COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course will provide a field-based JppoMinitY__

for students to discuss their work with special needs learners and computers.

as well as providing a classroom -hosed research fraVaiLdiDterested

students. Students will choose one sit from a variety available; working,

teachers can observe in their own classrooms. Seminars will include input

on a variety of selected software uses as well as time to develop some shared

theory about computer use. Students from a variety of prjgrams ale welcome,

MAJOR COURSE OBJECTIVES:
L

Students will:

1) Participate actively and effectively in -ng with students with special
needs and computers.

2) Learn to observe and describe their irk tn

3) Learn a variety of software uses with special ler.rners.

4) Analyze the results of their work to develop sm., lye IEP's and curriculum
plans.

5) Develop expertise in one software application.

6) Participate in classroom-based research.



COURSE OUTLINE

THIS MUST BE COMPLETED IN DETAIL PRIOR TO SUBMITTING COURSE APPROVAL REQUEST.

Session I, Overview
II. Word-processing and tool use
III. Participate in special interest group
IV. Evaluation of inter: 'ive tutorials and gamo,s

V. Simulations and micvoworlds
VI. The teacher as researcher
VII'. Special Interest group
VIII. The teacher's role in use of computers in special education
IX. But what are they learning? The I.E.P.
X. Social and emotional growth
XI. Special Interest group
XII. Use of computer to assess students
XIII. Developing and modifying software
XIV. Practical problems
XV. Special interest group report

TEXTS AND READINGS (Include title, author and publication dates): If ro text
or readings, indicate why.

Goldenberg, Russell, Carter Computeri and Special Needs: Addison-Wesley

Hagen, D. The Microcomputer and Special Needs: Reston

Selected readings from recent periodicals
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COMP 840: PRACTICUM IN COMPUTERS AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

Susan Jo Russell Rebecca B. Corwin
T.E.R.C. Lesley College Gradu.te ,chool
1696 Mass. Ave. 14 Wendell Street
Cambridge, MA 02138 Cambridge, MA 02138
547-0430 868-9600x371

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

The field study/practicum will foc.s o- two themes: use of ---'ers
with c7,ek;ial needs students (we will emphasize software, s that
often determines the uses), and skills necessary to become a
teacher/researcher. Both elements will be emphasized in the seminar
meeting.

This course will require a.tendance at the seminar, one half-day a
we ; in a special education classroom, and written reports of work
done in the field placement. The placement will be chosen in
conjunction with the course faculty, a d students will be placed so
that they may explore settings whch are of interest to them.

Two more formal papers will be required: On October a summary of
all observationu to da, 611 be due. and on the last session of the
class a case study of special needs students' use of a tool
application will be due. More information about both papers will be
due in class.

BOOKS

The -c. books are recommended. If you haven't read them, we will
require that you dc'. They are ay.ilable at the Harvard Coop,
alphabetically under "C" for Corwin.

Goldenberg, P.E., Russell, S.J., and Carter, C.C. Computers,
Educations. and Special Needs. Addison-Wesle*/

Eagen, D. Microcomputer Resource Book for Special
Education. Reston.

Hunter, B. Mx StudIts Use Computers. Reston.
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Special Needs Teachers' Uses of Learner-Centered Software
8,8/85

Background and purpose

While drill and practice applications of microcomputers
are proliferating rapidly with students who have special
needs, we know little about the uses of more powerful and
innovative educational software ("learner-centered
software") which opens learning realms beyond the world of
drill and practice. Recent surveys (Crowner 1984; Hanley
n.d.) indicate that, of all the possible applications of the
microcomputer in special education, drill and practice
programs are by far the most widely used. With drill and
practice software, the computer is a patient, accurate, and
nonjudgmental tutor which functions as an interactive
workbook. But drill and practice is only one small part of
teaching and learning. We often want to provide feedback to
students that tells them more than "right" or "wrong"; we
are concerned with more than rote skills. The computer is a
powerful and extremely versatile tool which can offer a
great deal more than drill and practice sessions to special
needs students.

We define Icarne-centered software as that which:
1) gives students control over the activity, the strategies
to reach the goal, or both. 2:, provides feedback that is
informationalfeedback that is designed to expand students'
understanding of the content area 3) helps students develop
skills in problem solving; and 4) allows students to use
their own unique learning styles in approaching a problem.
Learner-centered software is versatile, in that it can be
incorporated into different subject areas and used for a
variety of purposes by students who approach learning in
different ways. (Drill and practice software, in contrast,
usually covers a very specific content area and can be used
in only one prescribed manner.)

There are several categories of learner-centered
software which can be used effectively with students who
have learning disabilities. These include tool programs
such as word processors, data bases, and spread sheets;
problem-solving software such as interactive games and
simulations; and programming in powerful languages like
Logo. Although largely anecdotal, evidence is emerging that
learner-centered software can be a very effective vehicle
for closing the gap between the potential and the
achievement of special needs students. Foster, Mokros, &
Russell (1985) provide a detailed description of the uses of
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learner-centered software to enhance the learning skills of
children with learning problems.

But how are special needs teachers-- particularly those
who work with learning disabled and emotionally disturbed
children- -using this powerfu" new software? The survey
reported in this paper is a first attempt to ,escribe
special needs teachers' familiarity with and use of
learner-centered software. In addition, the survey provides
important information concerning the reasons for teachers'
use or non-use of particular categories of software with K-8
students who have learning problems.

Method

A nationwide survey on the use of microcomputers with
special needs students was conducted from December, 1984
through early March, 1985. The target population was
teachers of learning disabled and emotionally handicapped
students in grades K-8. We briefly interviewed, by
telephone, a random sample of 50 special education
administrators Ee i:ted from all school districts using
computers at the elementary le.,e1 for instructional
purposes. These schools were selected from a current list
provided by Market Data Retrieval. In all school districts
in which computers were being used for instructional
purposes with soecial needs students (a total of 44
schools), the special education administrator identified a
teacher who was kno-Aedgeable about computer use in the
classroom. A total of 35 teachers were identified in this
manner, and 3? of the teachers were interviewed by phone.

Interviews generally lasted from 10 to 15 minutes, and
almost all teachers were eager to share their experiences
with the inter,.iewer. The interviews focused on (1) uses of
learner-centered software with children who are learning
disabled and emotionall., handicapped; (2) teacher training;
(3) factors which facilitate the use of microcomputer; and
:4) barriers to microcomputer implementation.

Characteristics of Respondents

Because administrators were often unable to give us
detailed information about the use of computers for
instructional purposes. the results which follow are based
primarily upon information provided by teachers. Most of
the teachers in our sample (19 of 33) worked with learning
disabled students, usually in a resource room (13 of 33
teachers). A fairly large proportion of teachers (12 of 33)
worked with children who had other types of handicaps, such
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as emotional disturbances or mild mental retardati(n. Many
of these teachers indicated that they worked with children
who had a range of emotional and learning problems,
including learning disabled, emotionally disturbed, and "low
group" students. About one quarter (9 of 33) of the
teachers worked in self contained classrooms, and less than
10% worked in regular classrooms. Most of the teachers had
in-classroom access to one computerusually an Apple--for
at least a small percentage of time during the school week.

Becasue the majority of the teachers that we
interviewed (28 of 30) were women, we will use the female
pronoun when referring to an individual teacher.

Results of the Teacher Survey

What beyond drill and practice applications were SPED
teachers using?

1. General Patterns
First, we found that slightly more than half of the

teachers in our sample had at some time used learner
centered software with their students. It is important to
note, however, that simply because we had characterized a
piece of software as being "learner centered" did not mean
that teachers used it to go beyond drill and practice. In
incorporating new software into existino instructipnal
practices, teachers commonly used learner centered software
for drill and practice. For example, several teachers had
students use word processors to list spelling and vocabulary
wor4s.

A number of teachers used the more powerful learner
centered software as well as the commonly used drill
software for motivation or reward, rather than for
instruction. It was typical for teachers to identify the
software that children enjoyed (sometimes a collection of
games, Logo, simulations) and allow children access to this
software when they finished their regular assignments.
While these children sometimes had opportunities to use
learner centered software, this software was rarely
incorporated into regular lessons.

In the section which follows we will explore teachers'
use of word processing software, both because this software
represents the most commonly used application beyond drill
and practice and because it demonstrates the types of
applications, instructional goals and outcomes, and problems
that are typical when using tool software. Following the
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1,Jord processing section is a discussion of the uses of
otoer beyond drill and practice software.

2. Word Processing Tools
Word processing software wa,i used by 27X of the

teachers who were interviewed, making it one of the most
popular types of learner centered software. These teachers
invariably used the Bank Street Writer, which typically had
been purchased b> the school or by another teacher. The ways
that teachers used word processors, the problems they had in
using them, and the instructional goals and outcomes they
associated with word processing varied considerably from
teacher to teacher.

Despite this variation, we found that almost all
teachers who used word processing did so at least some of
the time to have students produce a piece of writing
(stories, assignments, and ingenious p-oducts such as
cookbooks). Concern with developing the quality of
students' written expression was evident among about one
third of these teachers, while others used the software to
increase children's interest in trtting or to increase the
quantity of written work. As one teacher spec;lied, "the
objective is to have students produce a paragraph of at
least 50 words; then they work on producing a story of at
least 150 words by the end of the unit." Here one sees an
emphasis on raising the overall level of productivity via
the word processor.

About half of the teachers who used word processors had
children work on the mechanics of writing by means of
teacher-directed exercises in editing, vocabulary, spelling,
and dictation. For example, one teacher typed sentences
that Included many mistakes in punctuation, grammar, and
spelling. Student=_ were instructed to find the mistakes and
dit the teacher-generated sentences. Another teacher had
children type in their vocabular words and the dictionary
definitions of these words.

While these more mechanical activities could easily be
accomplished without the aid of the computer, many teachers
indicated there was some value in having the child type the
assignment. Some teachers emphasized the perceptual-motor
skills that children could develop in entering words, while
others discussed the fact that it was easier for children to
see their mistakes when the product was typed. One teacher
said that the value of the word processor was that it helped
slow down the impulsive kids "by making writing more
deliberate and forcing them to look at the screen."
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When discussing the benefits of using word processors,
a common theme was that this tool improved students'
motivation to write. While no teachers indicated that word
processing had yet influenced the quality of student
writing, many expected to see writing improvement once
students used the tool for a longer period of time. A few
teachers had seen an increase in the quantity of writing.
The teachers who stated that they saw an increase in
quantity were those who had specifically asked students to
write papers of a given number of words. Several teachers
indicated that they had seen an impressive increase.in
children's willingness to write. Students were not as
resistant to writing when they were able to use the word
processor.

About half of the teachers who used word processors
said they had experienced no problems in using
themprimarily because student motivation was so high that
it seemed to carry them through minor difficulties. One
major problem for the remaining teachers was the feeling of
being overwhelmed by learning how to use the word processor.
There was little time to read the necessary manuals and
explore on one's own before introducing the software to
students. Teachers often felt they needed to thoroughly
master this or any other software before they could use it
with their students.

Perhaps the reason that word processing software is
such a commonly used tool with learning disabled and
emotionally disturbed students is precisely because its use
meshes so well with 1 evisting curricula and 2)
Individualized Education Plans. It is easy for teachers to
transifer editing and grammar exercises to the machine, using
the same instructional mode that has been used all along.
Writing assignments can easily be typed and saved on the
computer, and the result is far more pleasing to the eye of
both student and teacher. Here is an instance where the
transfer of existing learning activities to the computer is
quite clear cut.

It was also clear that the use of this software could be
easily integrated with the learning objectives that
typically appear on a student's Individualized Educational
Plan. The teacher who spoke of increasing the number of
words that a student put into a paragraph nicely exemplifies
this potential match between software and learning
objective.

Few teachers were making maximal use of the power of
word processors. What the teachers did not tell us about
word processing is as important as what they told us. None
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of the respondents spoke about students using the editing
potential of the machine to improve the pieces they had
written. When they talked about the revision process, they
were referring to correcting spelling, punctuation, and
grammar--not to improving content and style. As they were
revising their papers, students were frequently asked to
make corrections on handwritten papers, then enter the final
copy into the computer.

Why was there such a lack of emphasis on using the
computer as part of the writing process? Perhaps because
man> teachers did not have enough computers to make it
feasible for students to compose and revise at the machine.
It is also possible that teachers simply did not know enough
about word processors in order to use them in a flexible
manner to improve writing. Many of the teachers in the.

sample indicated that they were just learning to use these
tools, and that it was a problem keeping one step ahead of
the students. Alternatively, it may be that the word
processor was not used to work on writing quality because
the learning goals for these students relate mainly to the
mechanics, rather than the process of writing, and that
teachers have less training in how to teach about the
writing process.

3.Other Applications of _garner Centered Software

With the eKception of wor: . ,:ing, very little
learner centered software was uaed: 15% of the teachers who
were surveyed reported using problem-solving or simulation
software, 1 used the Logo language, and 9% made use of
other applications (construction tools, data bases). It is
interesting to note that all of the teachers in the category
of "other applications" used a total of onl> seven different
pieces g+ software. Given tne huge number of titles
available, it is surprising that use was limited to so few
pieces.

a) Construction tools and data bases
Most of the teachers used this software primarily for

rewarding or motivating children and found construction
tools where students created their own drawings or graphics
(e.g., Koala Pad or Facemaker) to be "great motivators."
One aspect of these tools that particularly attracted
Leachers was that they did not require any reading skills,
and learning disabled students had no problem using them.
One teacher said that these tools had been particularly
beneficial in building the self esteem of nonre,ders who
have some artistic skills.
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Only one teacher used data base software. His junior
high students used a data base to gather information on the
population, products, and economy of various countries.
This teacher indicated that he wanted to demonstrate to
students that the computer is a powerful storage and
retrieval device, which can manipulate information in many
ways in order to meet the needs of users. For children with
perceptual difficulties, particularly those who cannot
organize and retrieve data, he found the data base to be an
extremely useful tool in teaching social studies.

It is surprising that we found only one example of a
teacher using a data base. In many ways, a data base is a
flexible tool like a word processor, which can be easily
incorporated into many subject areas. Yet with one
exception, teachers seemed completely unfamiliar with this
tool.

Programming
All of the teachers who worked with a programming

language used Logo, and often these teachers served as
tutors who helped children with Logo assignments for their
regular classes. (Through the course of our interviews we
discovered that many learning disabled children were
learning L040 in their mainstreamed classes.) Interestingly,
only one teacher--the same one who used the data
base--discussed cognitive goals and benefits of using LOCIO.
This teacher talked about the power of Logo in he
children truly understand geometry and improving their math
skills more generall/.

Problem-solving and simulation software
Most of those who used problem-solving software had

started using it very recently--within the current academic
Year. Those who used the software often did it on an
enrichment or optional basis--perhaps because using this
software was often time consuming and did not readily fit
into a class period.

While a fair number of teachers said that students
enjoyed the "games" (Oregon Trail, Gertrude's Secrets, and
The Pond were the only ones mentioned), few of the teachers
articulated learning goals or outcomes associated with this
software. Sometimes, the software was used to encourage
"brain development", or to "get kids to use their
minds"--rather vague curriculum goals when compared with the
very specific objectives that teachers articulated when
discussing word processing software. When asked about the
benefits of using this software, student motikaion was
again seer, as the key benefit. Teachers reason that if

students like a particular piece of software they will stay
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with it and experience success. which will in turn lead to a
greater willingness to engage in learning activities.

Disussion
The applications of learner centered software described

above appear quite different from the use of word
processing. With word processing, teachers had articulated
the new software with their writing and language arts
curricula. On the other hand, teachers probably did riot
perceive the other tools as meshing with existing curricula
or Individualized Education Plans. Instead of trying to make
the software fit with existing programs--or modifying
existing programs to incorporate the use of the new
software--most teachers simply made the new softwaoe into an
"extra" that students could work on when they finished their
regular assignments. The exception to this was Logo, where
resource room teachers became acquainted with Logo in order
to support mainstreamed students in the use of this popular
program.

Simulations, problem-solving software, and tools other
than word processors were very underutilized. The fact that
only one teacher made use of a data base, and rib teachers
used spreadsheets is noteworthy. One could argue. as did
the articulate teacher who used a data base, that these
tools are particularly beneficial for students with learning
disabilities because the tools allow for smooth, structured
handling of information and lower the chance of mechanical
errors. The tools offer support to those who have
difficulty in organizing and processing information and may
even help students develop more sophisticated cognitive
structures for handling information, simply because users
must set up their files in a logical and efficient manner.

What staff development had teachers received',

Perhaps the answer to many of our questions about the
uses (and non-uses) of learner centered software lies in the
process through which special education teachers learned
about the educational applications of computers.

In questioning the administrators who supervised the
work of these teachers, we found that few had a concrete
notion of what the teachers were learning in the inservice
courses that were offered. Several administrators gave
general answers such as "we offer training to anyone who
!Aunts it." Of the few administrators who talked
specifically about the nature of the training, most
mentioned that teachers learned how to operate the computer
(e.g., "how to turn it on.") It was clear, however, that
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most special educators were not getting training tha'
differed in any way irom the training offered to other
teachers. Only 11% of administrators reported offering
special workshops for SPED teachers, often workshops which
dealt with IEP management software.

Our teacher survey revealed that most teachers (19 of
33) had learned about computers through inservice workshops
and courses offered by colleges, local schools, the state
department of education, or commercial organizations. The
others learned on their own, informally from colleagues, or
through relevant work history.

The content of the courses taken by teachers focused on
programming. Thirteen of the 19 teachers who had formal
training had learned to program--usually in BASIC or Logo.
In interviewing teachers, we found that many seemed to be
proud of their programming expertise. As stated above,
however, few teachers taught programming. There was little
resemblance between what the teachers learned and what they
were doing with their own students.

Other skills that teachers had acquired through -formal
training included basic computer literacy (labeled "get your
feet wet" courses by one teacher), and operational skills.
A few special education teachers indicated that they had
learned how to use a computer for IEP management.

Again, what is absent from the training experiences is
tellino: Only 4 of the 19 teachers who received formal
training learned anything about educational software other
than programming languages. In other words, less than 25%
had learned about what could be done with computers in an
educational setting besides programming. Even fewer received
any instruction on uses of computers with special needs
children, with this instruction focused on how to "adapt"
software for chilaren who have learning problems. Not one
teacher reported receiving training on how to integrate
educational software into the reoular curriculum.

Despite the obvious limitations of the training that
teachers received, few thought of it as being a problem.
Only 2 of the teachers who were interviewed stated that they
had received insufficient training. (One of these teachers
had received no training whatsoever.) Their expectation may
be, No that I've had a programming course, I should be
able to use computers with my students."

Did the teachers find their training experiences useful?
Many o-4 the teachers valued the inservice training
opportunities they had received, but few could point out how
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it had been useful to them in their teaching. However, some
teachers who had taken inservice workshops indicated that
the>' hadn't really understood the content of these workshops
until they had the opportunity to sit down and use the
computer. What was truly useful to teachers was the
assistance of other teachers and the time and administrative
support to learn informally on their own and from peers. The
opportunity for plentiful hands on experienceespecially
when it meant having a computer in one's own classroom- -was
a particularly valuable learning experience for teachers.
Having ready access to a computer meant that teachers were
able to try things out on their on before using them with
students.

What factors made it difficult or easy for teachers to u--
computers?

1. Problems
We asked teachers to identify the major problems they

had encountered, if any, in using computers with their
students who have learning disabilties and learning
handicaps. Interestingly, about one quarter of the teachers
(and a similar proportion of administrators) said they had
encountered no problems at all.

Many of the reported problems centered on inappropriate
or limited software (one third of the teachers). Many of
the educators found existing software nunimpress:ve", and
they were concerned about the lack of good selection in a
given subject area or for the compuier that they owned.
Reading level 'as a problem mentioned by several teachers.
They noted that much of the softt,iare specifically designed
for special needs students is at a reading level that is too
difficult.

Other major barriers confronted by teachers were lack
of computers, lack of software, and insufficient access to
computers (identified by about one third of the teachers).
A typical problem was a very limited budget for software,
accompanied by the inability to give each child sufficient
time on the one or two computers that were available. In
some cases, teachers were vying with other teachers for
limited computer time. We did not get the sense that
special needs teachers were low on the totem pole, only that
the teacher demand for computers was becoming far greater
than the limited supply.

A .few teachers (10X) indicated that while they had
sufficient access to computers, there simply was not enough
time in a day to cover the regular curriculum an0 use
computers, These teachers saw "computers" as a distinctly
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separate curriculum strand, not one that could be integrated
Into other subject areas.

Only a few teachers (10%) indicated that they had
encountered resistance to using computers from parents,
school board members, or other teachers. It was surprising
to us that only one individual said that this took the form
of resistance to special needs children using computers.
The notion that only the brightest children should use
computers was not prevalent in this sample, except perhaps
by implication: Learner centered software was not being used
very extensively with these students.

Finally, nearly 20% of the teachers indicated that
there were student-related problems that interferi-ed with
the effective use of computers. Most often, teachers had a
hard time "convincing kids that the computer is not just for
games." Another teacher added that "kids really like to use
the penny arcade stu:E, and that "if rockets don't go off,
they're disappointed.' Although this expectation may be
partly attributed to students' familiarity with vide games,
one might also wonder whether the children's game
orientation is partly a result of school use of arcade-style
drill and practice software,

2. Facilitators
About one-third of the teachers could identify nothing

which had made their work with computers any esier. Of
those who identified facilitators, most mentioned student
support, support of the community. good teacher training, or
access to computers.

Given the fact that several teachers reported students'
attitudes as being a problem, it is surprising that 23% of
the teachers identified students' attitudes as making their
work easier. T1-,se teachers talked about the student's keen
interest and excitement in using computers: ..low that we
have computers, kids are beating on the door to get into the
resource room." One teacher pointed out that children like
to use computers because everyone gets a lot of attention
from peers, as well as teachers, when working on computers.
There is a great deal of collaboration and peer learninn.
Many teachers indicated that the excitement of the students
made it possible for teachers to cet through an initial
resistance to using computers.

Support from the school and community--from
administrators, fellow teachers, parents, and school
boards--was another factor which made it easier for 18% of
these teachers to use computers. Most talked about "support"
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very generall/, giving few details as to how administrators
or the community had been of assistance.

While 23% of the teachers mentioned that good training
had been a facilitator, most of them discussed the length or
complexity of their training. rather than its usefulness in
the classroom. Most teachers genuinely appreciate their
district's effort to provide inservice workshops and
opportunities to attend courses at local colleges.

Finally, 1 5% of the teachers mentioned that having
access to computers, especially in their own classroom, is
an important facilitator. When a teacher had a computer in
her class or in her home, she was much more able to plan and
prepare for classes.

Will teachers use learner-centered software?

We asked teachers who currently do not make use of
learner centered software whether they would consider using
one of these applications. It was difficult for many
teachers to answer this question, because of their limited
familiarity with the software. Most of the teachers in this
survey were aware of word processing or programming
applications, and expressed a willingness to try 'hese.
About a third of the nonusers said that they would be
interested in using this software, if they had the
appropriate software and some training on how to use it.
"I'd try anything," was a typical comment offered by
teachers in this group. Another third of the non-users said
that they haue definite plans to use either word processing
or programming as soon as the proper equipment and software
arrives.

The final group of teachersagain about one third of
the nonuserssaid they would not consider using
learne-centered software. or would use it only after basic
skills had been thoroughly mastered. A few teachers in this
group thought that programming and word processing were too
difficult for learning disabled children to master, and that
these skills were basically for enrichment. Others felt that
these computer uses, even word processing, did not fit with
their students' learning objectives.

Note that none of the teachers in this group had
considered using problem-solving software or simulations,
primarily because they were not at all familiar with this
software. When we described it, a few indicated that it

sounded interesting, but most were not in a position to
evaluate the potential for use with their students.
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Summary and Conclusions

The average teacher in our sample was just beginning to
use beyond drill and practice software with her learning
disabled or emotionally disturbed students, and was
enthusiastic about doing so. This teacher had often been
using drill software for some time and was pleased to find
new applications. The first new application to be tried,
typically, was word processing. Often, initial uses of the
new software were almost in a "drill" mode, where students
used the program primarily to correct the mechanics of
sentences. The primary benefit the teacisr saw in using the
new software was in "motivating students," who were usually
quite eager to use the computer.

The training received by the typical teacher, which
often emphasized the development of programming skills, had
been irrelevant to the daily applications she made with
computers. Vet, _he did not fault her trainino and often
commended her district for providing this background.
Perhaps because she had learned to program--a skill that was
clearly valued--she felt that she should now be able to do
anything and everything with computers.

Unfortunately, her training had almost ne.er shown her
any glimpses of educational software being used with
learnino disabled or emotionally disturbed children. In
fact, her training did not show her much educational
software at all. What she learned about software, she had
to pick up from friends and colleagues, or from her
purchasing mistakes. Software purchasing mistakes could be
quite costly, becauses software budgets were extremely
limited at most schools. The typical teacher was working in
an "acquisition mode' in that she was just beginning to
acquire the skills, software, and hardware that would
ultimately be used to incorporate besond drill and practice
learning activities.

In contrast, a few of the tethers in our sample had
progressed to a "utilization mode". These teachers were
familiar with a range of software, had used the software in
conjunction with their regular curriculum, and had begun to
identify specific benefits that they hoped would accrue to
their students when using this software. These teachers
also di4fered from the typical teacher in that they did not
see the computer's primary benefit as motivational, but
rather as instructional.

We suspect that the special education teachers who we
surveyed are not unlike their "regular" education
colleagues. Like their colleagues, these special educators
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have often been eager to hop on the computer bandwagon, but
they are Just beginning to discover what using computers can
mean for students' cognitive development. A few teachers
talked about the normalizing influence of computers--how
having access to the m-chine made learning disabled or
emotionally impaired students feel part of the community.
But in order to justify the eestensive investment of time and
energy we are putting into educational computing, there
needs to be a demonstration that computers are having
broader effects--not just on children's self image and
motivation (although these are certainly important factors),
but also on their thinking and learning. In order for this
to happen, we need to see the following:

Recommendations
1) SPED and school administrators need to carefully

plan for staff development opportunities that will
meet the real needs of special education teachers.
Programming skills should not be the ultimate goal
of staff development.

2) Teachers need more time to learn about software-
by trying it out on their own and by sharing their
software evaluations with others. Collaborative
learning with peers should replace much of the
currently-offered didactic inservice workshops.

3) Teacher need to know that beyond drill and practice
applications are useful for their students--not
just for advanced students. They will discover this
if they have opportunities to explore and test
learner-centered software with their students.

4) 1:Liciministrators and teachers need to plan ways of
incorporating software into the existing
curriculum, much as word processing has been in-
corporated into the language arts curriculum.
If this does not happen, using computers will ul-
timately be seen as a "frill." The more powerful
uses of the computer--for storing, retrieving, and
organizing Information, for generating and solving
problems in the content areas, for simulating
decision-making in complex interactional systems-
need to find a place in the special education
student's program.

5) IEPs need to be broadened to emphasize the impor-
tant problem-solving and information processing
skills that are facilitated through the use of
beyond drill and practice software {especially
data bases and spreadsheets.)

14
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LEARNER-
CENTERED

SOFTWARE: A
SURVEY OF

MICROCOMPUTER
USE WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS STUDENTS

Janice R. Mokros, PhD and
Susan Jo Russell, MS

This study reports the results of a survey of fifty school districts. It
assesses the extent to which special educators are moving beyond
drill and practice software with learning disabled and emotionally
disturbed students. It also describes factors that are preventing or
discouraging applications beyond drill and practice. It was briefly
described in a previous Computers in the Schools article by Hummel
(19851. J.WH., Associate Editor

What will %,,idespread use of the
computer mean for the special

education student? Will computers be
added to the current curriculum and
submerged in it? Or will unique func-
tions of the computer add to, or even
change, the way we devise curriculum
for the student with learning or emo-
tional problems? We know from re-
cent surveys (Crowner, 1984; Hanley,
1984) that drill-and-practice software
is by far the most widely uses appli-
cation of the computer in special ed-
ucation. In this guise, the computer
operates as a sort of robot classroom
aidetireless and with an eidetic
memory mimicking familiar methods
and materials. The computer's ability
to branch (IF STUDENTANSWER =
CORRECTANSWER THEN PRINT
'CORRECT') and to store data (PATSY
GAVE 3 CORRECT ANSWERS OUT OF

8 AT LEVEL 2) make .t appealing as an
additional mechanism tor drill and
practice.

But what can the computer offer
beyond the world of drill and prac-
tice? In addition to branching and
data storage, non-drill software makes
use of additional functions of the
computer, which are highly developed
in the non-education world. These
functions include data manipulation
(e.g.,, spreadsheets, data bases), sys-
tem dynamics (e.g., simulation), and
translation or transformation (e.g.,
programming).

In addition, this software has par-
ticular pedagogical characteristics
which place more cognitive control
in the hands of the user. For this
reason, we have chosen to call it
"learner-centered software." Learner-
centered software:

1) offers students choice in selecting
the goal of the activity, the strategies
to reach the goal, or both;
2) provides feedback that is informa-
tional, not judgmental, feedback that
students can use to expand their un-
derstanding of the content area; and
3) allows, emphasize or encourages
estimation and approximation.

Beyond these three characteristics,
learner-centered software is often
versatile enough to be incorporated
into different subject areas and used
for a variety of purposes by students
who approach learning in different
ways.

There are several categories of
learner-centered software (see also
Foster, Mokros, & Russell, in press)
which can be used effectively with
students who have learning prob-
lems. These include educational
games; tool programs such as word
processors, data bases, and spread-
sheets; problem-solving software, in-
cluding simulations and programming
in languages like LOGO. Some of
these applications have been studied
very little; for others, both anecdotal
and more formal research evidence
(Carmichael et al., 1985; Clements &
rullo,1984; Fick, Fitzgerald, & Milich,
.984; Morocco & Neuman, 1985;
Neuman & Morocco, 1985; Russell,
1983; Weir, Russell, & Valente, 1982)
is beginning to show how learner-
centered software can be an effective
vehicle for closing the gap between
the potential and the achievement of
special needs students.

How are special needs teachers u!
ing learner-centered software with
students who have learning prob-
lems? The survey reported in this pa
per provides a systematic description
of special needs teachers' familiarity
with and use of learner-centered
software with K-8 students.

METHOD

A nationwide survey on the use of
microcomputers with special needs
students was conducted from Decem-
ber, 1984, through early March, 1985.
The target population was teachers of
learning disabled and emotionally
handicapped students in grades K-8.
We briefly interviewed, by telephone,
a random sample of 50 special educa-
tion administrators selected from all
computer-using school districts at the
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elementary level for instructional pur-
poses. These schools were selected
from a current list provided by Mar-
ket Data Retrieval. In all school dis-
tricts in which computers were being
used for instructional purposes with
special needs students (a total of 4-1
schools), the special education ad-
ministrator identified a teacher who
was knowledgeable about computer
use in the classroom. A total of 35
teachers were identified in this man-
ner, and 33 of them were interviewed
by phone.

Interviews generally lasted from 10
to 15 minutes, and most teachers
were eager to provide information.
The interviews focused on (a) uses of
learner-centered software with chil-
dren who are learning disabled and
emotionally handicapped; (b) teacher
training; and (c) factors which facili
tate or impede the use of microcom-
puters with this population.

Characteristics of Respondents

Because administrators were often
unable to provide detailed informa-
tion about the uses of computers for
instructional purposes, the results
which follow are based primaril!. upon
information provided by teachers.
Most of the teachers in the sample
(58%) worked with learning disabled
students, usually in a resource room
A substantial proportion of the teach-
ers (36%) worked with children who
had other types of handicaps, such
as emotional disturbances or mild
mental retardation. Most of the
teachers had in-classroom access to
one computer, usually an Apple;, for
at least a small percentage of time
during the school week. Eighty five
percent of the teachers who were
interviewed were women.

RESULTS

1. What learner-centered software was
being used by special education teachers?

First, we found that slightly more
than half of the teachers had at some
time used learner-centered software
with their students. Word processing
was by far the most widespread use
of this software. About a quarter of
the teachers (27%) were using a word
processor, usually Bank Street Writer.
Other uses included LOGO (12%)

and problem-solving software (15%).
In addition, we found two examples
of tool use other than the word pro-
cessor: one teacher was using a data
base and one used the Koala Pad. Of
all the available software, a total of
only eight difterent non-drill titles
were mentioned by this sample of
teachers.

2. How was learner-centered software
being used?

Actual use did not always reflect
the potential of this software. In in-
corporating new software into exist-
ing instructional practices, teachers
commonly used learner-centered
software either for drill and practice
or for reward and motivation. For ex-
ample, several teachers had students
use word processors primarily to list
spelling and vocabulary words or to
correct mistake-laden sentences writ-
ten by the teacher. Others gave stu-
dents access to a collection of soft-
wa-e (both drill and learner-centered)
when they finished their regular as-
signments. Thus, while these children
had opportunities to use learner-
centered software, it was not part of
their instructional program.

Teachers were are of the bene-
fits of learner-centered software in
improving students' motivation or self-
esteem. For instance, programs which
allowed students to create their own
graphics, such as the Koala Pad or
Pacemaker, were considered to be
"great motivators" (which had the ad-
ditional advantage of not requiring
any reading skills). One teacher said
that these tools had been particularly
beneficial in building the self-esteem
of nonreaders.

Only one teacher used data base
software. His junior high students
used a data base to gather informa-
tion on the population, products, and
economy of various countries. This
teacher indicated that he wanted to
demonstrate to students that the
computer is a powerful storage and
retrieval device, which can manipu-
late information in many ways in or-
der to meet the needs of users. For
children with difficulties in organiz-
ing and processing information, he
found the data base to be an ex-
tremely useful tool in teaching social
studies.

All of the teachers who worked

with a programming language used
LOGO, and often these teachers
se,ved as tutors who helped children
with LOGO assignments for their reg-
ular classes. (1 hrough the course of
our interviews we discovered that
many learning disabled children were
learning LOGO in their mainstreamed
classes.) Interestingly, only one
teacher, the same one who used the
data base, discussed cognitive goals
and benefits of using LOGO. This
teacher talked about using LOGO in
helping children to understand con-
cepts in geometry and to improve
other mathematics skills.

Teachers' use of word processing
differed, to some extent, from their
other uses of the computer. Not only
was word processing used by more
teachers than any other computer ap-
plication, but its use was more clearly
integrated into ongoing instruction.
It is worth examining this computer
apr,lication in special education in
detail.

3. How was word processing used with
special education students?

About half of the teachers who
used word processors had children
work on the mechanics of writing by
means of teacher-directed exercises
in editing, vocabulary, spelling, and
dictation. For example, one teacher
typed sentences that included many
mistakes in punctJation, grammar,
and spelling. jtudents were in-
structed to find the mistakes and edit
the teacher-generated sentences. An-
other teacher had children type in
their vocabulary words and the dic-
tionary definitions of these words.
While these activities could be ac-
complished without the aid of the
computer, teachers indicated that
there was particular value in having
the child type these assignments.
Some teachers emphasized per-
ceptual-motor skills, while others
thought that it was easier for stu-
dents to see their mistakes when the
words were typed. One teacher said
that the word processor helped slow
down impulsive students by making
writing more deliberate and forcing
them to look at the screen.'

However, almost all teachers who
used word processing did so at least
some of the time to have students
produce a piece of writing (stories,
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assignments, and products sue h ac
cookbooks). When discussing the
benefits of using word processors,
motivation was again a common
theme. Several teachers indicated that
they had seen an impressive increase
in children's willingness to write Stu--
dents were not as resistant to writing
when they were able to use the word
processor. While no teachers were
ready to claim that word processing
had yet influenced the quality of stu-
dent writing, many expected to see
writing improvement once students
used the tool for a longer period of
time. A few teachers had seen an
increase in the quantity of writing.

What the teachers did not say about
word processing is also important.
None of the respondents spoke about
students using the editing potential
of the machine to improve the pieces
they had written. When they talked
about the revision process, they re-
ferred to correcting spelling, punctu-
ation, and grammar,, not to improving
content and style. Often, the com-
puter was not used for drafts at all,
only the corrected final copy was
typed into the computer.

Why was there such a lack of em-
phasis on using the computer as part
of the writing process? Perhaps be-
cause many teachers did not have
enough computers to make it fcasi-
ble for students to compc,,e and re-
vise at the machine. It is also possi-
ble that teachers simply did not know
enough about word processors in or-
der to use them in a flexible manner
to improve writing. Many of the
teachers in the sample indicated that
they were lust learning to use these
tools and that it was a problem keep-
ing one step ahead of the students.
Alternatively, it may be that the word
processor was not used to work on
writing qualit,' because the learning
goals for these students relate mainly
to the mechanics, rather than the pro,
cess of writing, and that teachers
have less training in how to teach
these skills.

4. What staff development had teachers
received?

In questioning the administrators
who supervised the work of these
teachers, we found that few had a
concrete understanding of what
teachers were learning in the inservice

nurses that were offered. Of the few
administrators who talked specifically
about the nature of the training, most
mentioned that teachers learned the
mechanics of operating a computer.
The administrators also told us that
special educators were getting train-
ing that was identical to that offered
to other teachers. Only 11% of ad-
ministrators reported offering special
workshops for special education
teachers; these often focused on IEP
management software.

Teachers were asked a series of
questions about their training. The
survey revealed that most teachers
(about two-thirds) had learned about
computers through inservice work-
shops and courses ofered by colleges,,
local schools, the state dPpaTtrr.,,nt
ot education, or commercial organi-
zations. The others learned on their
own,, informally from colleagues, or
through relevant work history.

The content of the courses taken
by teachers tocused on programming
Thirteen ot the 19 teachers who had
formal training had learned to pro-
gram usually in BASIC or LOGO.
Teachers who were interiewed ex-
hibited a sense of pride in then pro-
gramming expertise. Hov.er, ter of
these teachers taught prograrnming
to their students. Other skills that
teachers had acquired through for-
mal training included basic computer
literacy (labeled "get your feet wet"
courses bc one teacher), and opera-
tional skills ("how to turn the corm,
puter on and off").

Again, what is ab.ent from the
training, experiences is tellint;- only 4
of the 19 teachers who received for-
mal training learned anything about
educational sottware other than pro,
gramming languages. Even fewer re-
ceicecl any instruction on uses of
computers with special needs chil-
dren. Not one teacher reported re-
ceiving training on how to integrate
educational sottware into the curricu-
lum. What teachers learned about
software was gleaned from friends
and colleagues or from ill-informed
purchases. There was little resem-
blance between what the teachers
learned in their inservice training and
what they were doing with their own
students.

Despite the obvious limitations of
the training that teachers received,
few listed lack of training as a prob.

lem. Only two of the teachers who
were interviewed stated that they had
received insufficient training, and one
of these teachers had received no
training whatsoever. However, many
teachers talked about the lack of time
they had to use new software them-
elves, read the manuals, and think

about how to use it with their stu-
dents. For instance, several teachers
had access to word processing soft-
ware and wanted to begin to use it
but had no time to learn about it.

5. What factors made it difficult or
easy for teachers to use computers?

When asked to identify the major
problems they had encountered in
using computers, about one quarter
of the respondents said they had en-
countered no major problems. Prob-
lems mentioned by at least 10% of
the sample included the following:

1. Inappropriate or limited soft-
ware, particularly software that
is either age-inappropriate or of
an inappropriate reading level.

2. Lack rf computers and software.
3. Not enough class time to use

computers.
4 Student attitudes, particularly

the attitude that software should
have many arcade features. "If
rockets don't go off, they're
disappointed."

Given the fact that 20% of the
teachers reported students' attitudes
as being a problem, it is surprising
that another group of teachers (23%
of the sample) said that students' en-
thusiasm about computers may their
work easier. Other factors which fa-
cilitated the use of computers for at
least 10% of the sample included: (a)
support from school and community
(from administrators, parents, fellow
teachers, school boards); (b) good
background or training; and (c) hav-
ing access to computers in one's own
classroom.

SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS

The geographic and socioeconomic
composition of the sample was ex-
tremely diverse. Our sample included
districts of 300 and 20,000 students,
rural and urban, transient and stable,
minority, bilingual, wealthy and low
income. Given this diversity, the con-
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sistency of the experience of special
education students in using comput-
ers is striking. Most students use
computers primarily for drill, often as
a motivational experience after other
work is completed. About a quarter
of the students also use word pro-
cessing, with some of this time de-
voted to skill practice and some de-
voted to writing original composi-
tions. A few students have been ex-
posed to one or two other programs
such as LOGO or problem-solving
software.

The average teacher in our sample
was just beginning to use learner-
centered software (most often, word
processing) and was enthusiastic
about doing so. This teacher had of-
ten been using drill software for some
time and was pleased to find new
applications. This typical teacher was
working in an "acquisition mode,"
just beginning to acquire the skills,
software, and hardware that would
ultimately be used to incorporate
learner-centered software In con-
trast, a few of the teachers had pro-
gressed to a 'utilization mode." These
teachers were familiar with a range of
software, had used the software in
conjunction with their regular curric-
ulum., and had begun to identify spe-
cific benefits that they hoped would
accrue to their students as a result of
using this software. These teachers
also differed from the typical teacher
in that they did not see the comput-
er's primary benefit as motivational
but as instructional.

The training received by the typical
teacher, which often emphasized the
development of programming skills,
had been irrelevant to the daily ap-
plications she made with computers.
Yet, she did not fault her training and
often commended her d,strict for
providing this background. Perhaps
because she had learned something
about programming, a skill that was
clearly valued, she felt that she should
now be able to use computers effec-
tively in the classroom.

The results of this survey suggest
that improvement in the field of edu,
cational computing for the special
needs student be concentrated in
three areas: improved staff develop-
ment, more curriculum options, and
expansion of the research base.

1. Staff Development

Teachers need knowledge and
models. they need experience of
their own with a selection of com-
puter applications before they can
choose knowledgeably among them.
Few of our teachers knew about
problem-solving software, simula-
tions telecommunications, data
bases, or spreadsheets, much less
how they might be used with special
education students. These applica-
tions cannot be learned in an over-
view course or a two session after
school workshop. This suggests that
training in computer education is a
long-term endeavor, that the most
significant computer applications
must be introduced slowly, and that
enough time must be spent on each
so that teachers can develop a dear
sense of how it is used and why.

Models of effective practice allow
teachers to relate their newly ac-
quired knowledge to work with stu-
dents. Unfortunately, few models of
how to use most of the applications
mentioned above are vet available.
Listings of software "for special edu-
cation," which are usually limi' d to
drill software, can be obtained, but
these do not provide a sense of the
actual classroom experience, how to
begin, how to define appropriate
problems or projects, what difficul-
ties students are likely to encounter,
how to manage computer time, and
how to evaluate student work. Most
inservice courses simply do not cover
these important areas.

Many of the teachers who used
learner-centered software, both in
this sample and in an ongoing follow-
up survey of effective uses of learner-
centered software, did not attribute
their own learning to inservice
courses. Rather, they pointed to a
peer a student teacher, a colleague,
or a friend who had shared knowl-
edge and enthusiasm and then had
continued to provide support. Con-
tinued support and time are key fac-
tors in enabling teachers to try some-
thing new. The availability of a person
appeals to be more important than
time spent in courses, and, of course,
it does no good for a person to be
ays-ilable if there is no time and op-
portunity to seek her out.

The critical steps necessary for ef-
fective training appear to be: (a) in-
put from a knowledgeable person on
how to use a particular application;

(b) considerable time spent at the
computer exploring this application;
some of this time might be spent
with and some without the peer
teacher available; and (c) work with
students using this application, inter-
spersed with consulting time with the
peer teacher.

Should special education teachers
complete these steps in isolation
from other teachers? We do not nec-
essarily advocate a separation of reg-
ular and special education teachers
for training. In fact, one approach
would be for all teachers to spend
time exploring computer use with
special needs students. Some of the
teachers we spoke with talked about
the normalizing influence of the com-
puter, how having access to the ma-
chine made learning disabled or emo-
tionally impaired students feel part of
the community, and sometimes even
pla dd them in a leadership role.
Hc.vever, in most systems, "regular"
a d special education are dearly sep-
arated in staffing, budget, and ad-
ministration. It may be difficult to get
regular classroom teachers to spend
a considerable amount of time focus,
ing on students' special needs, when
they are also subject to their own
myriad pressures and demands of
regular classroom teaching. Yet, as
the computer has provided a tool for
mainstreaming students, perhaps it
can also be used as a way to bring
teachers together.

2. Curriculum Options

The computer can offer access to
new curriculum to special needs stu-
dents or it can enhance the already
established curriculum. From the sur
vey results, it is clear that teachers
first look for computer applications
which fit what they are already doing
with their students. For this reason,
the workbook style drill and practice
software, which adheres to well es-
tablished content and methods in
special education, is quickly adopted.
And word processing, which relates
directly to standard writing objec-
tives, is the next computer use to be
tried. But use of learner-centered
software offers the opportunity to ex-
pand learning goals and content for
the special needs student. New goals
can arise in two ways, through addi-
tion of entirely new categories of



goals and through a change of em-
phasis within old categories.

Word processing is a good exam-
ple of a computer application which
leads to changed emphasis within an
existing curriculum category. As noted
in an earlier section, the editing ca-
pability of the word processor is
being used primarily for correcting
spelling, grammar, and punctuation.
However, as both teachers and stu-
dents become more fluent in using
the word processor, attention begins
to turn toward improving the quality
of writing. While real editing (as op-
posed to proofreading) once seemed
too laborious and time consuming,
especially for children with learning
problems, the mere availability of the
word processor makes it more possi-
ble to concentrate on better writing.
Then, of course, the question arises:
what do we mean by "better"? How
do we teach students to improve their
writing, beyond the correction of mis-
takes? This questions should begin to
lead us to alterations in two areas:
1) the framing of learning objectives
for our students and 2) teacher train-
ing. If the learning goals for these
students relate mainly to the mechan-
ics rather than the process of writing,,
then teachers will spend their time
primarily stressing those mechanics.
But even more important,, teachers
have less training in how to teach
about the writing process. Teachers
must be better prepared to take ad-
vantage of the possibilities the new
tools offer. Word processing is the
only current example of a new tool
which may lead to changes in curric-
ulum emphasis. But, other tools such
as spreadsheets and data bases can
also provide the opportunity for re-
thinking the relative importance ot
various language, mathematical,, and
thinking skills.

However, while some learner-
centered software does relate to many
of our usual learning objectives, the
fact remains that much of this soft-
ware simply does not fit with the
usual curriculum. Software that en-
courages use of more general prob-
lem-solving skills, e.g., simulations;,
games which involve classification,
sequencing, spatial visualization; pro-
gramming, does not clearly fall within
any of the traditional curriculum areas.
The survey showed that instead of
trying to make this software fit with

existing programs, or moch4 mg ex-
isting programs to incorporate the
use of the new softvcaie, most teach-
ers simply made the new software
into an "extra" that students could
work on when they finished their
regular assignments. Although some
teachers saw general benefits in the
use of this software with their stu-
dents (e.g., "to get kids to use their
minds"), they had not yet articulated
clearer objectives.

Teachers we have contacted in our
ongoing survey of promising prac-
tices, who are convinced of the value
of using learner-centered software,
are creating new IEP goals reflecting
the aims of the innovative software.
Some of these goals relate specifically
to problem-solving skills (such as de-
fining a goal, formulating a hypothe-
sis, trying a new strategy when one
has failed, gleaning intormation from
errors), while others relate to more
general learning objectives (such as
time oil task, cooperation with peers.
and oral communication skills). In any
case. better articulation ot such ob-
jectives as well as the means tor mon-
itoring students' progress towards ac-
complishing them is a critical task for
the special education community (Rus-
sell, in press).

3. Research

A tinal recommendation emerging
from the results of this survey is that
%ye must seek better answers to the
inter-related questions: What new
learnin6 options are possible via
learner-centered sottware and how
can special educators equip
selves to deal with these new possi-
bilities? Most of the outcomes re-
search to date has examined aspects
of drill-and-practice activities, either
comparing computer to non-com-
puter treatments or examining the
characteristics ot student-computer-
teacher interactions while using the
computer for this purpose. While
these studies have yielded useful in-
formation, they have not begun to
scratch the surface of what is possi-
ble in educational computing with
special needs students.

Now that we have a good sense of
how special educators are using soft-
ware for instructional purposes,, re-
searchers should identify the devel-
opmental paths followed by teachers

who have implemented lez.1 ner-
centered softwai W!.,11 differenti-
ates these teachers, their depart-
ments and schools, and their training
from teachers who do not use this
software? We are beginning to ad-
dress thes.; questions by collecting
case study reports from special edu-
cators who are using learner-centered
software in innovative ways.

Once these teachers have been
identified, the next step is to study
their classrooms to 1) describe pat-
terns of effective implementation,
and 2) determine student outcomes
assoc ated with the software. Model
sites must be identified or created in
order to develop appropriate curricu-
lum and teacher training and to ad-
dress these research issues. In order
to justify the extensive investment of
time arid energy we are putting into
educational computing and to maxi-
mize its effectiveness, there needs to
be a demonstration of how comput-
ers can have broader efects, not just
on the self image and motivation of
special needs children (although
these are certainly important factors),
not simply as an extension of the
drill-and-practice activities we al-
ready know how to do well, but also
on significant aspects of thinking and
learning.
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USING THE COMPUTER TO TEACH WRITING

Janice R. Mokros and Susan Jo Russell

[Excerpted from the forthcoming book, Beyond Drill and Practice:
Using Learner-Centered Software in Special Education

by Susan Jo Russell, Janice Mokros, Rebecca Corwin, and Peggy Kapisovsky]

Many special needs students have problems with writingproblems which surface at

different levels. At the mechanical level, students have trouble with spelling, punctuation,

and handwriting. They may be unable to construct grammatically correct sentences. On

another level, perhaps because of their problems with the mechanics of writing, special

needs students have difficulty focusing on the flow of ideas in their .7riting. The stories

they write are typically shorter and more barren of detail than the stories written by their

classmates. Because of their lack of writing skills, many of these students appear

disinterested in writing, and lack self-confidence in their writing ability.

For students with these problems, in the words of one teacher, "the word processor is

the equivalent of a ramp for physically handicapped individuals." It helps studentsget

around their writing problems and gives them access to written expression. Teachers have

found that the word processor helps students focus on their strengths as writers, and

allows them to find ways of communicating more effectively. Like other children, special

needs students have a variety of interests and ideas, as well as the desire to communicate

about these. The word processor allows children to demonstrate their expertise by writing

fluently about meaningful topics without stumbling over mechanical obstacles. At the same

time, the word processor allows teachers to spend time thinking about how to facilitate

writing, rather than simply serving as proofreaders.



While it is no panacea, the word processor can help special needs students gradually

begin to tackle problems with writing. Ultimately, it can help students be more confident

writers who enjoy using their writing skills to communicate with others. By giving them a

vehicle for writing frequently and writing about things they care about, word processors

help students learn not only writing skills, but also grammatical and spelling skills. Some

teachers find that the simple fact that students are able to read their own writing when it

appears on the word processor, helps them focus on how the words should look and be

spelled

Research has demonstrated that children learn more about the mechanics if writing by

writing than by doing workbook exercises on grammar, punctuation, or spelling. A series

of studies has shown that formal instruction in grammar has no lasting effect on the quality

of students' writing. By giving students more opportunities to write and rewrite, we help

them improve both their composition skills and their use of standard writing conventions.

Some educators think that the greatest potential of word processing is with students

who have an aversion tc writing or severe problems with the mechanics of writing. These

students stand to gain the most from a tool that will simplify the writing and revision

proses- As one parent (herself a school principal) commented about her learning disabled

seventh grader: "He had never written a paragraph before this year. Then, when a teacher

showed him how to use the word processor, his writing just took off. He's writing stories

now. He doesn't think he's dumb anymore."

The Practical Advantages

In addition to its great potential to improve the writing and self-confidence of special

needs students, word processing software has great practical advantages. One major

advantage is that it meshes well with existing writing curricula. It is easy for teachers to
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transfer writing, editing, and grammar exercises to the computer, using the same

instructional methods that they have used all along. It is easy to type, save, and print

assignments on the computer, and the resulting product is pleasing to theeye of both

student and teacher. Here is an instance where the transfer of existing learning activities to

the computer is straightforward and effective.

A second practical advantage of word processing software is that it can be easily

integrated with the learning objectives that appear on students' Individualized Educational

Plans. When a teacher introduces word processing, few changes need to be incorporated

into existing IEP's. The word processor is simply a better tool for accomplishing the

writing goals that have already been established for individual students who have problems

with writing.

In the classroom, it is difficult for teachers to encourage students to work systematically

on planning, writing, and rewriting. In the time allotted to writing, most students have

time only to create an initial draft, make minor corrections, and then copy onto white paper

a cleaner version of the same draft. A major advantage of the word processor is that it buys

more time: Once a piece has been entered, it can be reworked and embellished very

efficiently. Because new work can be added without recopying the entire piece, the

possibility of making new errors is largely eliminated. Freed from the burden of recopying

papers to make them look good, students have more time to play with ideas, sequences,

images, and language.

Learning Objectives

"<My goal> is to help the children reflect on themselves and their world and to help
them express their thoughts and ideas in a coherent manner, where they're able to
pay attention to some rules for punctuation, capitalization, and spelling. But I think
:fs more helping them understand who they are and be able to express that."

Betty Church, the teacher quoted above, has been using the word processor with her
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5-10 year old resource room students. Through activities such as writing poems about

food, creating books about dinosaurs, and authoring autobiographies ("The Maze of My

Life," as one student titled his essay), students are developing a sense that "the writing

process is a very thoughtful, reflective, and personal process."

Word processors are most valuable when used to focus on what the child wants to say,

rather-than on the mechanics of writing or of using the word processor. Above all, the

teacher must keep in mind that a central learning objective is to help students take

ownership of their writing. Students who feel that they have something important to say to

a particular audience are often more invested in saying it correctly. On the other hand,

when the piece belongs to the teacher who has structured the assignment around a topic she

has selected, students often do not care enough to put much thought into the writing

assignment.

While it is tempting to plan several introductory st.,,ions to master word processing

commands, students are often bored by such sessions. Many teachers prefer to have

students master the correct procedures as the need arises within the context of their own

writing. In this context of working on meaningful writing, students often swap word

processing commands that they have mastered with each other. They learn to turn to peers

for help when encountering trouble with deleting, moving, or other editing tasks. Teachers

who encourage this exchange find that everyone benefits. On the other hand, teachers who

insist that each word processing command be mastered before proceeding with real writing

find that students lose interest before they ever get a chance to write.

Should editing and proofreading skills be stressed as a major learning objective?

Certainly the word processor facilitates skill development in these areas. The problem is

that for children who are not yet confident writers, editing gets in the way of composing.
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Children begin to focus on getting it "right", rather than on the process of writing. They

begin making safe choicesfor example, using the word "bird" for "downy

woodpecker"because they fear that potential spelling mistakes matter more than careful

selection of words.

Children become quickly discouraged and easily lose their trains of thought when their

thoughts are interrupted by a teacher's requests to go back and fix punctuation or spelling i

n a sentence that was just written. A major strength of the word processorthe ability to

make instantaneous revisionscan become a drawback if teachers focus on corrections

without attending to the content.

The issues are timing and emphasis. Word processors are best used for composing,

without calling attention to the student's mistakes until drafting and refining have been

finished. At a later stage, when students are proud of the content of their product, they are

more than willing to polish a piece for publication. Keep in mind that simply in rereading

their piece to see if it suits them, students will identify and fix many mechanical errors.

Students certainly can be encouraged to use spelling checker software (such aF the

Bank Street Speller) to correct mistakes in spelling. For example, when they have finished

writing, students use the Speller to identify words that have been spelled incorrectly. The

Speller gives the student a list of words which it does not recognize, and the student takes

responsibility for correcting the spelling mistakes. Note that many spelling programs

include a dictionary to which students can add proper names and idiosyncratic words they

use in their writing. Keep in mind that seeing and using the correct version of a word in a

variety of contexts is the most effective way to learn its spelling. One student used the Find

and Replace functions of the word processor to help him with his difficulty in spelling

"Prometheus". Every place where he needed to write "Prometheus", he simply wrote "P"
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temporarily. Then he went bac'c and instructed the word processing program to substitute

"Prometheus" for cach "r". In this process and in rereading his work, he saw the correct

spelling again and again. The more children write, the better their spelling skills will be.

Some imple Prerequisites

What skills do students need to master before they begin using word processors?

Although students need reasonably sound letter recognition skills before they can start

typing text into the computer, many students enjoy dictating stories to a teacher or aide,

who types the story on the computer. Primary grade teachers, and even some preschool

teachers use the word processor to publish children's stories. Beginning writers and

readerseven those who cannot yet recognize letters on the typewriter--get a great deal of

satisfaction from the fact that someone values their thoughts enough to type and publish

them. Reading and rereading these class books leads to the building of sight-word

vocabulary as well as the development of a feel for linguistic sequence and syntax.

When children use the word processor themselves, they are both writers and typists.

This dual focus can be a problem for students who have special needs. What level of

typing skills do children need in order to effectively use word processors? Educators vary

in their answers to this question. Children as young as six years old can learn the positions

of keys and how to use them in a hunt and peck fashion. In fact, finding and pressing a

letter on the machine may be less difficult than "producing" the letter by hand, especially

for children who have difficulty with fine motor skills. Typing ability clearly varies from

child to child, and students who have a difficult time with it should not feel like they have

to become touch typists before they can even start writing. But it is clear that children who

have mastered some basic ke )oarding skills are more able to focus on their writing, with

less interference from the mechanics of typing.
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When children are left to their own devices at the keyboard, they typically create their

own idiosyncratic methods for typing. One educator reports observations of four- and

five-year-olds who had designed a quite ingenious system: They divided the keyboard into

quadrants, moved their dominant hand to the appropriate quadrant, then searched for the

appropriate letter within the quadrant. The only problem with this system is that children

might develop habits which would later interfere with learning touch typing. Rather than

leaving students on their own to figure out how to type, many teachers suggest that time be

set aside for separate practice sessions devoted to familiarizing children with the keyboard.

Keyboarding practice can be an ongoing part of computer education beginning in the early

grades, but mastery of keyboarding skills does not need to be a prerequisite for using the

word processor.

Sound keyboarding skills for beginners can be developed through the following

methods which have been suggested and tried by teachers.

provide students with a cardboard template of a keyboard, which they can refer to
and practice with during free time.

at first, encourage students to keep both hands on the keyboard, using their right
hand for keys on the right side of the keyboard, the left hand for keys on the left.

later, have students keep their index fingers on the "home keys" ( "f' for the left
hand, "j" for the right), which are marked by a raised bump on many computers or
can be marked with colored labels.

have students practice typing skills by using one of the "typing tutor" software
programs for a few minutes before they begin writing. Be aware that students can
become very adept at arcade-style typing games without using appropriate keyboard
positions. Software which mirrors traditional, systematic techniques for teaching
typing appears to be the most effective.

First Steps

How do teachers begin to use word processors with their special needs students? The

first step, of course is to become personally fainiliar with the software. This means trying

it out for your own writing, experimenting with its capabilities, and going through the
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minor frustrations that studnnts are sure to encounter. Most teachers do not find it helpful

to begin by reading the instrucuJnal manual from cover to cover. Use the manual as a

reference book, rather than a step-by-step guide.

It is often a good idea to work through the tutorial software that accompanies many

word processing programs. Well-structured tutorials can give the new user an immediate

feel for the software and what it can do. But even tutorials are no substitute for actually

using the software to do some writing of your owna letter, weekly plans, or notes about

one of your students.

The best way to learn and remember the editing conventions is through a great deal of

hands-on practice. Finding someone who can answer questionsanother teacher, a friend,

a studenthas beer critical for manay teachers learning to use word processors. There is

nothing more frustrating than getting completely stuck and feeling like you are totally inept

at using computers. There is probably a simple way of getting "unstuck", and someone

with a little more experience can often help you find your way out quickly. And it's much

easier to ask a friend than to find the solution in the manual! Like learning the rules of a

board game, learning a word processor's features is best done by "playing the game", and

having others help you learn it.

After two or three practice sessions, most teachers feel comfortable enough with a word

processor to introduce it to students. Thorough mastery of the software's features is not a

prerequisite for student or teacher use. A few basic functionshow to enter text, how to

delete text, how to insert text into what you have already written, how to save your writing

to a disk, how to retrieve your writing from the diskare needed to begin; additional

mechanics, such as moving a paragraph or centering a heading, are best learned as the need

arises. Many teachers find that students themselves become a valuable source of expertise,
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and are quite willing to share their expertise with others. In one classroom, two learning

disabled junior high students learned how to use Am, "mullon their own, although their

peers were using the less complex Dank Street Writer. Their teacher commented, "It's

wonderful. They're teaching me nowI don't even now how to access their files!"

Teacher-tested Word Processing Activities

Teachers suggest starting with relatively simple activities that involve the entire class.

For example, a good initial activity is writing a group story. Each student takes a turn

writing one line of a story. The finished story is then read aloud, and students critique it.

Which parts Jack clarity or detail? Which sentences don't "sound right"? This kind of

discussion gets students used to thinking about writing as communication to an audience,

with the focus first on sense, style, and vocabulary, and later on spelling and punctuation.

Yet because the story is not the work of one author, the risk in hearing criticism is not so

great. Once the group story is completed, it can be revised, expanded, or continued by

individual students as a hands-on introduction to word processing.

Once students have had some practice with the word processor, they will want to work

on their own pieces. It's important to give them access to the word processor for planning

and initial drafts, as well as for revising. When the word processor is used simply as a

typewriter, with students writing out the first draft by hand, the mechanical advantages of

word processing are minimized. In all cases, the teaching goal should be to have children

focus more on their writing and less on mechanical obstacles.

Below are some successful, teacher-tested writing activities that can be introduced to

children who have used the word processor a few times:

Have each student write a "book" to contribute to the class library. With younger
students, use software that has extra large print (such as Magi Slate) so that there
will be many pages in the book. Students can make special covers, illustrate each
page, laminate the pages, then share their contributions with others through the
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library. Children can "check out" these books to bring home and share with
parents. Unmotivated students who "don't have anything to write about" have often
become interested when they begin to see the published ideas of their classmates.

Write a class cookbook. Each student contributes a recipe, along with a paragraph
about the dish (why s/he selected it, what's special about the dish, etc.) Once the
recipes have been collected, the class needs to organize the cookbook and decide
how recipes should be grouped. This is a good activity for helping students master
word processing features like setting margins and tabs, moving text, and
formatting. It also provides a context in which students can develop good
organizational and classification skills.

Write journals. Give each student his/her own disk and set aside some time for
ungraded personal writing. Many teachers say that this is an extremely effective
way of helping students with low self-esteem to begin thinking about themselves as
writers. Journal writing has the additional benefit of encouraging students to
articulate issues that are of personal concern.

Use a word processor in conjunctic , with a graphics program to have chilldren
write illustrated stories or reports. For example, one teacher's class wrote and
illustrated reports on silkworms using a combination of a word processor and a
graphics program. Students who cannot do their own writing can use software
which combines text and graphics in many ways. For instance, they can dictate
sentences to an adult or more skilled student, then go back and illustrate their story.
This procedure encourages students to read and reread their own text.

Publication is a critical part of writing. When finished writing disappears into a student

folder, tlw student's desk, or the wastebasket, the student has little sense that writing is for

communication, not just for a grade. To enhance intrinsic motivation to write and write

well, publication in some forma class book, a newspaper, distribution to friends or

parents, a periodic collection of writing for which each student selects his best workis

essential. Teachers stress that much of the excitement of a word processor comes from

showing a professional-looking printed product to peers, parents, and even the principal. If

the final product is enhanced with graphics and illustrations (either hand-made or computer

generated), students are especially proud of their accomplishments.

Therefore, access to a printer is one of the key elements to successful word processing.

Special education teachers may find themselves in the position of fighting for a share in the

limited access to the school's printers. However, the professional look of a printed piece

of writing that has been carefully edited and published using the word processor is a
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powerful motivator for reluctant writers. As one special educator put it, "My students are

learning that their work can be more than just adequate; it can be excellent."

Juggling Computers. Classrooms. and Students' Needs

It is important to give students as much access as possible to the word processor.

Many students lack confidence in their writing skills, and they need to explore the new

writing tool without major distractions or time pressure. Because computers are a scarce

resource in many schools, teachers need to find creative ways of allocating computer time.

Teachers working in a resource room, who typically work with only a few students at a

time, may want to give each student some time with the computer during a class period. If

this strategy results in insufficient time for a student to work on a piece, it may be a better

idea to schedule each student on the computer for one substantial chunk of time during the

week. Giving students the opportunity to work on their own can have unexpected benefits,

according to one resource room teacher. She sent individual students into the computer lab

to work while she remained in the classroom with other students. She found that the

students became quite independent and were proud of their ability to work on their own.

Teachers working with larger classes, including those working with special needs

students in a mainstreamed classroom, face problems in giving each student a turn at the

computer. One solution is to have students take turns throughout the day working at the

classroom computer, while other students engage in regular classroom activities. Research

has shown that this approach is better than taking students to a computer lab, where they

feel pressured to finish a writing task during a class period. Teachers who work in

mainstream classrooms should be sure to give special needs students plenty of timeon the

computer. In fact, some teachers advocate giving these students more time than their

classmates. For students who have poor fine motor control, for instance, this tool is more

than just a welcome change; it may be critical to the development of their literacy skills.

11
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Students with learning disabilities often need the extra time, as well as extra

encouragement, to translate their ideas to the screen.

.1hould students work alone, in pairs, or in larger groups? Although collaboration often

initially comes about as a matter of necessitytoo few computers for too many students

teachers find that there are unexpected advantages in having students collaborate. As

students learn to us.. the word processor, they can share their frustrations and successes

with a partner. By working with peers who have particular strengths, students may

develop new competencies, and the student "expert" feels accomplished in sharing his or

'ler expertise. Pairing students with different strengths in generating interesting ideas,

illustrating, and editing may also help students make best use of their talers.

Teachers have noticed that students who collaborate become less dependenton the

teacher and at the same time more able to critique their own and each other's writing

(Russell, 086). As a result, they take more responsibility for their writing. As Betty

Church explained,

Now I've started having the kids read to .ch other; when they've finished a piece
of writing they read it to the group.. . the responsibility of the listener is to listen
and respond to something they particularly like in the story. That's been great. I
want the kids to interact a little more with each other rather than interacting with me
on the writing. It's beginning to happen.

Donna Simone noticed changes in her students' proofreading skills as they began to

collaborate:

We have an activity once a week where the kids take one piece of their writing and
they have to read it to their peer. In reading their work to one another they're
picking up more of their errors and going back and doing the proofreading...
Somehow with the computers, we find that the reading part of it really helns. And
it's not m saying, "look, there's something wrong here." Another kid is reading,
and they bear, "That's not what I meant when I wrote it."

1:3 U
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Students seem to enjoy reading each others' stories. Teachers find that they are much

more interested in editing stories written by their friends than editing "canned" stories from

a disk or a textbook.

Important as collaboration is, keep in mind that some students feel protective of their

writing and are not yet willing to take the risk of sharing writing with another student or

with the class. Students who view themselves as writing failures may need privacy in the

beginning, and the word processor certainly can support this need for privacy. If at all

possible, give each student his or her own disk for saving ariting assignments. Encouragt,

the class to respect these disks as personal property. While students snould be encouraged

to share their writing and to collaborate with others, at the same time their right to privacy

must be respected. Teachers often make agreements with their students about which

writing is private and which is to be published. For example, one group of students wrote

lively and heartfelt essays about how they would change their school, but they agreed in

advance that these would be published and shared only within their class, where they felt

they could risk saying what they really thought about school rules, requirements, and

activities.

Strategies to Promote Writing

As the student is working on the word processor, the teacher's role is critical in helping

the child expand on his or her writing, and to provide suggestions for doing so. Some

teachers circulate throughout the room, actii:g as an unobtrusive assistant. Other teachers

set a regular conference time to meet with each student to discuss the writing. This ensures

that everyone gets a chance to get assistance, and students can learn to save their questions

i
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and comments for the assigned r.Leeting time. Teachers report that successful word-

processing interactions between student and teacher involve strategies like the following

(Morocco & Neuman, 1986):

Read what the student has written and react to it on a personal level. ("After
reading that paragraph, I feel like I can almost taste that horrible meal you
describe.")

Help the child clarify or expand his writing by asking questions which directly
relate to what the child has written. ("What is itabout the room that makes it feel
cheery?")

Help the child plan what she is going to say, and review the plan with her while she
is writing. ("You said you were going to concentrate on that nasty bee sting you
got. How does this part about the picnic fit in?")

Suggest strategies for expanding or clarifying what the child has written. ("Think
back to when you went through the doors into the emergency room. Write about
what was going through your mind.")

Listen to what the child is saying, and ask her to write down just what she said.
The child may also need help in remembering exactly what she said. ("That part
about how you fooled your neighbor sounds very funny. Write down what youjust said.")

Type what the child is saying. The teacher is most likely to type for a student when
ideas are flowing and the student is unable to type fast enough to get her ideas
down, a* when the student is stuck. Teachers can type short phrases on the
computer, based on what the child says aloud, which the student can then expand
into complete sentences. This technique helps bridge the gap we so often see
between the richness of a student's verbal account and the barrenness of the same
account when it is written down.

When the child encounters difficulties with the word processor, help her focus on
the writing itself by assisting with particularly difficult commands or steps.

Build the child's self-image as a writer by commenting on the strengths she has in
common with real authors, and by assuring her that authors share some of her same
frustrations.

When you are working with a pair of children, demonstrate the skids described
above, and encourage students to use the same strategies you are using when they
are reading each other's work.

In sum, the teacher serves as audience, guide, and collaborator. The word processor

helps the teacher by making the writing process more public and explicit and helps the
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student by providing clear t-.nd easily modifiable text, but teaching strategies which support

and extend the child's writing are still the key to helping students become better writers.

Does Word Processing Really Make a Difference?

When teachers use word processors, they notice many changes in their students'

approach to writing. The changes are not always easy to articulate, because they can occur

in many different ways for different students and may include changes in attitude and self-

confidence which are difficult to measure. As Donna Simone explains,

There are just so many things [the word processor] attacks; you can't say one is
more important than the other. I used to think that this improved writing was really
important, but I have to remind myself about the kid who wouldn't sio the writing
because he had such a lousy feeling,<and now> he's sitting right down when he
comes in to do the writing. Also what's improving is the thinking going with the
writing. . . So it's like a whole spectrum of things that improve, and you can't say
that one is mere important than the other.

Teachers notice that special needs students write more when they use wort processors,

that the quality of their word choice and sentences improves, and that students have

improved images of themselves as writers. By keeping writing folders of students' work

over the course of a year, teachers are able to document changes in writing skills that would

not be apparent from examining only one or two assignments. Furthermore, writing

folders enable teachers to show parents, principals, and the students themselves what has

happened to the quality of writing over time. Teachers state that it is far easier to evaluate

changes in nidents' writing when they have printed pieces from the word processor than

when they have to struggle with a sheaf of handwritten pieces.

One researcher (Rosegrant,1985) showed that when learning-disabled students used a

word processor along with a speech synthesizer, their writing improved in length,

vocabulary, use of punctuation, and use of more complex writing structures. Other

researchers have found that when children write on the computer, the product is often a

more natural, speech-like composition that has special meaning for the child. However,
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one thing is clear from what we are learning about word processing from teachers and

researchers: The power of word processing software is quite dependent on the pedagogical

skills of the teacher (Neuman & Morocco, 1985). Word processing software isa tool that

can facilitate writing, if used by a skilled and sensitive teacher. Providing students with a

tool does not provide them with instruction nor an appropriate learning environment. It is

up to the teacher to do this. It is gratifying to see that as tc:chers become more involved

with word processors, the questions they ask start to focus more and more on =citing

writing rather than on how to use the word processor. This is a good sign. It means that

the tool is, as it is intended to be, an unobtrusive aid to the writing process. It means that

we are correctly focusing our attention on helping special needs students learn writing,

rather than teaching them how to use the computer. As one teacher said after using the

word processor for nearly a year, "I've shifted gears from focusing on disabilities to

focusing on real writing."
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USING THE COMPUTER FOR DEVELOPING PROBLEM-SOLVING AND
CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS

Janice R. Mokros and Susan Jo Russell

[Excerptei from the forthcoming book, BeyondDrill and Practice:
Using Learner-Centered Software in Special Education

by Susan Jo Russell, Janice Molcro-, Rebecca Corwin, and Peggy Kapisovsky]

The computer offers new approaches, activities, and tools for special education students in

the familiar curriculum areas of .eading, writing, mathematics, science, and social studies. But

some of what the computer has to offer neither relates to the development of familiar skills nor fits

neatly into traditional subject matter categories.

In this chapter we take a look at computer software designed to help students develop and use

the ability tc cope with unfamiliar problem situations, situations which more nearly approach the

complexity and unpredictability of real life than do most textbook problems. This software is not

always easily categorized in terms of the usual sort of learning objectives and, at least at first

glance, may appear difficult to justify in a tightly scheduled, highly accountable regular or special

education setting. However, software which helps students learn how to solve problems offers

learning opportunities which can be of great benefit to them-- opportunities to develop confidence

and skill in making decisions and thinking critically, processes which we know are of great

importance to their survival beyond school.

The software we will be discussing in this, chapter covers a broad range of content and

complexity. At one end of the spectrum, some of this software offers straightforward problem-

solving games which involve the student in discovering a secret pattern, sequence, or relationship,

usually by trying something, seeing the result, then trying again. For instance, in The Pond,

students try to find a pattern of moves (e.g., down 5, left 2, up 3) which, when repeated a number
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of times, will enable the frog to jump successfully through a maze of lily pads from one end of the

pond to the other. Such a game may require only a few minutes for completion of one puzzle.

Other problem-solving software is much more elaborate and time-consuming. In using a

simulation, for example, the student :nay participate in a story which has a setting, a goal, perhaps

other characters, objects to use, events which occur, and rules which may be stated or which may

be left to the user to uncover. By making decisions and accumulating information, the studentcan

gradually reach the goal, which may be to solve a mystery, to find something, to get to a particular

place, or to prevent a disaster. For instance, in Snooper Troops, the student is a detective who

must find clues and interview people in an at+empt to solve a mystery. This problem may take

many sessions and may require the cooperation of several students to complete.

While you are reading through this chapter, keep in mind the following thoughts:

problem-solving software includes 4 very broad range of content and complexity

an particular piece of problem-solving software can be appropriate for a variety of ages
and abilities

student cooperation can allow students with a range of strengths and needs to work
together in using this software

special needs students' ability to cope with this software has often surprised their teachers

watching special needs students work in these less familiar contexts has helped teachers
understand more about their learning styles and strategies

This chapter includes examples of how special needs teachers have used problem-solving

software in different ways, the learning objectives they have developed, and how they see their

own role ir, supporting students' use of this software.

2
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In addition to the four general characteristics of learner-centered software described in

Chapter 1 (user control over the goal or strategy or both; informational feedback; the ase of

prediction and successive approximation; meaningful context), problem-solving software has all or

most of the following characteristics:

1. It presents unfamiliar problems in unfamiliar contexts.

2. While students may need to draw on some skills that fall into conventional subject matter
areas (e.g., estimation, map-reading), much of what is required crosses subject area
boundaries (e.g., sequencing, testing hypotheses, revising strategies).

3. It requires (and er"ourages) risk-taking and initiation.

4. Errors are necessary and unavoidable.

5. Information is often given in more than one mode. Information is offered visually as well
as through text or symbols.

6. In order to solve problems, many facets of the situation must be considered and
coordinated. Depending on the particular problem, synthesizing a very large amount of
information and paying attention to many variables may be necessary.

7. Directions are of limited usefulness. Students find out most about the problem situ4tior.
by trying something and seeing what happens.

You may already be starting to say, "No directions? Many variables? Risk-taking?

Complex problems? My students could never do that!" Many of us reacted this way when we first

encountered problem-solving software. It intrigued us as a potentially interesting and useful

learning experience, and .,e wished we could make more such experiences available to our

students, but we were all too aware of the difficulty many of our students ' -em to have with

material that is not presented carefully, slowly, sequentially. However, as teachers began to try

software such as that mentioned in this and the next chapter, they found that many students

functioned differently in this new context than in their regular school work. Teachers learned new

things about their students' strengths and learning styles, while the students themselves found new

ways of working on their learning problems. In some cases, teachers found that working with

students in the computer proble-n-solving environment led to a much improved student-teacher
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relationship in other aspects of classroom work. You will enclunter some of these first-hand

experiences later in the chapter.

Some of the, characteristics of problem-solving software are actually advantageous for some

special needs students. Students with different language, visual, and reasoning strengths can often

be successfully paired to work on these activities because of the range of modes in which

information is presented. A child who is a poor reader, but is quick to see visual patterns, may

excel in a problem-solving game which emphasizes classification of graphic images. Lack of

directions may encourage children who have always failed at following written directions; the

necessity to try something and see what happens brings about a certain amount of equality among

studentsnobody knows, at first, what to do!

There are also practical, Lducational reasons for beginning to include problem-solving

computer activities in our curriculum. Lack of directions, complexity, and the inevitability of

:naking errorsthese are the conditions of solving problems in daily life. Looking for a job,

planning a trip, buying a used car, or managing a budget are activities for which there are no

directions and no quick solutions. In fact, many of these problems are never really "solved" at all;

they require continual reevaluation and planning.

Providing "real life" problem-solving experiences in an educational setting, without watering

them down so far that they lose exactly those characteristics of reality that we are after, has always

been a difficu:t task. Many teachers have attempted to involve their students in the kinds of

complex projects which are optimal for the development of thinking, reasoning, and organizational

skills. Such projectsrunning a school store, planning and cooking a meal, publishing a

newspay, 3r, writing and presenting a playallow students with many different kinds of learning

problems and learning strengths to participate successfully. Often these activities are exactly the

ones in which special needs students find a role that is different from their usual one of failure.

4
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But such projects happen rarely for most students. Problem-solving software gives us a new way

to offer students a greater variety of experiences with unfamiliar problems and more opportunities

to develop the skills necessary to solve them.
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Three Programs Which Worked

The best way to give you a sense of how problem-solving software can be used with special

needs students is to share the accounts of several teachers who, each in her or his own way,

developed objectives, approaches, and activities which worked with a particular student

population. These classroom stories are not intended as prescriptions. The teachers themselves

would be the last people to offer their experiences as the only wayor even the right wayto use

this software. All of them are continuin-; to develop and modify their approaches. These stories

simply provide glimpses of the possibilities, and we hope you will find flashes of the familiar in

encountering these classrooms.

1. Snooper Troops

Snooper Trgops is a simulated mystery story in which the user plays the role of detective.

Students must travel around the town and collect clues by interviewing various characters in the

story. Jan Schraith chose Snooper Troops to use with her class of twelve seventh-gracle learning

disabled students in order to focus on student improvement in six areas: map slcillq organizational

skill, (such as note taking), deductive reasoning, communication skills, cooperation with peers,

the ability to work on a project not completed within one class period. The students were at

least two grade levels behind in reading as well as I to three grade levels behind in written

expression skills. File class was in the computer lab two days a week to use the word processor

and on one of these days, students used Snooper Troops, on a rotating basis. (They had three

copies available, so this limbd the number of students who could work on it, since t..e disk must

remain in the disk drive during use).

Jan introduced the whole class to the mechanics of operating the program, then chose

partners based on particular objectives she had for work on interpersonal skills. Students began by

practicing the mechanics of the program, such as driving the Snoopmobile. Students at first had
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difficulty thinking ahead in order to press the command to stop in time. To a chorus of "oops" and

"oh, no, not again", students gradually learned to control the car. At first, Jan gave no directions

for proceeding to solve the case, but as students worked, it became clear, both to her and to the

students, that further direction was needed. She devised a worksheet to help students organize

information from the booklet which accompanies the program and an outline map on which

students could fill in th^ places they located as they investigated. She met with each group at

"frustration times", directing the students, through questioning, in order to guide them in

determining next steps. At intervals, three pairs would meet as a group to compare notes and learn

from each other.

Tn working with this game, students learned---from necessityto keep good notes, to read

information in the booklet, and to use their maps. Students also learned that they could not solve

the case sirrply by guessing. While this was frustrating at times, they learned that they had to

gather facts to back up their suspicions. Students loved this game, and those who solved the

mystery were secretive and amused by others' guesses. Jan saw particular improvement in

organization, communication, and cooperation among her students in the course of working with

this software.

2. Agent U.Q.A.

Agent U.S.A. challenges students to locate and neutralize the "fuzz-bomb". In order to do so

successfully, students travel on trains around the United States searching for the fuzz-bomb, a

search which requires attention to both time and geography. Steve Spencer used this program with

a self-contained class of ten students, grades four to six, with reading or language problems and

behavior problems directly related to their learning difficulties. Steve's goals included

organizational F, kills, helping students to expand their strategies beyond a trial-and-error approach,

reducing antisocial behavior, and improving students' self-images as learners.
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Steve began with a short introduction to Agent, and almost immediately began playing the

game and having students join in. Because his students have difficulty listening to a long stream of

information, he felt that the best approach was to involve them in trying the game immediately,

then gradually add information through discussion. When the students were initially unsuccessful,

he helped the group discuss possible strategies.

Steve found that a group of three students at the computer was the most effective grouping

One student studied the map, one typed, and the third helped out with strategies. He often included

in the group one student with severe reading problems, but average conceptual skills, and one

student who was a better reader with poorer cognitive skills.

One group of three 12-year-old boys became particularly involved with Agent. They saw it

as different from the usual school tasks and were surprised that Steve allowed them to play it

frequently. As they worked with the game, the group began discussing and trying new strategies

and establishing long-term goals. Steve noticed increased skills, concentration, and cooperation.

One boy in particular, Allen, with a severe reading disability and visual perceptual, auditory, and

memory problems, had refused to try anything and was becoming a troublemaker. lie was turned

off to everything, and, as Steve says, "if you can't solve that problem, you can't teach." But like

many learning disabled students, Allen was smart and was able to develop effective strategies in

this context, one which appealed to him and in which he felt more in control. The experience

boosted his view of himself, improved his attitude, and helped him develop and use some

important organizing strategies.

Steve felt tin . As activity required a lot of teacher supervision. He checked in with his

students often while they used the game, helping them to consider new ideas and strategies. In the

future, he thinks a group discussion after each session to review what occured and develop

strategies for tne next round would be useful. An interesting footnote to Steve's experience is that
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none of his students actually solved the game. Howevi. Steve's students found immense

satisfaction and success in getting better and better at a challenging, demanding activity. We often

protect our special needs students from frustrahon and failure by insuring that they gain immediate

succes, yet frustration is a necessary component of the learning process. In real life, success is

often measured in years rather than minutes. This kind of experience with a long-term problem

may help students develop the kind of concentration and involvement they will need when tasks do

not begin and end within a 45-minute period.

3. Gertrude's Secrets and flemskiElizzlea

Gertrude's Secrets and Gertrude's Puzzles each contain a series of games which require

sorting and classification by shape and color. For example, in one of the puzzles, the user must

arrange puzzle pieces in three rows and three columns so that no piece is in the same rrw or

column asa another piece of the same shape or color. Many special education teachers . 'ove used

these programs with a range of populations. Linda Ware uses both Secrets (the easier of the two

programs) and Puzzles with her junior high resource class of students with learning and emotional

problems. Her objectives in using this software are to promote her students' ability to:

discriminate between color and shape, order and classify by pattern and by sequence, categorize

and infer patterns and rules, recognize similarities and differences, use deductive reasoning, and

use critical thinking.

She finds that her students are eager to use the computer, consideri.ig it "play" rather than

"work", but that their responses clearly indicate that they are thinking not only about selecting an

answer but about why they are selecting a particular response. She organizes her class into groups

of three, introduces the computer work to one group, then appoints a Computer Tutor (CT) from

the first group to help the next group of three get started. This kind of organization enables her to

work with students not involved with the computer.
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Linda has been particularly interested in developing off-computer activities to give students

the chance to use and extend the learning she sees going on while her students are using the

computer. She creates worksheets which guide students to use the same kinds of comparison and

categorization skills with which they have been engaged on the computer in otherareas of the

curriculum. In one activity, students worked on the similarities and differences among animal,

plant, and human cells from their science notes; in another, they classified bodies of water in their

state. 1-1.,:ge arguments arose from their work on classifying rock musicians. Linda reports that

their classification scheme was complex and entirely student-directed: "Throughout their work,

they immersed themselves in the data in a manner which rarely occurs in the classroom; they w,he

thinking about the data rather than merely memorizing it without met. dig-making." With her

support, she felt that there was an obvious transfer of skills learned whP.e using Gertrude to other

content areas.

Steve Voiles has used Gertrude's 5ecreta with everyone from his own five-year-old to his

sixth grade special education students. He finds that these learning activities seem to stimulate the

same intense interest and perseverance throughout this broad age range. Like Linda, he is

interested in learning objectives " include hypothesis and prediction, pattern recognition, and

using deductive reasoning, and he also modifies his approach to fit the emotional and social needs

of his students. Here are Steve's accounts of two students' experiences with Gertrude.

Jeffrey was extremely defensive with teachers, especially special education teachers,
because he had been teased about being a "dummy." Part of him was valiantly trying to
prove that he was not dumb, but his emotions were so overwrought that he would make
quick, poorly thought-out decisions based on only partial information. It was extremely
hard to instruct him because he was forever trying to prove that he didn't reed any help,
and his rejection of assistance placed him in an even deeper morass of partial
understanding and poorly concealed self- doubt. The attractive format of Gertrude,
however, momentarily disarmed him. When I allowed him to "play," he fact.d a
computer, not a teacher, his defensiveness slowly began to fall away. After some
preliminary success, I began to offer observations about the choices he was making. I
was a commentator more than a teacher, so I was tolerated. After a couple of sessions,
Jeff began to be willing to speculate, hypothesize, and then test his ideas to see if he was
right. He was thinking carefully instead of reacting emotionally and impulsively. His
intelligence began to show through and our whole teacher-student relationship began t,
improve.
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Kevin, however, baffled me with his hyperactive approach to the activities. He was
bright, but impulsive. The keying caused him no problem and the maze was a breeze for
him. When he got to an activity, his fingers would fly over the keys as he systemat:
inserted piece after piece into the puzzle until a solution was reached. He knew that trial
and error would eventually solve the puzzle, and he was in a harry to pile up prizes. I
was disappointed to see him settle for a primitive strategy when he was so clearly capable
of higher levels of hinldng. Yet, when I tried to engage him in hypothesis and
prediction, he just saw it as slowing him down and "making thingsharder." I put the
disk away for a while, not wanting to help him overdevelop such a low level skill while
ultimately more satisfying approaches lay untapped. Finally I realized that I could exploit
his competitiveness as a means to get him to pay more attention to details and options. I
had Kevin work with a partner, taking turns at the keyboard. While Kevin solved a
puzzle, his partner would count the number ofguesses that he needed to solve it. Then
they would switch positions and Kevin would count the number of gc-Isses required for
his partner to solve the same puzzle. Very quickly, they began to compete. I innocently
pointed out that, if they were competing, the winner would be the person who could
solve the puzzle in the fewest possible guesses. Suddenly Kevin was willing to listen to
suggestions and explore approaches that might lower his score.

For all of these teachers, effective use of problem-solving software required extra time,

effort, and thought. All of them had to make the activities work for their particular group of

students by designing support materials, deciding on grouping, or choosing how and when to

intervene and when to hold back from intervening. For these teachers, the computer was not

viewed as a way to save time or to make learning more efficient. Rather, it offered them and their

students a flexible new approach for achieving important learning objectives. We consPer these

objectives further in the next section.
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Learning Otiectives for Problem-Solving Software

What are appropriete learning goals and objectives for problem-solving software which doe_

not fit neatly into a content-area category such as mathematics or language arts? Teachers using this

software have had to grapple with this issue, partly to explain to othersparents, administrators,

next year's teacherhow and why this software is used, but also to help themselves clarify

objectives and plan for individual students.

Here, fo: example, is what two teachers say about their objectives in using such software.

Steve Voiles describes the use of Gertrude's Secrets this way:

I don't believe Gertrude directly fits a standard curriculum area, but I value it as pure
"cognitive exercise". You have to think to explore 1 ; maze and the acti'ities. If
students are encouraged to develop strategies and to state their ideas about why one
possibility works and another does not, then several additional layers of mental exercise
accumulate. Depending upon the student and his particllar level of ability and
experience, you might choo,P to focus on deductive reasoning, hypothesis and
prediction, sets and subsets, shavt and color recognition, the process of elimination,
trial and error, pattern recognition, etc.

Steve Spencer explains the reasons for using Agent U,S.A. in his classrumn:

There are so many things my kids don't know. Their basic problem is a lack of
organizationai ability. They can't get organized to attack a problem. Instead they use
trial and error only, get frustrated, and give up. I work on this _it all areas, and Agent
was one fun way to do it. The kids need help in a tremendously wide areaboth
academic and social. How do you teach concentration? You can't. You can't teach it
explicitly. You try to help kids begin to ask the elves questions, develop strategies,
and look at things in different ways.

12
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From these statements, you can see that teachers' goals for their students' use of problem-

solving software can cover a broad range of objectives. Many teachers have begun by trying out

problem-solving software with their students without preconceived ideas about goals and

objectives to see what the potential uses are for their particular group of students. Teachers find

they can't always predict how their students are going to interact with problem-solving situations.

However, after some experience with a piece of software, teachers usually devise more specific

goals. They translate the general objectives they started out with, objectives such as concentration,

organization, or "cognitive exercise" into more specific, more manageable goals which can be

included in children's educational plans and which lend themselves to monitoring and

doimentation. Depending on the constraints or flexibilty in their particular setting, their own

teaching styles, the strengths and needs of their students, and the curriculum for which they are

responsible, teachers may clo.-,se to concentrate on social skills, general learning skills, or specific

content area skills. More and more schools are including objectives in critical thinking or proble i

solving in their curriculum for all students; teachers' uses of problem-solving software with their

special education students often match such objectives extremely well.

What follows is a selection of objectives based on those used by our contributing teachers.

We offer this list as a beginning which we encourage you to examine, select from, expand, and

alter appropriately for your particular group of students. Since some of these objectives were

suggested by teachers at many grade levels, and since strengths and needs of ,udents can vary so

widely at each grade level, we have categorized them by type of objective only, not by age or

grade.
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A Samplingof Problem Solving Goals

(Remember! This is a sampling of goals used by spy zial education te,.:hers, not a complete

or definitive listing.)

Organizational skills

Note taking

Gathering facts

Categorizing

Comparing and contrasting

Creating and using organized lists

Identifying patterns

Sorting necessary and unnecessary information

Reasoning skills

Deductive reasoning

Finding multiple solutions

Constructing a sequence of events

Modifying a sequence of event

Reasoning backwards from a result to the sequence which led to it

Using trial and error effectively

Moving from sole use of trial and error to a range of other strategies

Using a process of elimination to isolate the solution

Solving problems with minimal clues

Varying one aspect of a situation at a time to isolate critical attributes

Evaluating partial solutions

Testing solutions

Making sense out of contradictory or ambiguous information

Evaluating relative importance of different elements in a situation

14
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4

Learninglo learn
(See Chapter VI for more about this topic.)

Working on a project not completed in one class period

Responding to situations flexibly

Concentrating on a task

Learning to tolerate errors

Controlling impulsive answers

Using errors as information to guide next steps

Sticking to a goal

Social skills

Cooperating with a peer or small group

Communicating with peers about content and strategy

Taking turns

Becoming a "student expert" or "computer tutor"

Taking a leadership role

Content area skills

Map skills

Language development skills

Recognizing shapes and colors
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Starting Out with Problem-Solving Software

While we cannot imagine a checklist or set of rules which would adequately guide the

selection of problem-solving software, much less appropriately match it to students, we have

identified four guidelines which are important to consider when selecting and using software for

work on critical thinking skills.

First, most teachers advocate beginning with one piece of problem-solving software and

exploring it thoroughly with students. Problem-solving software is typically time-consuming and

complex. Students need enough time to familiarize themselves with both the mechanics and the

ideas of the software before they can focus on the problems themselves. As indicated by the

accounts in this chapter, a good piece of problem-solving software can provide many sessions of

productive work at the computer as well as class discussions and non-computer activities.

Teachers, too, need thy to make connections between the computer experiences and other parts of

their curriculum. Extended, thorough use ofa single piece of software appears to lead to a more

productive, integrated, and coherent experience.

Second, select problem-solving software which offers the student a small world consisting of

a setting and (usually) characters which create a believable context for the problem. The story

context need not be complicated and detailed to be effective in engaging students in solving

problems. Much simpler worlds, such as the frog-pond context of The Pond are intriguing and

attractive, even for older students. By "believable" we do not mean realistic; rather, we mean that

the problem emerges naturally and is clearly related to the context which is developed in the

software. For example, there are many pieces of software in which the user travels through a maze

of interc; ',nected rooms, encountering hazards and acquiring treasures. If in order to enter the

treasure room in a magician's castle, you have to use clues you have gathered to identify the magic

words which open the door, this activity is perfectly consistent and natural, given the premise of
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the situation. However, if you are asked to solve an arithmetic problem each time you want to

move to a nc:w room, the situation is contrived to lure you into mathematics practice, and any

student can tell the difference. Settings and characters which are purely decorative, but do not have

a function in the problem situation, appear to be of much less interest to students over time.

Third, problem-solving software in which trial and error is a possible strategy, but not the

only or the best strategy, seems to work well with many different students. the opportunity to

begin by using trial and error offers a low-risk entrance into problem- solving software. No one

can solve problems such as these without some experience Trying without. succeeding, then trying

again and again until some success is achieved, is a skill and requires an attitudewhich many

students must learn in an environment which appears to them a safe one in which to take such a

risk. For many children, some success with trial and error lays the foundation for gradually

moving toward more sophisticated reasoning strategies. For others, who are masters of trial and

error, software in which trial and error is not sufficient to solve the problem may encourage them

to adopt more sophisticated strategies. Software which allows trial and error but makes it

worthwhile for students to devise more sophisticated strategies counteracts, on the one hind, too

much initial frustration and, on the other hand, boredom resulting from lack of challenge.

Finally, match the complexity and duration of problem-solving activities with students' levels

of experience with this kind of software. Students who lack confidence in their own intellectual

ability, who are frightened by unfamiliar learning situations, or who have poor organizational and

reasoning strategies will need to enter this new realm with appropriate support and structure.

Software which limits the number of choices students must make, which has relatively few steps to

reach a solution, which has a manageable amount of information for students to collect and

organize, which offers on-screen prompts about next steps, and which can be completed in a single

sitting is a good place to start. For example, Where in the World is Carmen Sapdiego?, a detective
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mystery which has all these features provides a straightforward, but still challenging, introduction

to this whole genre of mystery simulations.

By choosing appropriate software we can help students gradually become more confident and

independent in problem solving, but we should not expect to eliminate all the difficulties students

may encounter. Teachers have found that they need to be wary of overprotecting their students. As

one teacher of learning disabled teachers remarked, "I kept running over like a mother hen. I was

more anxious than they were!" We don't want our students to fail, yet experiencing some degree

of failure is a component of solving problems. If a student is ever going to be able to work on a

problem which cannot be completed in one session, learn how to work cooperatively with a peer,

or manage a period of frustration, s/he has to have these experiences.

The role of the teacher is a critical part of this process. What is clear from teachers' accounts

of their use of problem-solving software with their special needs students is that successful

incorporation of this software into the learning environment requires a triad: student, software, and

teacher. It is just as unreasonable to expect students' critical thinking skills to blossom

automatically when they use a piece of software which is designed to encourage problem solving

as it is to assume students will learn how to read if given enough books. Books pro Ade

motivating and intriguing contenta reason ', reading. Problem-solving software also provides

motivating and intriguing contenta reason for thinking and planning. If students are to make the

best use of this software, teachers are there to help students over mechanical hurdles, provide

support during frustration, encourage productive failure as well as suc "ess, and extend new

learning into other aspects of the students' work.
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